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Abstract i
The  purpose  of  this  study was  to determine  the  (I)  extent  of
sexual  knowledge,   (2)  methods  of  collecclng  sexual  lnfomation,  and
(3)  actltudes  Coward  sex education  of  randonly selected  undergraduate
sttrdents  at  Appalachlan State  Unlverslty.    Addlclonally,  students'  atc1-
tudes  regarding art exputed  sex education cturlcula  ac  this  instltucion
were  lnvescigated.    The  partlclpants  erere  divided  into eight  strata
determined  by  sex  and  academic  class  status  (freshman,  sophomore,  junior,
senior),
The  226  subjects  parclclpating  ln  the  sctidy tgere  adtDlnlstered  a
five  part  questlonnalre  designed  Co  collect  lnfortnatlon  regarding  their
(I)  personal  history,   (2)  previous  sex education,   (3)  present  sexuaLl
lmonledge,   (4)  accltudes  Coward  youths'  obtalrmenc  of  sex educaclon,  and
(5)  atcltudes  Cotoard  an  expanded  sex educaclon  curricula  at  Appalachlan
State  Uhlversity.    Data mere  collected  ln  the  tom  of  checklists  (per-
cencages)  and  rating scale  mean  lnten8Ltles  based  on  the  Llkerc  tech-
nique  of  scale  conscrtic€lon.    The  sex  lmowledge  lriverLtory exployed  ln
Chls  investlgatlon tras  previously admlnlstered  ln a  pilot  experiment
which  colisisted  of  thirty `indergraduate  students  and  the  inventory had  a
coefflcienc  of rellablllty o£  .94 as  measured  by the  test,  re-test
method.
Over ninety percent  of  the  subjects  reported  recelvlng no sex
education  in  the  hone  prior  to  seven  years  of  age.    IIess  than  one  half
ill
of  the  females  and  one  third  of  the  males  obtained  sex educaclon ac  hone
after  fifteen  years  of  age.    The  school  was  not  frequently  clced  as  a
source  of  sex education prior  to the  seventh  grade;  haever,  the  school
lcas  clced  Done  frequently  Char  the  hone  as  a  source  of  sex  education
after  puberty.    Sex education received  in  the  hone  and  school  was
reported  more  frequently anorLg  the  females  than  the  males.    The  church
provided  sex educatlorL  for  less  than  thirty percent  of  the  subjects.
Peer  group  discussions,  the  qLass  nedla,  and  collecting  lnformtlon  by
oneself were  cited  by all  strata  as  prevalent  sotmces  of  sex education.
As  measured  by  the  sex  lmowledge  inventory  employed  ln  this
lnvestigatlon,  there  was  no  substantial  difference  bet`reen  the  mean
scores  obtained  by  the  male  and  female  subjects®    Posit:1ve  coefflclents
of  correlation mere  detemined  bectreen higher  test  scores  and  (I)  higher
chronological  age  and  (2)  higher  academic  class  status.    The  subjects
did  not  possess  adequate  se"aLl  lmowledge  and  could not  realistically
evaluate  the  extent  of  their  present  sext)al  lmowledge.
Over ninety percent  of  the  subjects  believed  that  parents  and
teachers  should  be  the  lndlvlduals  primarily responsible  for  providing
yotlth with  sex education.    Over  elghcy percent  of  the  stibjects  reported
that  they  believed  that  there vas  both a  present need and desire  for  an
expanded  sex education  curricula  at  Appalachlan  State  University.    The
subjects  mere  overwhelmingly supportive  of  teacher education  preparation
in  sex education.
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CHAPTER   I
INTRcoueTION
During  the  past  decade,  American  youth  have  disclosed  a  salient
desire  for  a  renaissance  in  the  antiquated  procedures  toward  the  teaching
of  human  sexuality.    Today'S  educators,   be  they  teachers.  clergymen,
medical  personnel,  or  interested  parents,  have  enconpassed within  their
scope  of  objectives  the  education  of  the  total  youth.    Assuredly,  the
realization  of  one's  own  biological  identity and  the  multitudinous  ram-
ifications  of  this  knowledge  should  be  considered  as  part  of  an  ideal
educative  process  for  all  youth.    It  appeaLrs  evident,  however,  that
improved  preparational  programs  for  all  sex educators  misc  be  initiated
before  the  majority  of  youth will  be  able  to  acquire  meaningful  and
accurate  sex education.
Purpose  of  the  Study
lt  ls  the  purpose  of  this  exploratlve  study to detemlne  (1)  the
present  knowledge  of  various  human  se:cuallty  topics  and  (2)  the  attitudes
toward  sex education  of  randomly selected  undergraduate  students  at
Appalachlan  State  University.    Furthemore,  the  study  Ls  designed  to  reveal
where,  when,  and  from what  specific  individuals  the  subjects  actually
received  sex  education.    Lastly,  1nformtion  ls  presented  as  to  the  sub-
jects'  atcICudes  regarding  the  present  and  future  sex education  availa-
billcies  ac  Appalachlan  State  Uhlverslty.
1
2.
Simificance  of  the  Sttrdy
lthether American  youth  should  or  should  not  receive  sex edu-
cation has  practically  ceased  to  be  an  argunentable  issue  alnong  most
educators  and  parents.    The  majority  of  youth  are  indeed  recelvirLg  sore
type  of  sex education whether  it  be  through  fomal  school  instrtlctioni
parental  lrLstrmctlon,  peer  group  discussions,  the  nasa  Dedla,  or  from
'any  of  I:he  other  nurierous  sources  of  sex education within  our  society.
Unfortunately,  research  studies  have  revealed  Chat  children most  often
experience  their  first,  and  possibly glost  important  sex education  frori
peer  or  ]inass  media  sources.]'2'3'4    Both  of  these  lnfluentlal  carmrml-
catlon  sotirces  have  been widely  critlclzed  ln regard  to  the  distorted
sexual  facts  that  are  dlssenlnated  and  to the  over  sensuous  description
of  sexual  events  which  they present.    Collective  research  data  consist-
ently have  revealed  that  the  majority of  both adults  and  youth  desire
and  support  the  accittide  that  opporfroitles  for  receiving  sexual  infor-
mation  should  be  available  wlth|n  the  hcme,  school,  and  church.5'6'7
rAnne  Mccreary  Jtthasz,   "Background  Factors,  Extent  of  Sex  Know-
ledge  and  Source  of  Information,"  _JQumal  of  School  __H_eel_e_H,   39338,
Jantury,   1969.
2Wi|llan  Blaisdell,   cited  by  Leonard  Gross,   "Sex  Education  Cones
of  Age,"  ]±g!s,   30:22,   MaLrch,   L966.
3Gordon  Sh|prrm,   '.The  Psychodynandcs  of  Sex  Educatloni " E±
Family  Coordinator,   17§3,   January,   1968.
4The  £±±]z±±]!  Forum,   "Sex  Education  Survey, "  £±a}±9H   17 i65i  May.
1970.
5Carl  I..  Harcer  and  Vestal  W.  Parrish,  '"ate"l  Preference  o£
Socializdtlon Agent  for  Sex  Education,"  Joumal  of  Marriage  and  the
Eqpp±=±]!,   30:420,   Augtist,    1968.
6Walcer  Mclncire,   'Parental  Attitudes  Tow€.]rd  Family  I.1fe  Edu-
cation, "  _J_qur_p_gl  of  School  Hea_i__E_a.,   39§667,   November,1969.
7|ester  Kirkendall  and  Roger  Llbby,   .Trends  In  Se}c  Educaclon,"
cited  by  Carlfred  8.  Broderlck  and  Jessie  Bemard  (eds.),  The  lndlvldual.
Sex.   and  Society  (Baltimore:    The  Jchns  Hopklns  Press,   1969),   p.   14.
3.
However,  data  pertaining  to  the  adequacy and  relevancy  of  the  sexual  ln-
forlnation and  attitudes  presented  to  youth  through  these  societal  lnstl-
tutlons  often  indicate  that  preserLt  methods  of  sex education  are  not
meeting  the  needs  and  lncerests  of  today's  youth.8'9'[°    skepticism  as
t:a  the  actual  preparatlve  adequacy  of  the  adults  providing  this  sexuail
informtion  has  been  subscantiaced  by natlonwlde  opinion polls,  educa-
tional  investigations,  and  students'  evaluations.11,12,13,14
Appalachlan  State  University  ls  basically a  teacher  preparatory
oriented  institution;  however,  the  scope  of  the  unlversity's  object:ives
are  indeed  more  nLmerous.    Heretofore,  students  gradtiatlng  fran  this
institution with a  four  year  baccalaureate  degree  have  received  limited
instruction  as  to  the  factual  knowledge  of  htmn  sexuality.    The  znajority
of  graduates  have  not  received  any  systenatlcally organized  instruction
or  preparation  in  regard  to  the  utilization  of  various  Ceachlng methods,
materials,  and  organizational  resources which are  available  for  the
8Helen  Manley,   'tsex  Educatio["     Where,  When,   and  How  Shotlld  It  Be
Taught?,"  cited  by  G.  Pat  Powers  and  Wade  Baskin  (eds.),   S_e_¥_  Edu§a.tiqn_:_
Issues  and  Directives  (New  York:    Philosophical  Library,   Inc.,   1969),
p.   65.
9
James  Elia  and  Paul  Gebhard,   "Sexuality  and  Sexual  Leamlng  ln
Childhood,"  Phi  Delta  Kappan,   50:401,  March,   1969.
[°Juts8,  op.  cit.,  p.  33.
LL|sadore  Rubin,   The  Sex  Ed`icator  and  Moral  Values  (New  York:     Sex
lnfomatlon  and  Education  Council  of  t:he  united  States,   1969),  p.   13.
L2rsex Education,"  Grade  Teacher,  86g63,  N-ber,1968.
[3Janes  I.  Malfetti  and  Arline  M.  Rubin,   rsex  Edueations    who  ls
Teaching  the  Teachers?, "  The  Record,   69§217,  December,1967.
L4vance  packard,   The  Sexual  Wildemess   (Nee.  Yorks     David  Mckey  Co.,
Ire.,   1968),   p.   409.
4.
presentation  of  sexual  information  to  youth.    Students  graduating  fran
APplachian  State  University  have  not  received  sex  educat:ion  preparatory
lnstrucclon,  regardless  of  whether  their  future  sexuality  teaching  ls  to
be  performed  as  a  professiorral  educator,  concerned  parent,  or  both.
At  the  present,  no  educational  investigation  has  been  conducted
at  this  lnstltution regarding  the  students'  needs,  interests,  or  general
knowledge  regarding  human  sexuellty.    The  main  significance  of  this
study  ls  that  it  represents  an  initial  explorative  and  quantitative
interpretation  of  Appalachlan  State  Unlverslty's  students'  basic  factual
knowledge  of  human  sexuality  and  their  attitudes  toward  sex  education.
Scol)e  of  the  Study
Questionnaire.    The  measurement  irLstr`ment  efxployed  for  this
sttrdy was  comprised  of  a  one  hundred  question  sex  lmowledge  test  and  an
information  and  sex  education  attitude  questionnaire.    The  entire  test
tras  divided  into  five  sections  which were  designed  to  decermlne  the
subjects'  (I)  personal  history,   (2)  previous  sex  education,   (3)  present
haowledge  in various  areas  of  hunan  sexuality,   (4)  atcltudes  regarding
sex education,  and  (5)  attitudes  regarding  t:he  present  and  future  sex
education curricula  at  Appalachian  State  University.    A  copy  of  the
entire  qt]estionnalre  can  be  found  in  Appendix A,  page  134.
Subject  selection.    The  subjects  selected  for  participation  in
this  study were  all  full-tinte  undergraduate  students  at  this  institution
and  represented  all  four  academic  classes:    freshman,. sophonore,   junior,
and  senior.    Full-tine  academic  status  (students  reglsterlng  for  a  min-
imum  of  twelve  academic  hours  of  classes)  and  official  class  rank  were
determined  by  the  Registrar's  Office.    The  students  were  selected  by a
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stratified  probability  sample  ln which  the  stratification,  by  sex and  by
academic  class,  was  made  prior  to  the  random  selection.    Thus,  eight
distinct  strata were  included  for analysis.    original  letters  of  intro-
duction and  invitation  to  participate  in  the  study were  sent  to  814
students,  representing  one  sixth  of  all  full-time  undergraduate  students
registered  as  of  spring  quarter,   1970.    Two  hundred  and  twenty-six
students  consented  to participate  in  the  study,  or  27.8 percent  of  the
students  who were  originally  invited.    Of  the  226  students  completing
the  study,   96  (42  percent)  were  males  and  130  (58  percent)  were  females.
Tabular  analysis  of  all  eight  strata  conparing  total  student  population
availability with  the  actual  representation  in the  sttidy  is  presented  ln
Chapter  Ill,  Table  I.
Definitions  of  Terms
Sex  education. For  the  purposes  of  this  sttrdy,  sex education
should  be  considered as  anyandall  attitudes,  beliefs,  and  facts which
have  been  either  dir\ectly  given  to  an  individual,  or  collected  by  the
individual  hitnself,  and  have  contributed  to his  present  understanding
and  appreciation  of  htman  sexuality.    A more  inclusive,  restrictive  def-
inition  of  this  rather  nebulous  term would  have  created  greater  inter-
precive  difficulty  for  the  students  as  to what  they  should  or  should  not
consider  as  sex  education.
Stratified  probability sample.    A  stratified  probability  sample
is  a  sample  selected  by dividing  the  total  population  into  strata  and
then  selecting  a  random  saxple  fran  each  stratum.]5    For  this  study,  the
i:::==±=±:=a:#k:qu%I:I:I:I:=:rfke:h=;.!:a::=.:#Li#),
p.    108.
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entire  population  of  full-time  undergraduate  students  was  ident:ified  and
then  stratified  according  to  sex and  academic  class  rank  before  the
random  sample  was  drawn  from  each  strattrm  population.
Limit:acions  of  the  Study
I.    Although  the  topic  of  this  study would  appear  to  be  of  much
inporcance  and  interest  to  young adults,  less  than  thirty percent  of
I;hose  students  invll=ed  to participate  ln  the  study  actually  accepted  the
invitation.
2.    Prior  to May,   1970,  no  exploratlve  study had  been  undertaken
at  this  institution which  would  provide  needed,  basic  information  for
the  development  of  restrictive  research  designs  within  the  area  of  sex
education.
3.     No  comprehensive  soclologicaLl  investigation  has  been  received
at:  this  institution  in regard  to  the  identif ication and  analysis  of  the
students '  socio-econonic  backgrouts,  nt]nerical  sibling  relatiorLship,  or
cultural  values  and  beliefs.    Recent  literattire `has  revealed  that  these
factors,  among  others,  greatly  imf luence  the  type  and  relative  value  of
the  sex  education  that  a  child  receives  wichln  our  soclecy. 16,17
4.    The  knowledge  test  that  was  administered  as  part  of  the  total
research  design was  a  self-constructed  instrument  being used  for  the
first  time  within  this  study.    Validation  of  the  test:ing  instrument:  was
determined  by  curricular  rather  than  statistical  analysis.
5.    Whereas  much  has  been  published  in  regard  to  sex  education
L6E||a  and  Gebhard,   op.   clc.,   p.   404.
[7Panos  D.   Bardis,   "Influences  of  Family  Life  Education  on  Sex
Zthonledge, "  J_equal  of  Mar_riage  and  t_he_  Fanily,   25:88,   February,1963.
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during  the  last  five  years,  most  of  the  research  emphasis  has  been
placed  upon  youth  in elementary  or  secondary  school.    Few  investigations
have  been  conducted  regarding  the  knowledge,  attitudes,  and  desires  of
college  students  pertaining  to  the  areas  of  htmarL  sexuality and  sex
education.
6.    Due  to  the  broaLd  scope  of  the  definition  of  sex  education
which  was  employed  in  this  lnvestlgatlon,  there  may  have  been  a  broad
variance  among  t:he  subjects'  interpretations  as  to what:  they  actually
perceived  as  sex  education.
7.     Inasmuch  as  only  226  of  the  814  subjects  orginally  invited
to  participate  in  the  study actually  completed  the  questlonnalre,  the
data  obtained  may  represent  the  sexual  knowledge  and  attitudes  of  those
college  youth  ac  this  inst:itutlon who  were  int:erested  enough  in  the
topic  of  sexuality  and  sex  education  to  attend  the  testing  session.
CHAPTER   11
REVIEW  OF  LITERATURE
Inasmuch  as  Chls  study  ls  eclectic  in  scope,  discussion  of  llC-
erature  pertinent  to  the  goals,  purposes,  and  adequateness  of  sex  edu-
cation  provided  within  the  hone,  school,  and  church  has  been  presented.
As  statistical  data  in  this  area  are  exiguous,  an  attempt  has  been
mde  to  synthesl2e  the  available  research  conducted  thus  far  ln  con-
junction wlch  the  above  sociel=al  inscitutions'  objectives  or  rationales
regarding  sex  educaclon.    Discussion  and  analysis  of  other  sexual  1nfor-
matlon  sources,  such  as  the  medical  profession,  ness  media,  and  peer
groups  has  also  been  included  for  examlnatlon  as  to  their  significance
regarding  youths '  sexual  education.
Goals.  Purposes.  and  Ratlonales
for  Sex  Educaclon
Historically,  youth  of  virtually every culture  have  received  some
form  of  sex  education  from  one  or  more  sources  within  their  society.    In
some  cultures  this  information mas  provided  by  the  older  adolescents  of
the  tribe.    In  other  early  societies  the  older women  counselled  the  ado-
lescent  females,  while  the  older  tribesmen  inst:ructed  the  young  males  as
to  the  rituals  of  sexuality.    Likewise,  other  cultures  completely reversed
this  gender  role  of  sexual  preparation  for  the  youth.    In modem  societies
of  today,  sexuality within  the  historical  context  of  procreaclon  for  the
preservation  of  the  culture  has  been  complemented  by more  diversified
attlt:udes  and  beliefs  regarding  the  furLctlons  and  purposes  of  the  total
sexual  being.    As  societies  becone  more  advanced,   their  accit:udlnal
8
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diversicies  regarding  cultural  mores  generally widens.    In regard  to  the
sexual  development  of  youth,  the  elders  of  ancient  tribes  as  well  as
modem  parents,  the  tribal  prlescs  and  the  modern  clergy,  all  believed
they have  had  sonethlng meaningful  to relate  to  a  particular  aspect  of
the  youchs'  total  sexual  development.
In  the  United  States  today,  it  ls  generally  accepted  Chat  the
hone,  school,  and  church  can  potentially  fulfill meaningful  roles  during
particular  stages  of  a  child's  sexual  development.    The  majority  of
adults  also  accept  the  concept  that  members  of  these  socletal  lnstl-
tutlons  should  be  adequately  prepared  and  willing  Co help  foster  the
Cransitlonal  development  of  youth  toward  an  ultimate  mature  under-
standing  of  sexuallcy  through  some  form  of  sex  education.
Obviously,  the  dlversicy  of  our  society makes  the  attainment  of
quality  sex  education  for  all  youth  sonewhac  arduous.    Iiescer  Kirkendall,
a highly regarded  sex educator  at  Oregon State  University,  has  comenced
that  'ho  one  system  of  sex values  is  currently accepted  in  theory  or  in
practice  by  the  great  mjorlty  o£  AmerlcarLs."1    Within  the  Uhlced  States,
the  prevalence  of  imensely diverse  sexual  attitudes  and  beliefs  makes
ic  difficult  for  the  churches  and  schools  Co  function  ln a  coaplementary
capacity with  the  home  in  regard  Co  the  sex education  of  youth.     Indeed,
the  exact  functiorLs  of  these  institutions  is  made  even more  uncertain
due  to  the  often  cited  cultural  revolution which  ".   .   .  1s  changing  the
face  of  AJnerican  social  institutions  such  as  the  school,  church,  and
fao|ly."2    A  national  survey  conducted  by  Time  Magazine  ln  L969  revealed
I
Iiester  Kirkendall,  cited  by Vance  Packard,  The  Sexual  Wildemess
(New  York:     David  MCKay  Co.,   Inc.,   1968),   p.   68.
2Frank  E.  MCGtilgam,   .'Scelal  Revoltition  and  Sex  Education,"
Clearing  House,  43:422,  March,   1969.
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that  opposition  to  sex education was  registered  most  often  by Diddle
aged  adults  ref lecting  ".   .   .  Chelr  discontent  with  the  changes  taking
3
place  in  a world  different  fron  that  in which  they  grew up."
As  previously mentioned,  the  majority  of  American  parents,  edu-
cators,  ministers,  and  youth  support  the  development  of  comprehensive
sex  education  programs  which  are  administered  through  the  home,  school,
and  church.     For  over  two  decades,  governmental,  medical,  religious,  and
educational  agencies  have  advocated  improved  sex  education ccmunlcatlons
for  American  youth.    Manley  noted  that  as  early  as  1941,  the  American
Assoclaclon  of  School  Adminlscrators  recouiended  that  sex  education  be
4
included  wlthln  the  school  curricultm.      It  was  not  until  1948  that  the
National  Conference  of  the  Education  of  Teachers  recormended  that  sex
education  be  included within  the  curriculum  for  all  teachers.5  Throughout
the  last  decade,  ntmerous    na€1onal  organl2}atlons  prepared  positional
doctments  favoring  systematically  organized  sex education programs  for
yotith.    Such  esteemed  organizations  as  the  American Medical  Association,
the  American Association  for  Health,  Physical  Education,  and  Recreation,
the  American Association  of  School  Administrators,  the  American  School
Health Assoclatlon,  the  National  Congress  of  Parents  and  Teachers,  the
Synagogue  Council  of  America,  the  tinited  States  Catholic  Conference,
the  United  States  Department  of  Health,  Education,  and  Welfare,  and  the
National  Education Association  are  just  a  few  of  the  numerous  and  diverse
School
3"Sex  in  the  Classroom,"  Tine  Magazine,   94350,   July  25i   1969.
4
Helen Manley,  Eanily  Life  and  Sex  Educat:ion  ln  the  Element:ar
(Washington§    Department  of  Elementa,ry-Kindergauten-Nursery
Education,  National  Education Association  of  the  United  States,   1964),
p.3.
5
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organizations  supporting  sex education  |n  the  United  States  today.6
Periodically,  national  organizations  have  united  to  form  joint
comictees  f or  the  purpose  of  creating  supporting  documents  for  sex  edu-
cation.     In  1953,  t:he  American  Association  for  Health,  Physical  Education,
and  Recreation  and  the  National  Association  of  Secondary  School  Principals
urged  family,   school,  end  church  support  of  sex  education.7    During  1960,
the  White  House  Conference  on  Children  and  Youth  reconuBended  that  sex
education  be  implemented  into  the  school  curriculum  from elementary
8
school  through  high  school.      The  joint  cormictees  of  the  National  Edu-
cation Association  and  the  AmerlcarL Medical  Association  of  1961  and  1964
stated  that  the  schools  should  ''.   .   .  accept  appropriate  responsibility
for  reinforcing  the  efforts  of  parents  Co  transmit  knowledge  about  the
.  psychic,  moral,  and  physical  consequences  of  se3rmalbehavior...9J10
In  the  past,  it  often has  been  asked wlion  should  teach  sex edu-
cation.    Dalrymple  has  suggested  that  the  approach  to  sex  education
should  not  be  whom  is  going  to  teach  lt  but  rather  ".   .   .  who  can help
provide  the  child  with  an  envirorment  in which he  can  develop  into  a
6
Jeanne  Zazzaro,   T€ritics  or  No  Critics,  Most  Americans  St:ill
Firmly  Support  Sex  Education  In  Schools,"  American  School  Board  Journal,
157:30,   September,   1969.
7Jolnt  Cormictee,  The  American Association  for  Health,  Physical
Education,  and  Recreation  and  The  National  Association  of  Secondary
School  Principals,   'How  Should  You  Provide  Sex  Education?,"Adminis-
trative  Problems  in  Health.  Physical  Education.  and  Recreation,
{Washington:    National  Education  Association,   1953),  p.   16.
8rfuiey,  op.  cit.,  p.  4.
9|oinc  Ccrmit:tee,  The  Natiorral  Education  Associat:loo  and  The
§;i;¥%§8#§¥:§§;¥L_H±ai.§¥g-=a-t:I:-IIfae.1.=i9-±±
10hiley,  lee.  cit.
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mature,  responsible  adult  who  shares  normally  in htman  sexuality. "LL
Dalrymple's  viewpoint  appears  to  reflect  the  opinions  of  most  American
adults  who  suggest  that  the  hone,  school,  and  church  should  all  offer
needed  environments  in which  the  child  can mature  sexually.
Mary Calderone,  executive  director  of  the  Sex  |nfomatlon  and
Education  Council  of  the  United  States  and  one  of  the  natlon's  foremost
advocates  of  premium  sex  education  programs,  has  succinctly stated  what
she  believed  sex  education  should  provide  Co  youth:
Basically,  an  adequat:e  sex  education  program  ls  one  in which
the  parents,  the  school,  the  comunity,  and  the  church  have  all
participated  at  appropriate  times  in  the  child's  life,  with  the
aim  of  producing mature,  aware  adults,  capable  of  understanding
themselves  and  others  and  of  behaving  responsibly  as  sexual
people .12
Calderone's  statement  presented  two  obvious  conclusions.    First,  sex
education,   if  it  is  to  be  successful,  must  have  as  one  of  its  goals
the  total  involvement  of  the  carmunity.    This  would  include  interested
parents,  clergymen,  educators,  doctors,   lawyers,  and  of  course,  the
youth  who  are  to  benefit  by  such  a  prograzn.    Secondly,   both  youth  alrd
adults  must  be  made  aware  that  sex  education  represents  much  more  than
just  the  biological  and  physiological  aspects  of  sexuality which  con-
prlse  only  one  facet  of  the  conplex  nature  of  the  sexual  being.    With
the  inclusion  of  competent  and  understanding educators,  ministers,
doctors,  and  parents  into  a  sex  education  program,  yout=h  are  afforded
the  opportunity  of  discussing  and  evaluating  the  intellectual,  social,
psychological,  emotional,   legal,  and  religious  aspects  of  sexuality.
[Lwi ||ard  Dalrymple, Sex  Is  F'or  Real:     Human  Sexuality  and  Sexual
Responsibility  (New  York:    he-dr-a-w-Hill,   Irro.,1969),   p.   136-.----- ~
[2Mary  Calderone,   "A  Candid  Conersaclon  With  the  Outspoken  and
Embattled  First  lady  of  Sex  Education, "  personal  interview,  _PL1_a¥be]ri
17:72,   April,1970.
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Including  the  areas  of  sexL)ality mentioned  aLbove  into  a  sex  edu-
cation Program connotates  more  than  the  discussion  of  reproduction and
also  entails  a  youch's  value  system    of  sexual  beliefs,  principles,  and
ethics.    This  goal,  the  development:  of  rational  sexual  thought  in  regard
to  one's  total  self  and  environment,  has  been almost  nan-exiscenc  in the
majority  of  sex  education  programs;  be  they hcme,  school,  or  church
oriented.    According  to  Robin  and  Kirkendall,  one  of  the  major  problems
prevenclng  the  at:tainment  of  meaningful  sex education  programs  is  that
"we  are  discussing  sex  education  in  a  society  that  ls  almost:  schi8o-
phrenic  in  its  contradictory attitudes  toward  sex ..... '[3    The  director
of  the  Institute  of  Sex  Research,  Paul  Gebhard,  concurred with  this
theory.    He  stated,   "An  honest  sex  education wotild  by  definition  bring
painful  attention  Co  the  defects  in  our  soclety's  attempts  at  dealing
with  the  sexual  impulse ..... '[4    According  to  Gebhard,  within  such  an
approach  to  sex  education,  many  of  the  problems  evaded  by adults  wot]1d
be  ..open  to  sc"tiny"  by  today's  adolescents.15    Rubin  and  Kirkendall
submitted  that  unless  this  type  of  evaluatory approach  to  sextlallty
occtirs,  under  adult  guidance,  youth  will  not  be  prepared  ".   .   .  to  cope
with  the  real  situations  that  will  face  them as  adolescents  and  adults."L6
Providing  suitable  learning  environments  and  presenting  sexual
informat:ion wliich  more  realistically meets  the  needs  of  maturing  youths
are  ttro  of  the  major  goals  of  sex  education.    If  these  goals  are  to  be
L3|sadore  Rubln and  hester  K|rkerLdall  (eds. ),  Sex  in  the  Adolescent
j!§±=§  (New  Yorks    Association  Press,   1968),   p.   18
[4|bid.    citing  Paul  Getinard.
L5|bid.    cicing paul  Gebhard.
16Ibid.
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realized,  adtilts  will  have  Co  reverse  their  prior  policies  of  control-
ling  and  suppressing  youths'  se3[ual  expression. 17    Progressive  educa-
tional  authorities  believe  Chat  one  of  the  gravest  problems  within Public
education  today  is  thaLt  student:s  are  more  often  indoctrinated  rather
than  educated. L8    lndoctrlI]al  methods  of  teaching  sex  education  appear
to  be  presently,  as  in  the  past,  overwhelmingly prevalent.    "If  the
parent  or  teacher  attempts  to  impose  a  set  of  rules  on  the  growing
individual, "  according  to Dalryxple,  "the  chances  are  that  the  result
will  be  to  convince  him  Chat  he  must  experiment  with  other  codes  of
behavior."L9    |t  appears  that  sex and  fanily  life  educators,  be  they
parents,  teachers,  ministers,  or  others,  agree  at  least  in theory,  that
the  youth  of  our  society  should  be  provided  with  environments  ln which
they may collect  accurate  information  regarding  their  questions  of
sexuality.    Then,  prepared  with  such  knowledge,  be  given  opportunities
in tchich  to make  rational  decisions  regarding  their  attitudes,  beliefs,
and  behavior patterns  of  sexuality.
There  are,  however,  adults  within  our  society  that  contend  sex
education,  or  its  many  synonyms,  should  not  be  provided  to  youth  except
at  particular  stages  of  their  lives  and  then  only  in  the  confines  of  the
hone.    Disregarding,  for  the  present,  research  lnvestigatlons  which have
indicated  tenuous  parental  abilities  in  regard  to  the  sex education  of
their  children,   it  is  worthy  to note  Clark  Vincent's  beliefs  toward  such
L7|[ester  Kirkerfell,   Se!c  Education  (New  York:     Sex  lnfo]rmation  and
Education  Council  of  the  Uriited  St:aces,   1969),   p.   15.
L8|sador+e  Rubin,  The  Sex  Edticator  and  Moral  Values  (New  York:     Sex
Information  and  Education  Council  of  the  United  States,   1969),  p.   6.
L9Dairyxp|e,   op.   cit.,   p.   134.
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parental  rationale.    Discussing  parental  objections  to  sex  education,
Vincent:  concluded:
This  does  not  accoxpany  other  areas  of  education.    We  do  not
assume,  for  example,  that  consumer  education will  encourage  young
people  to  be  less  wise  or more  foolish  ln  spending money,  but  that
it will  aid  them  in exerclslng  greater wisdon  in  the  management  of
budgets  and  finances.    Nor  do we  assure  that  physical  education
cotirses  will  lrmediately  lead  to  abuses  of  the  physical  body.    Nor
do  tee  assume  that  to  provide  driver  educatiorL  prior  to  the  time
youth may  drive  legally will  increase  the  acclderLt  rate.    In  fact
¥:n:::= ::: :={:efy,t:din::: ::::28ion.  the more respect for
In  summary,  adults within  our  scoiety are  presently adnicting
that  children  of  all  ages  are  indeed  sexual  beings  and  should,  ln  one
form  or  another,  be  provided  with accurate  information  and  coapetent
guidance  regarding  human  sexual  development.    Conprehensive  sex educa-
tion  should  be  directed  toward  helping  the  youth  determine  the  total
consequences  of  sexual  behavior  in  order  that  they may  ''.   .   .  choose
for  themselves  with  scme  measure  of  rationality among  coapeting  codes
of  conduct."2L    Parents,  educators,  and  clergymen  are  presently  attempting
to  compel  youth  to  accept  sexual  attit:udes  and  beliefs  which  the  younger
22
members  do not  understand  and  cannot  defend  to  their  own  satisfaction.
Nevertheless,  many  parents  have  begurL  to  realize  that  t:hey  are
inadequately  prepared  to  accurately  discuss  all  aspects  of  sexuality
with  their  children.    Thus,  other  sociecal  institutions,  such  as  the
school  and  the  church,  have  attempted  to realistically evaluate  their
possible  value  as  sex education environments  for  youth.
2°Clark  E.  Vlncent,   "The  Pregnant  Single  College  Girl,"  Proceedings
of  a  Symposium  on  Sex  Education  of  the  College  Student,
American  College  Health  Association,   15:50,  May,   1967.
2LRubin,   op.   cit.,   P.   10.
22|bid.,   p.18.
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Sex  Edu_c_ation  Within  the  H_Qme
Historically,  the  family unit  has  been  the  main  source  for  per-
petuating cultural  traditions,  beliefs,  and attitudes within  our  society.
The  doninant  influence  of  the  family unit  as  an  educaclonal  sotlfce  ls
most  forceful  during  the  first  ten  to  fifteen years  of  an  indlvldual's
life.    Hcmever,  the  actual  beliefs  and  values,  and  the  methods  by which
they are  present:ed  to  the  Children,  are  probably as  diverse  as  the  fanllly
units  themselves.    Within  the  area  of  sex  education,  there  are  indl-
cacions  that  substanclal  numbers  of American  parents  either  do not
believe  they  are  adequately prepared  to discuss  sexuality with  their
children  or  believe  other  social  institutions,  stich  as  the  school  or
the  church,  should  be  staffed  with  personnel  more  qualified  than  the
parents  to  discuss  sexuality.    The  purpose  of  this  discussiorL  is  to
present varying  philosophies  as  to what  the  hone  and  parents  can
accoxplish  in regard  to  (1)  educating  their  children  to  be  healthy
sexual  beings  and  (2)  fostering  foundations  that will  later  serve  to
help  the  children  develop  rational  thinking  regarding  their  sexual
development.    A  second  objecclve  is  to  present  available  research  data
that  has  been  collected  from  both  parents  and  youth  regarding what
actually  is  being  traLrLsmitted  within  the  home  ln  reference  Co  sex  edu-
cation  and  Co what  value  these  efforts  have  been  Co  the  youth.
Due  to  our  monogamous,  parerLtal-familial  oriented  society
structure,  both  parents  and  youth are  afforded  frequent  and  lengthy
opportunities  in which  to  begin  developing  the  child's  sexual  value
system.    Whether  or not  parents  are  cognizant  of  being  sex educators,
their  children are  receiving  sore  form  of  sex  education  every  day  they
are  members  of  the  family  unit.    Rubin has  submltced  that  the  parencs'
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role  ln  sexually educating  their  children  is  unique  in  that  ".   .   .
parents  transmit:  values  both  consciously  and  unconsciously  in  the  com-
plex  behaviors  and  feelings  of  day-to-day  life  |n  the  family."23  During
the  first  ten  to  twelve  years  of  a  chi|d's  life  he  will  receive  t:hese
sextral  ccrmunlcations  and,  consciously  or  unconsciously,  incorporate
many  of  these  thoughts  or actions  |nco his  rapidly developing  sexual
value  system.    According  to  Rubln,  the  majorlcy  of  this  information
received  by  the  child  in  the  home  ls  related  to  ixpending  family  slt-
uat:ions  and  the  parencs'  personal  experiences.24    ..Little  of  this
transmission  is  cool,  rational,  objecclve,  or  scientific,"  Rubin
25stated.        In  regard  to  sex education  provided within  the  home,  soci-
ologist  Aubrey Wendling  expressed  the  belief  t:hat  "the  parents  always
26
want  to  do  the  right  thing,  but  end  up  doing  nothing .... "
Nevertheless,  parents  are  the  first  t:eachers  a  child  is  con-
fronted  with  and  they are  in a unique  position  Co perform particular
functions  regarding  the  child's  early  sex education.    one  of  the  major
responsibilities  of  the  parents  is  providing  opportunities  for  the
maturing  child  Co  begin  developing moral  attitudes  that will  serve  as
a  basic  foundation  for  later  decision making  regarding  sexual  beliefs
and  habits.27    Many  of  these  attitudes  are  assimilated  by  the  young
child  concomit=antly  within  the  franework  of  dally  family  functions
accoapanied  by an  observance  of  t:he  physical  and  vocal  interchanges  of
23Rubin,   op.   clt.,   P.  4.
24Ibid.
25Ibid.
26Aubrey  Wendling,   cited  by  Packard,   op.  cit„  P.  35.
27Rubin,   loc.   Cit.
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his  Parents.    The  parents  should,  horrever,  accept  the  responsibility  of
tlsing  the  early years  of  a  child's  development  to  ".   .   .  build  in him
28
Self-acceptance,  self-confidence,  and  self-control .... "       Most  author-
ities  of  child  development  believe  that  parents  must  accept  the  fact
that  the  young  child  is  indeed  a  sexual  being  and  capable  of  forming
Primitive  sexual  values  at  this  early  age;  however,  the  child  or  the
parents  may not:  be  aware  that  these  values  and  attitudes  are  being
developed.    Just  as  the  child  absorbs  the  interpersonal  relationship  of
his  parents,  he  also vividly  remembers  their  reactions  to his  sexual
events.    If  the  child's  lnitlal  e2gploration  of his  genitals  is  met  with
imedlate  reprobation,  vocal  or  physical,  thenthis  reactlorL can also  be
incorporated  into  the  child's  attitude  toward  se!=uallty.    Obviously,
".   .   .  avoidance,  repression,  rejection,  suppression,  embarrassment,
and  shock  are  negative  foms  of  sex education," which  can  occur within
the  inherent  emotional  atmosphere  of  the  hone  and  family.29
Many  of  the  cultural  values,  sextial  and  others,  are  consciously
and  unconsciously  transmitted  and  received  within  the  home  each  day,  as
previously  discussed.    Within  the  home's  environment,  conscious  efforts
should  be  made  toward  pronoting  parental-child  discussions  of  se:stiality.
Both  of  these  areas,  meaningful  dialogue  between  parent  and  child  and  the
providing  of  basic  biol®glcal  and  physiological  sexual  facts,  warrant
further  discussion  as  to  the  parental  attitudes  and  preparatiorLal
adequacy  regarding  sex  educatiorL.
28Ra|ph  G|enn  Eckert,   Sex  Attit`rdes  ln  The  Hone  (Ne.r  York:
Association  Press,   1956),   pp.   5-6.
29Kirkendall,   ap.  cit.S   P.   6.
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Hlnrlchs  and  Kaplan  stated,   "Not  only  do  many parents  fail  to
understand what  sex  education  is,  but  they  leave  its  application  to
chance."3°    The  accuracy  of  the  first  part  of  Chls  statenenc  ls  Scme-
what  argulDentable.    Rather,  it  could  be  stated  that  the  majority  of
adults  have  diverse  attitudes  as  Co what  they perceive  their  children
should  receive  in  regard  to  sex education and  at what  developnental
stages  of  the  chlldrens'  lives  this  infomation  should  be  presented.
This  rationale  corresponds  with  the  previous  discussion  that  many
parents  recognise  their  responsibility  ln this  area  but wait  to cap-
italize  on  the  absolutely correct  year  of  age  or  environmental  atmos-
phere  before  embarking  into  discussions  of  sexuality with  their  children.
Thus,  as  research datahave  revealed,  very  little  sex education  ls  being
received  ln  the  home  as  a  first  source  of  sex education  for  children.
The  remainder  of  Hinrichs'  and  Kaplan's  statement,  sex education  being
left  to  chance,  has  been  found  Co  be  an  accurate  judgenenc.    According
to research  invesclgations  involving parental  attitudes  toward  sex
educat:ion,  there  are  nutnerous  reasons why parents  appear  to  be  reticent
toward  providing  sex education  to  their  otm  children.    Undoubt:edly,
maLny  parents  rationalize  their  otm  inadequacies  by reporting  Chat  their
children  are  not  old  enough  to  lmow what  se3mality  is  and  ol=her  parents
scat:e  that  the  atmosphere  for  such  iaportant  discussions  was  just  not
present within  the  hone.
Thompson  and  Nelson  reported  t:hat  the  "wait  until  later"  atti-
tude  was  one  of  the  nine  most  prevalent  reasons  that trere  listed  among
3°Marie  A.   Hinrichs  and  Robert  Kaplan,   'The  Home,   the  School.
and  Sex  Education,"  Today's  Health,  44:16,   February,   1966.
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Parents  for not  providing  sex  education  t:o  their  children.3L    ocher
reasons  listed  by  parents,  such  as  reticence  to  give  detailed  responses,
lack  of  proper vocabulary,  a  feeling  of  detachment  between  the  parents
and  the  child,  and  religious  background  also contributed  to  the  reasons
why parents  did  not  provide  sex  education  to  their  children.32    Although
it  ls  true  that  more  sex education  is  being  received  in  the  home  today
than  in  the  past,  it:  appears  that  parents  are  still waiting uncll  the
child  has  passed  puberty  before  engaging  in  any meaningful  dlscusslons
of  sexuality.    At  this  time  of  the  youth's  development,  the  parents
usually have  been  replaced  by  the  school  or  peer  group  as  more  imf lu-
entlal  educatlve  sotirces  resulting  in  the  parents  giving ultimat`ms  or
indoctrinations  as  far  as  sexual  ethics  and  behavior  are  concerned.
Hinrichs  and Kaplan  concluded  that  this  "thou  shalt  not"  approach  to  sex
education  is  still  quite  prevalent  among  parental  sex education  attempts.33
This  procrastinacory attitude  among  parents  does  not  foster  the  devel-
opment  of  children who  are  adeqtrately  prepared  to  make  independent,
rational,  and  self-defending  decisions  regarding  sexual  attitudes  and
behavior.    Within  such  an  educational  framework,  many  young  adolescents
are  conpelled  to adhere  to and  at  least  pretentiously  believe  ln  codes  of
behavior  and values  which  they have  not  been  given  opportunities  to  fully
conprehend  and  cannot  personally  defend  Co  their  o¢m  satisfaction.
Lorand,  discussing  this  topic,  suggested  that  a  yet)th mist  be  made  to
feel  that  he  is  an  "equal  of  his  parents" and  be  permitted  to  decide
31
Michael  L.  Thoxpson,   et  al.,   "Sex  Education:    A  Ball  Nobody
Carries, "  Clearing  House,  39:355,   Febrtrary,1965.
32Ibid.
33Hinr|chs  and  Kaplan,   1oc.   cic.
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".   .   .  whether he  fully agrees  with  Chelr  principles,  echlcs,  morals,
34
ideals,  goals,  and  standards."
This  type  of  analytical  irrdependent  decision making,  by  def-
inlcion,  "st  be  acconpanled  by adequate  and  accurate  factual  knowledge
regarding  hunarL  sexuality.    Hopefully,  adolescents  would  be  quite  lmon-
1edgeable  of  the  anatomical  and  physiological  aspects  of  sexuality Prior
to  being  required  to  assess  various  codes  of  sexual  behavior  and  ethics.
Ideally,  the  child  should  receive  this  ftmdamental  infomation within
the  hone  fron  either  the  parents  or  other members  of  the  family unit  whoa
the  child  knows  and  trusts.    "Since  the  first  lapression  of  sex  is  so
lasting,"  stated  clergyman  Francis  Fllas,  "it  ls  critically  important
that  the  child  receives  it  fran a  good  background .... "35    A  pre.
viously  cited  study  by  ThompsorL  and  Nelson  indicated  that  many  parents,
for  one  reason  or  another,  are  hesitant  to expose  their  children  to  the
topic  of  sexuality  or  even  introduce  correct  terminology as  to  the
chlld's  bodily  scructtires  and  functions.    "If  the  children  are  old
enough  to  ask  a  question,  they  are  old  enough  to  get  an  answer  suited
to  their  age  and mental  development,"  Files  asserted.36    obviously,  the
most  advantageous  time  to  introduce  technically  accurate  teminology will
vary with  each  child  and  must  be  detemined  by  the  parents.    Files
contended  that  by  introducing  accurate  and  socially acceptable  term-
inology  into a  child's  early vocabulary  the  parents  are  helping  the  child
develop  increased  appreciation  and  respect  for  his  body  and  the  complex
34Rhode
MacM111an  Co.,1966),   p.   7.
35FTaneis  L.   Files,   Sex  Education  |n  The  Family  (Englewood  Cliffs:
Prencice-Hall,   Inc.,   1966),   p.   60.
36]bid.,   p.   53.
L.   I.orand,   Irove.   Sex.   and  the  Teenager  (New  York:     The
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rrature  of  h`man  sexuality.37    The  majority  of  children will  approach
their  Parents  with  spontaneous  questions  regarding  their  own  bodies  or
bodily  functions.    Par.ents  should  not  be  reluctant  toward  encouraging
opportunities  for  their  children t:o ask  questions  or  even presenting
38
quest:ions  themselves  to  the  children.        In  the  opinion  of  this  author,
1t  does  not  appear  to  be  in  a  chlld's  best  interest  to  limit  him with a
Sexual  vocat"1ary  of  pseudonyms  which  he  will  eventually  be  forced  to
abandon.    By  a  process  of  continued  sex  education within  the  hone  through-
out  childhood,  a maturing  youth may move  from  one  plateau  to  another  in
regard  Co  the  difficulty  of  terminology and  depth  of  sexual  discussions
with his  parents.    If  the  child  feels  secure  within  the  hone  and  his
early  questions  were  ansirered  ln an acct)rate  and  satisfying manner,  he
will  usually return  to his  parental  source  of  sexual  infomation more
frequently as  he  mcures.39    The  child  should  be  able  to approach  either
parent  with  questions  of  sexuality and  have  the  questions  answered
accurately,  without  embarrassing hesitation,  and with  confidence  Chat
his  inquisiclveness  will  not  be  met  with  reprimands.     "Both  parents
should  be  equally prepared  to  give  instruction  since  a  child may  tend
to  go  to  one  parent  before  the  other,"  regarding  questions  of  sex`rality.40
Investigative  research  during  the  last  decade  revealed  that
AmericaLn  parents  consistently  support  the  thesis  that  sex education
should  be  available  within  the  hone.    Unfortunately,  "ch  of  the  sex
37
Ibld.'   p,   58.
38]bid.,   p.   55.
39|agmence  Q.Crawley,  et  al.,  Reproduction,  Sex.  and  Preparation
for  Marriage  (Englewood  Cliffs:    Prentice-Hall,   Inc.,   1964),  pp.   104-
105.
4°Fiias,   op.  cit.,  p.   65.
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education  provided  to  youth  within  the  home  can  be  described  as  curative
Procedures  involving  hurried  and  belated  discussions  of  genltalsi  repro-
duction,   intercourse,  birth  processes,  and  contraception.    These  Sexual
information  discussions  are  often  permeated  ".   .   .  with  overtones  of
Parental  embarrassment  and  a  desire  to  get  a  distasteful  task  over
with."4|
Harter  and  Parrish,   in  a  study  conducted  in  Northern  I,oulsiana,
found  that  over  ninety  percent  of  the  2,360  mothers  incervlewed  believed
that  parents  should  provide  sex  education  for  their  children.42    The
mothers,   both  Negro  and  Caucasian,  were  given  a  sex  knowledge  test  and
then  classified  as  .'knowledgeable"  and  "not  knowledgeable".    The  degree
of  knowledge  possessed  by  the  mothers  revealed  no  appreciable  difference
ln  their  attitudinal  responses  that  parents  should  be  ".   .   .  the  primary
43
agent  responsible  for  providing  children  wit:h  lnfomation  about  sex."
Questionnaire  st:udies  lnvolvlng  youth  usually  produce  a  plu-
rality  of  responses  indicating  that  there  is  an  extreme  lack  of  sex
education  given within  the  hone,  especially  as  an  initial  source  of  sex
infomaclon.    A  lengthy  sttldy  conducted  by  Blaisdell  betveen  1958  and
1963  revealed  that  among  25,000  adolescents  only  one  in  fourteen,   or
seven  percent,  received  sex  education  at  home  as  a  flrsc  source  of
sex`ial  infomaclon.44    Less  than  five  percent  of  these  sane  youths
4[Robert  R.   Bell,   'Parent-Child  Conflict  ln  Se]cual  Values,"
Journal  of  Social  Issues,   22§35,  April,   1966.
42Car|  L.  Harter  and  Vestel  W.  Parrish,  Jr.,  'thternal  Preference
of  Socializat:ion Agent  for  Sex  Education,"  Journal  of Marriage  and  the
Family,   30:420,  August,   1968.
43|bid.,   p.  421.
44wi||ian  B|a|sdell,  cited  by  Leonard  Gross,   "Sex  Educaclon  Canes
of  Age,"  E£9!s,   30!22,   March  8,   1966.
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learned  about  venereal  disease  fron  their  parents.45
Data  received  by  Shipman,  provided  by  four  htmdred  Wisconsin
State  University  students  in  1966,  revealed  that  only  f lve  percent  of
the  males  and  fourteen  percent  of  the  females  reported  receiving  what
the  Students  called  adequate  sex education  fron  their  parents.46
In  a  New  York  high  school  where  no  previous  sex  education
Program had  been  instigated,  793  students  were  issued  questiormalres
regarding  the  topic.    Chly  twenty-eight  percent  of  t:hese  students
reported  receiving  adequate  sex  education  ln  the  home  whereas  f ifty-
eight  percent  of  the  students  disclosed  that  the  sex  education  available
within  their  homes  did  not  meet  their  needs.47    |n  fact,  only  eighteen
percent  of  these  high  school  students  listed  their  parents  as  their
Primary  source  of  sexual  informtion.48
whereas  children  are  receiving Dare  sex  education  ln  the  hone
today  than  in  the  past,  the  anount  of  such  parental  educative  efforts
are  still  only  negligible.     Females  appear  to  be  receiving more  sex
educaclon  in  the  home  than males  and  mothers  appear  to  be  providing
the  majority  of  the  information  to  their  children.    Among  1,000  ado-
lescents  questioned  in  a  Purdue  Poll,  thirty-two  percent  of  the  females
and  only  fifteen  percent  of  the  males  reported  receiving  sex  education
45|bid.     cit:ing  william  Blaisdell.
46Gordon  Sh|pman,   '.me  Psychodynanlcs  of  Sex  Educationi " I±S
Fanily  Coordinator,   17§3,   January,   L968.
47The  g±±][±g]z  Forum,   ''Se}[  Education  Sumey, "  2±£][!22H   17 !65.
Mley,   1970.
48]bid.,   p.   66.
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at  home.49    Shipman  reported  on  the  familial  sex  education  interchange
of  400  Wisconsin  State  University  students  and  concluded  that  the  fat:her-
Soni   father-daughter,  and  mother-son  discussions  were  negligible.5°
Fifteen  percent  of  the  college  males  reported  Chat  childhood  questions
Were  answered  satlsfact:orily  by  their  fathers  while  twent:y-one  percent
listed  their  mothers  as  meaningful  sex educators.    As  the  males  approached
adolescence,  only  four  percent  indicat:ed  that  their  fathers  adequately
answered  their  questions  whereas  ten  percent  reported  that  their mothers
answered  quesclons  satisfactorily.    Llkewlse,  forty-five  percent  of  the
females  stated  that  t:heir  mothers  answered  their  childhood  questions
adequately  but  only  twenty  percent  felt  their  adolescent  questions  were
answered  accurately  and  truthfully.51    No  data  was  reported  as  to  the
father-daughter  educative  relationship  during  childhood  or  adolescence.
However,  among  this  group  of  students,   it  was  obvious  that  as  both  the
males  and  females  approached  adolescence  their  parents  became  less  inf lu-
entlal  as  a  source  of  sexual  information.    Whether  the  decrease  ln
parental-child  discussions,  or  the  decrease  in  the  meaningfulness  of
these  discussions,  was  due  to  parental  reticence  to  discuss  sexuality
or  the  adolescents'  failure  to  approach  their  parents  with  questions  was
not  determined.     In  conjunction with  these  findings,  Elia  and  Gebhard
reported  that  among  432  pre-pubescent  children  in  their  investigation
the  father  fulfilled  only  a  '.marginal  role"  as  a  sex   educator  while  the
49He|en  Manley,   '.Sex  Education:     There,  1then,   and  How  Should  IC  Be
Taught?,"  cited  by  G.  Pat  Powers  and  Wade  Baskin  (eds.),Sex  Educationi
Issues  and  Directives  (New  York:    Philosophical  Library,   Inc.,   1969),
p.   65.
5°shipmn,   lee.  Cit.
5|Ibid.,   p.   5.
Appa!acftian   Room
Appalachi3n   State   Uni¥8rsity   Libr:ry
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mother  became  an  increasingly  important  source  of  sex  education  as  the
occtlpational  level  of  the  fani|y  increased.52
While  sex  education  in  the  schools  is  not  under  discussion  at
this  time,  it  is  nevertheless  interesting to reveal  parental  attitudes
toward  the  school's  growing  influence  as  sources  of  sex  edtication  for
youth.    Mclntire  report:ed  that  Parents  are  becoming  increasingly aware
that  they are  inadequately prepared  to  provide  accurate  answers  for  their
chlldren's  sexual  questions.    Among  40,000  parents  surveyed  by Mclntire,
twenty-one  percent  reported  themselves  as  beirLg  adequately  prepared  to
offer  sex education  to  their  children whereas  fifty-five  percent  Of
these  parents  believed  t:hey were  not  adequately  prepared  to  offer  such
|nst="ction  to  t.heir  children.53    Two major  rec-endatlons  were  con-
sistently  offered  by the  parents  involved  in  this  study.    First,  the
schools  should  assume  a  larger  role  in  the  sex education  of  youth  and,
secondly,  the  schools  should  provide  "concurrent  adult  programs"  Of  sex
education.    In  fact,  seventy-four  percent  of  the  parents  supported  such
an  adult  education program  in hope  that  lt  would  help  foster  increased
parental-child  dlscusslons  of  se}cuality within  the  hone.54    This  approach
of  adult  education would  help  to alleviate  parents'  lack  of  factual
knowledge  regarding  sexuality  and  help  to  stimulate  a  more  relaxed
environment  in which  topics  of  sexuality  could  be  discussed  within  the
home.    Previously  it  was  mentioned  that  youth  need  to  feel  that  during
family discussions  of  sexuality  their  ideas  and  beliefs  are  as  ixportant
52]ames  E|ia  and  Paul  Gebhard,   "Se]cuality  and  Se]a]al  Iieaming  ln
Childhood, "  Phl  Delta  Kappan,   50:404,  Mar.ch,   1969.
53wa|ter  Mc|ntire,   xparenta|  Actitndes  Toward  Family  Life  Bdu-
Cat:ion, "  _J±rgrltq_1   of  _SgTh_oo_I_  H±g±±!:i_,   39§667,   November,1969.
54[bid.,   p.   668.
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as  those  of  their  parents  or at  least worthy  of  deliberation.    It  is
also equally irrvaluable  for  the  parents  to  feel  chat  they are  adequately
Prepared  Co  discuss  with  their  children  the  increasing  amount  of  factual
knowledge,  as  well  as  the  varying  codes  of  sexual  behavior,   if  t:rue
parental-child  interchange  is  I:o  continue  throughout  adolescence  and  into
adulthood.
Dalrymple  concluded  that  due  to  the  lack  of  interest  to  improve
their  own  knowledge  regarding  sexuality,  parents  are  failing  to help
their  children understand  one  of  the  most  bewildering  times  of  their
lives--puberty.55    Children  enter  puberty  at  varying  ages;  thus,   ic  is
cliff icult  for  the  schools  to  instigate  discussions  involving  the  rad-
ical  physical  changes  the  pubescenc  youth will  encounter  in  order  for
the  information  to  be  meaningful  to  all  t:he  students.    For  some  students,
such  inforlnation might  be  too  premature,  and  for  others,  too  late,  in  so
far  as  being  purposeful  to  their  present  needs  and  interests.    Within
the  daily  routine  of  the  home,  parents  have  an  opportunity  to  closely
observe  the  child's  physical  development  and  are  able  to  provide  him
with  information  regarding  the  changes  of  pubescence  at  the  most  advan-
tageous  time  of  the  child's  life.    However,  Shipman's  study,  which  was
previously  discussed,  poignantly  revealed  that  parental-child  discussions
of  sexuality  just  prior  to  and  throughout  adolescence  are  severely cur-
tailed  and  students  reported  that  their adolescent  questions  were  answered
more  unsatisfactorily  than  their  childhood  questions.    Most  parents  do
not  capitalize  upon  the  educational  opporttmities  presented  through  the
adolescent's  nat:ural  sexual  inquisitiveness  due  to  a  lack  of  time,   lack
55Wi|1ard  Dalryxple,   Sex  Is  For  Real:    HLrman  Se]mality  and  Se3uel
Responsibility  (New  York:     MCGraw-Hill,   Inc.,   L969),   pp.   138-139.
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of  Proper vocabulary,  or  personal  embarrassment  regarding  discussions  of
Se"a|ity.56 At]thoritles  within  sex  education  report  t:hat  parents  are
tlsually not  the  best  comtinlcat:ors  of  fact:ual  knowledge  but  should  be
able  to  transmit  ac  least  a minimal  amount  of  infomation  to  their
Children  regarding  pubescence  prior  to  the  time  these  changes  occur.57
Unforttmately,  mny pubescent  youth encounter  their  first menstrual
cycle  or  noct:umal  emission with  fear,  anxiety,  or  guilt  due  to a  lack
of  previous  parental  instruction  that  these  processes  should  be  viewed
as  norqral  and  healthy  developmental  changes  toward  adulthood.
The  cessation  of  parental-child  discussions  of  sexuality during
adolescence  ls  not  due  altogether  to parental  atclttides  or  their  lack
of  knowledge.    Dubbe  reported  that  among  200  adolescent  males  and
females  Chat  he  interviewed  the  majority  of  them  revealed  personaLl  hes-
itance  toward  approaching  their  parents with  questions  pertinent  to  sex-
uality.58    .'Apong more  than  thirty  different  topics,  sex was  the  one  they
had  the  most  trouble  discussing, "  stated  Dubbe.59    As  the  chronological
age  of  the  students  increased,  so  did  their  reluctance  to discuss  sexual
matters  with  their  parents.    For example,  "sex matters  (such  as  petting)
were  harder  for nineteen-year-olds  to  talk about  than  for  fourteen-year-
60
olds . "
56F.  R.  wake,   "Are  parents  the  Best  Sex  Educators?,"  cited  by  G.
Pat  Potrers  and  Wade   Baskin   (eds. ),   Sex  Edueat_ion:   _ __I_s_sues____q±±d___Direct_i_v±s
(New  York:    Philosophical  Library,   Inc.,   1969),  p.   296.
57
Ibid"  p.   297.
58Marvin  C.  Dubbe,   ''What  Parents  Are  Not  Told  May  Huti.'  B±S
Family  Coordinator,  April,   1965,  clced  by  Richard  Stiller,   Talking  to
Your  Teerrager  About  Sex, "  Sexology,   34:32,  rfugtist,   1967.
59Ibid.
60
Ibid.
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In  sumary,  it  appears  that  the majority of American parents,
especially  fathers,  have  not  begun to  fulfill  their potentlals  as  sex
educators  for  their  children.    Parents  should attempt  to analyze  their
ohm valties  and  beliefs  toward  sexuellty  if  indeed  they expect  their
children  to cherish and uphold  these  sane  values.    |f  parents  are  to  be
meaningful  sex  educators  for  youth,  they  should  become  as  knowledgeable
as  possible  regarding  the  most  recent  factual  information  of  htrman  sex-
uality.    Additionally,  they  should  attexpt  to alleviate  any personal
misconceptions  relating  to  sexuality and  basic  biological  and  physio-
logical  Ceminology.    This  would  not  only  enable  them  to  be  better  sex
educaLtors  of  their  children  but  possibly might  also  enhance  their  own
appreciation  of  himan  sexuality.    Both  parents  should  strive  to  creat:e
an  atmosphere  within  the  home  environment  in which  a  child's  questions,
at  any age,  are  encouraged.    Most  authorities  agree  that  increased
parental  education will  not  innately  guarantee  better  sex education
within  the  home  or  even  necessarily  lxprove  parental-child  discussions
of  sexuality.    Nevertheless,  increased  parental  knowledge  and  increased
awareness  of  the  needs  of  youth would  help  to  foster  improved  and
extended  parental-child  discussions  of  human  sexuality  within  the  hcme,
which  at  this  time  could  be  classified  as  negligible  at  best.
Sex  Education  Within  the  Schools
During  the  last  three  decades,  educators,  school  administrators,
educational  councils,  and  an  increasing  number  of  parents  have  agreed
that  a  sigrllficant  role  toward  the  sex education  of  youth  can  be  ful-
filled  within  the  school  envirorment.    This  rationale  has  developed,
although  slowly,  for  several  reasons.    First,  and most  obviously,  our
educational  system  requires  a mlninal  con)pulsory  educat:ion  for  all
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youth.     For  a  period  of  approximately  ten  years,   a  Child  will  be
required  to  spend  a  major  portion  of  his  time  wit:hin  the  environment  of
a  School.    Prior  to  five  or  six  years  of  age,  the  majority  of  a  child's
education  is  performed  within  the  family  unit:  usually  by parents  or
Other  familial  relatives  who  are  devoutly  interested  in  the  proper
development  of  the  child.    At:  about  six  years  of  age  and  until  approx-
imately  sixteen  years  of  age,   the  environment  and  major  responsibility
for  the  child's  educat:ion  is  delegated  Co  the  schools  and  professional
educators.    This  does  not  imply  that  the  parents'  educative  functions
cease  but  rather  that  they  are  now  supplemented  by  individuals  pro-
fessionally  trained  in  particular  phases  of  education.    However,  due  t:o
the  length  of  time  the  child  is  away  from  t:he  hcme  environment,  the
previous  opportunities  for  frequent  parent-child  discussions  throughout
the  child's  routine  daily  activities  are  curtailed.    This  is  true  of  all
parent-child  interchanges  including  spontaneous  questions  and  discussions
regarding  sexuality.
A  second  rat:ionale  for  the  discussion  of  human  se2stiality  within
the  schools  is  founded  upon  the  assumption  that  professional  educators
should  be  more  adequately  prepared  with  accurate  facts  and  terminology
regarding  sexuality  than  the  average  parent.    In  conjunction  with  this
attitude,  it  would  appear  that  educators  are  generally  in  a  bett:er  sit-
uat:ion  t:o  stay  abreast  of  current  research findings  and  technical  infor-
mation  regarding  sexuality  more  adequately  than  the  majority  of  the
public.     Studies  previously  cited,   indicated  t:hat  most:  parents  not  only
regard  their  sexual  terminology  as  inadequate  but  also  revealed  parental
reticence  t:award  discussing  topics  of  sexuality with  their  children.    In
addit:ion,  t:hese  investigat:ions,  as  well  as  others  to  be  discussed  lateri
revealed  st:rang  parental  actit:Odes  that:  their  children  receive  accurate
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Sexual  lnforDation  from  professionally  trained  individuals  such  as
teachers,  doctors,  school  nurses,  or  ministers.
A  third  major  rationale  for  the  school's  role  in  the  sex edu-
Cation  of  youth  is  one  of  administrative  organlzacion.    Most  children
are  going  to  be  wlthln  the  fomal  educational  framework  of  our  society
for  ten  years  or  more.    School  dlstrlccs  and  educators  have  an  oppor-
Cunity  Co  rationally  and  objectively  construct  a  sex  education  program
that  is  both  purposeful  to  the  students  at  particular  ages  and  also
present  sexual  informaclon  on  a  concinuurl  throughout  the  child's  edu-
cacional  progression.    This  does  not  imply  that  the  educators  will
dictate  what  is  or what:  is  not  to  be  presented within a  sex  education
program.    As  will  be  discussed  later,  the  school  and  the  educators
provide  the  environment  and  persorLnel  required  to  administer  a  well
organized  sex  education  program  which  has  been  designed  by  represen-
tatives  from  the  entire  ccrmunicy.
Although  the  school  envlrorLment  presents  sore  unique  goals  and
purposes  toward  sex  education,  many  of  the  same  purposes  for  sex  edu-
catlon within  the  home  are  personified  in  the  school.    Parent:s  and
educators  enconpass  many  similar  goals  in  regard  to  sex  education  such
as  the  development  of  a  chlld's  lndivldual  sex  role,  the  development  of
healthy  sexual  attitudes  toward  himself  and  others,  and  t:he  development
of  independent  and  responsible  thlnklng  toward  personal  decisions
ilrvolvlng  sexual  impulses  and  occ`]rrences.6L    While  many  of  the  ultimate
goals  of  sex education  are  similar within  the  hone  and  school,  the  latter
institution should  not  at:tempt  to replace  or  imitate  the  parental  role
6r|iester  Kirkenda|l  and  Roger  Libby,   '.Trends  in  Sex  Education, "
cited  by  Carlfred  8.   Broderick  and  Jessie  Bemard  (eds.),  The  lndlvldual.
Sex.  and  Society  (Baltimore:     The  Jchns  Hopkins  Press,   L969),   p.   14.
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or  hcme  envirormenc  in  discussions  of  se"a||ty.62    Each  inscitutlon,
the  home  and  the  school,  are  capable  of  providing  unique  yet  interre-
lating  functions  for  the  child's  sexual  development.    In  regard  Co  the
School's  function  in  sex  educaclon,  Levlne  scat:ed,   ".   .   .  the  school
offers  the  ideal  area  in which  t:o  clarify,  correct  and  add  to  the  sex
63
information  already  obtained  by  the  child. "        Ideally,  the  schools
should  be  able  to  ".   .   .  conf irm  from  a  separate  source  the  correctness
64
of  the  parencs'  teaching."        It  has  been  revealed,  however,  that:  the
degree  of  organized  sex  educat:ion  received  by  the  child  within  the  hone
prior  to  school  age  is  negligible.    Thus,  the  school's  usual  funct:ions
are  more  of  a  claritive,  re-educating  process  involving  the  devel-
opment  of  proper  terminology  and  presentation  of  accurate  facts  regarding
various  aspects  of  sexuality.
Within  the  chronological  order  of  instructional  endeavors,  pro-
viding  students  with  opportunities  for  discussions  of  sexuality  is  a
relatively  new  task  for  educators®    During  the  past  five  years,  adminis-
trative  personnel  within  the  schools  have  become  cognizant  of  the  desire
and  need  for  sex  education  programs  presented  through  the  school.    There-
fore,  these  personnel  are  presently devising  belated  sex education cur-
ricultrms  ".   .   .  with  a  maximm  of  speed  and  often  a  mimirmm  of  prep-
65
arat:ion .... "        The  previous  hesitancy  on  the  part  of  educators  to
62Esther  D.  Schulz  and  Sally
cation:    Currictlltrm  and  Instruct:ion
Williams,   Family  Life  and  Sex  Edu-
(New  Yorks     Harcourt,   Brace,  and
World,   Inc.,   1969),   p.   vi.
63Mi|ton  I.  Levine,   "Sex  Education  |n  The  Public  Elementary  and
High  School  Curriculum, "  ±Q±±r]:ia_I_  a_f_.__§ch_apl__ _Hea_l±!±,   37 !33,   January,1967.
64Francis  I,.   Filas,  Sex  Edticatlon  |n  The  Fanlly  (Engle.rood  Cliffs:
Prentice-Hall,   Inc.,   1966),   p.   89.
65janes  E|ia  and  Paul  Gebhard,   ..Sex`;]ality  and  Sexual  lrearning  In
Childhood,''  Phi  Delta  Kappan,   50:401,  March,1969.
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honestly and  realistically evaluate  the  purposes  of  sex educat:ion
Within  the  schools  has  been  reflected  in  many  st:udies.    Elia  and  Gebhard
discussed  data  collected  by  the  Kinsey  studies  which  revealed  that  prior
to  1955  none  of  the  432  children  questioned  by Kinsey  reported  the
School  as  their  main  source  of  sex  informtion.66    A  1963  Purdue  poll  of
I,000  adolescencs  revealed  that  only six  percent  of  these  students  indi-
cated  that  they had  collected  sex  informcion  fran  school  sources.67    A
more  recent  study  conducted  in  1970  revealed  that  only  three  percerLt  of
793  New  York  high  school  students  llsced  the  school  as  their  major
source  of  sex  education.68    This  data,  when viewed  collectively,  would
indicate  that  at  the  present,  as  in  the  past,  the  school's  efforts  to
organize  sex  education  programs  have  been either  nan-existent  or  so
poorly planned  and  administered  that  the  students  have  failed  to  rec-
ognize  any  meaningful  contrlbuclon  to  their  sexual  development  through
such  school  programs.
The  apparent  failure  of  the  schools  to  provide  meaningful  sex
education  programs  which  meet  the  needs  of  the  sttidents  can  be  due,  in
part,  to  the  rapidity at  which  recent  programs  have  been  instigated
combined  with  only  minimal  forethought  and  orgarLization.     Schulz  and
Willians  reported  that  t:he  three  major  constituent§  of  sex education are
the  program's  philosophy,  curricular  content,  and  teacher  preparation.69
66[bid.,   p.   404.
67He|en  Manley,   '.Sex  Educations     Where,  `then,  and  How  Should  lt  Be
Taught?,"  cited  by  G.   Pat  Powers  and  Wade  Baskin  (eds.),   S_e_x__ E_q=u±atlon_:
Issues  and  Directives  (New  York:    Philosophical  Library,   Inc.,   1969),
p.   65.
68The  g±a]z±g}[  Forum,   ..Sex  Education  Survey, '.  £±£±]z±gx,   17 965i  May.
1969.
69schu|z  and  williams,   op.   cat.,   P.  3.
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In  order  Co  provide  a  meaningful  sex  education  progranl  for  the  students,
these  three  areas  must  be  closely  exanined  prior  to  the  program'S  initi-
ation.    According  to  Schulz  and  Williams,  this  type  of  analytical  intro-
spection  would  aid  in  reducing  future  problems  within  a  proposed  sex
education  program  or  the  possible  failure  of  the  program  as  a  meaningful
instrtmene  for  the  students.7°
It  was  discussed  earlier  that:  there  does  not  appear  to  be  one
commonly  accepted  set  of  Values  in  this  country  in  regard  t:o  sexual  atti-
tudes  and  behavior.    This  diversity  of  accitude  is  also  widely  prev-
alent  within  the  philosophical  framework  of  the  school's  sex  education
functions.7L    Each  conunity  and  school  district  possesses  uniquely
varying  desires  and  needs  for  sex  education  and  therefore will  develop
goals  and  philosophies  for  their  sex  education  program which  will  best:
meet  the  needs  of  their  particular  students.    However,  t:here  are  several
basic  philosophical  and  adminlscrative  tenets  that  mist  be  discussed  by
all  schools  initiating  sex  edtlcation  programs.
Bef ore  introducing  any  type  of  new  educational  program,  the
school  should  be  fully  cognizant  of  the  cormunity`s  desire  for  such
inst:ruction.    Within  the  area  of  sex  education,  both  ccrmunity  awareness
and  comiunlty  involvement  are  extremely  important  factors  t:o  be  con-
sidered  lf  the  program  is  to  be  successful.    As  previously  discussed,
hastily const:ructed  sex  education  prograns  are  often  discontinued  due,
in  part,  to  the  lack  of  parental  and  c-unity support.    Thonpson  and
Derothe  reported  that  the  sticcess  of  their  sex  education program  in  a
70Ibid.,   p.   4.
7Lseymour  Holzmar„   "Sex  Education  |s  Here  To  Stay,"  Sex  Education
I9g£]!  (Englewood  Cliffs:     A  Scholast:ic  Teacher  Report,   1968),   p.   6.
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California  elementary  school  was  directly  related  to  total  parental
involvement  fron  the  onset  of  the  program's  conception.72
Associated  with  ccrmunity  support  of  a  sex  education  program  is
administrative  support:  by  the  school  system  and  its  personnel  for  such
instruction.    The  support  of  school  administrators  is  mandatory  for  the
success  of  a  sex  education  program  since  these  individuals  are  often
required  to  explain  and  defend  the  school's  policies  and  curricula.
whereas  attitudes  vary  as  Co  the  exaLct  grade  sex  education  should  be
implemented  into  the  curricultm,  most  administrators  agree  that  the
school  can  perform a meaningful  service  for  its  students  by providing
sex  education  programs.    As  early  as  1954,  Eggert  report:ed  that  ninety-
three  percent  of  the  school  superintendents  questioned  ln his  study
favored  the  inclusion  of  a  sex  education  program within  their  School
systems.73    A  survey  of  430  Cormecticut  principals  in  1969  revealed
that  eighty percent  of  these  administrators  either  "strongly"  or
"slightly"  favored  sex  education  prograns  in  the  schools.74    EgE±£±iE
Schools  magazine  conducted  a  survey  in  which  ".   .   .  seven  out  of  ten
school  administrators  desired  sore  fom  of  sex  education  program."75
The  total  nufnber  of  administrators  surveyed  was  not  revealed.    Whereas
teachers  usually  report  the  lack  of  a  sex education program  is  due  to  a
lack  of  adminisl=rative  support,  the  administrators  report  that  comunlty
72
A.   G.  Thonpson  and  E.   F.  Derothe,   "Sex  Educationg     Parental
Involvement  ln  Decision  Making,"  Phi  Delta  Kappan,   499501,  May,1968.
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C.   Lee  Eggert,   "Crit:ical  Examination  of  Sex  Education  in  the
Elementary  School,"  Research  Quarterly,   25:21,  May,   1954.
74wa|ter  G.  Mc|ntire,   '.Act:itudes  of  Connect:icut  Principals
Toward  Family  Life  Education,"  Journal  of  School  Health,  39§L84,  March,
1969 .
75 'Too  Much,   Too  Soon,"  Nation's  Schools,   84sl9,  August,   1969.
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apathy  and  the  lack  of  qualified  teachers  prevent  them  from  supporting
76a  Sex  education  program within  their  school.         In  a  1966  survey  of
16,000  school  administrators  fran  all  fifty  states,  it  was  revealed
that  two  thirds  of  the  school  districts  surveyed  provided  no  planned
sex  education  program.77    A  similar  investigation  conducted  in  L968  by
Johnson  and  Schutt  report:ed  strong  administrative  and  parental  support
for  sex  education within  the  schools.    The  authors  contended  that
school  officials  carmot  afford  to wait  for  unanimous  parental  approval
before  initiating  and  supporting  sex  education  prograrls  within  their
schools.78    |t  is  evident,  however,   Chat  in  order  for  any  sex  edu-
cation  program  to  be  successful  t:he  cozmlunlty,   teachers,  and  school
administrators  must  be  actively  involved  in  designing  both  the  phil-
osophical  and  curricular  foundations  of  the  program.
While  basic  sexuality  curricula  will  vary  among  schools,  depen-
dent  upon  the  individual  needs  of  the  students,  each  school  system  is
faced  with  similar  problems  in  detemining  both  the  curricular  content
and  at  what  sequence  ln  the  students'  educational  development  this
information  will  be  presented.     It  is  not:  the  purpose  of  this  paper  to
discuss  the  varying  degrees  of  currlcular  emphasis  to which  school
systems  have  entered  into  sex  education.    This  is  largely  dependerLt
upon  both  ccrmunity mores  and  the  needs  of  the  students.    However,  two
philosophical  or  administrational  problems  appear  to  arise  within
almost  every  newly  const:ructed  sex  education  Progran.
76 'Tarencs  Get  Blare  For  hack  of  Sex  Education,"  Nation's  Schools,
77!95,   May,    1966.
77Ibid.
78warren  R.  Jchnson  and  Margaret  Schutt,   'tsex  Education Attitudes
of  School  Administrators, "  JQ(ipial  of  Se_hool  H_ea_I_th,   36§68,   February,
1966.
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One  of  t:he  first  areas  of  discussion  t:hat  inevitably  arises  from
either  the  comunity,  teachers,  or  administrators  ls  at  what  age  or
grade  level  is  the  proposed  sex education  curricula  to  be  introduced.
National  surveys  have  revealed  a wide  variance  of  both  parental  and  ad-
mlnistratlve  attitudes  toward  this  Problem.    In  fact,  this  obstacle
alone  has  prevented  the  init:tat:ion  of  many  sex  education  programs
across  the  country.    Closely  related  t:o  the  corLt:roversy  of  when  sex
education  should  be  implemented  is  the  equal  variance  of  thought  as  to
how sex  education  should  be  introduced  into  the  school  curricultm.    The
lnajority  of  educators  and  administrators  who  favor  sex  education  believe
it  should  be  introduced  as  early  as  possible  wit:him  the  students'
elementary  school  lives  aLnd  continue  throughout  high  school  and  college.
In  a  national  survey  of  elementary  school  teachers  it  was  found  that
95.7  percent  of  the  t:eachers  believed  sex  education  should  be  available
ac  the  elementary  school  level.79    In  fact:,  73.2  percent  of  these  same
teachers  believed  sex education  should  be  initiated  in  kindergarten.8°
The  previously  cited  survey  of  Cormecticut  principals  indicated  that
eighty-six percent  of  the  respondents  favored  a  kindergarten  through
high  school  comprehensive  sex  education  program.8[    Nevertheless,   it  has
been  estimated  that  less  than  one  third  of  the  nation's  sex  educat:ion
programs  begin  before  the  fifth  grade.82    Most  student  surveys  indicate
79rsex  Education, "  Grade  Teacher,   86:61,   Narvenber,1968.
80Ibid.
8[Mc|ncire,   "Attitudes  of  Cormect:icut  Principals  Toward  Fanlly
Life  Education,"  1oc.  cit.
82trsex  Education,"  Grade  Teacher,1oc.  cit.
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that  youth  are  reporting  that  they are  receiving  too  little  sex edu-
cation which  was  provided  too  late  in  their  lives. 83
As  to  the  implementation  of  sex  education  programs,  educators
are  ln almost  total  agreement  that  this  type  of  infomaclon  should  not
be  placed  in  a  single  course  and  labeled  as  such:    sex  education.
Educators  favor  integrating  sex  education  into  applicable  areas  of  the
present  curricul`m  rather  than  isolating  the  topic  into a  separate  unit
84
within  the  curricultm.        The  implementatLon  of  a  couprehensive  sex  edu-
cat:ion  program,  which  traverses  many  educational  disciplines  presently
in  the  majority  of  school  curricula,  indicates  a  program  involving more
than  the  discussion  of  reproductive  biology.    Within  this  approach  to
sex  education,  the  student  begins  Co  realize  and  appreciate  the  ramifi-
cat=ions  of  sexuality  and  how  it  perfneates  all  aspects  of  life.    Sex
education  need  not  be  limited  to  biology  or health  classes  as  has  been
prevalent  in  the  past.    I.iterature,  history,  econonics,  and  ocher  fre-
quently appearing  curricula  have  topics  of  discussion which  center
around  human  sexuality.    Reiss  has  stumarized  this  point  in  that  an
ideal  sex education program  should  treat  sexuality as  a  ".   .   .  natural
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part  of  all  instructional  levels."
A  second  recurring  administracional  issue  within many  sex  edu-
cat:ion  prograns  is  that  of  coedt]cational  classes.    In  an  integrated  sex
education  program which  penetrates  all  educative  curricula,  this  problem
becones  negligible.    However,  the  majority  of  sex  education  programs  in
83Kirkendal|  and  Libby,   "Trends  in  Sex  Education,"  op.  clt„  P.  20.
84
Dalrymple,   Sex  Is  For  Real:    Htunan  Sexuality  and  SexLral  Respon-
_a.i_Pil_i±Z,   op.   cit.,   p.   143.
85|ra  |„  Reiss,   rsex  Education  in  the  Public  Schools:    Problem  or
Solution?,"  Phi  Delta  Kappan,   50:54,  September,   1968.
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this  country,  as  previously mentioned,  are  introduced  within  biology  or
health  classes.    These  courses,   for  the  most:  part,  are  designed  for  a
hastened  explanation  of  reproduction and  are  often  segregated  by  sex  for
Periods  of  reproduction  discussions.    Act:itudinal  surveys  of  parents,
teachers,  and  administrators  have  revealed  no definite  concensus  Of
opinion  regarding  coeducational  sex  education  classes.    Most  educational
and  family  life  authorities  outside  of  the  actual  Ceachlng  environment
believe  the  question  of  coeducational  classes  should  never  arise  due  to
the  fact  that  both  sexes  must  live  w|Ch  one  another  and  that  each  sex
should  be  mde  aware  of  the  problems  and  attitudes  of  the  other  sex.86
Mclntire  report:ed  that  among  40,000  parents  surveyed  in his  L968  study,
thirty-three  percent  objected  to coeducational  classes  for  sex  education
while  forty-five  percent  of  the  parents  favored  coeducational  classes.87
Among  the  430  Connecticut  principals  surveyed  by Mclntire  in  1969,   f lfty
percent  preferred  coeducational  classes  for  discussions  of  sexuallt:y
topics.88    Kirkenda||  and  Libby  reported  that  ln  a  national  survey  of
both  teachers  and  pupils,  coeducational  sex  education  classes  were
usually preferred;  however,  the  respondents  agreed  that  segregated
classes  could  provide  more  advantageous  learning  situations  at  certain
times.89    |n  conjunction with  this  attitude,  Manley  contended  that  lf
sex education  classes  are  basically  coeducational,  provisions  should  be
86wa|ter  E.  Mu|hol|and,   'rsex  or  Social  Education,"  Clearing  House.
41:333,   Febrtrary,   1967.
87Mc|ntire,   'Tarenca|  Attitudes  To'Bia]]d  Fanily  I.ife  Educationi "
op.   cit.'   p.   668.
88Mc|nt|re,   ''Attitudes  of  Connecticut  Principals  Toward  Family
Life  Educaclon,"  1oc.  cit.
89Kirkenda|1  and  Llbby,   oP.   Clt..   P.   11.
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made  for  a  few  periods  of  segregated  discussion.9°    Chllman  stated  that
while  segregated  sex education  classes  are  adminiscratively  less  contro-
versial,  this  policy does  not  ".   .   .  promote  greater  understanding  and
healthier  coB"nication  between males  and  females .... "91    presently,
there  is  no clef |nice  agreement  among  parents,  teachers,  or  adminis-
trators  as  to  the  favorabillty  of  coeducatlorral  sex  education  classes.
As  of  this  date,  no  research  data have  been  presented  that  conf lrm
whether  segregated  or  coeducational  sex  education  programs  offer  the  Dost
beneficial  learning  envirorment  for  students.
The  lack  of  qualified  teachers  has  been  a major  problem  con-
fronting  schools  attempting  to  initiate  sex education  courses.    As  pre-
viously  discussed,   the  lack  of  qualif led  teaching  personnel  was  the  most:
frequently  cited  reason  among  school  administrators  for  not  inscigat:ing
sex  education  programs.    Additionally,  two  separate  national  studies
conducted  by  Southworth  and  Kenkel  similarly  revealed  that  the  lack  of
qualif led  teachers  was  li.seed  most:  often  as  the  major  rationale  for  not
prcrviding  sex  education  in  schools.92    Schulz  and  Willians  contended
Chat  the  teacher  is  the  most  important  component  in  a  successful  sex
90
Helen Manley,   'Startlng A  Program  of  Sex  Education,"  cited  by
Carlfred  8.   Broderlck  and  Jessie  Bemard  (eds.),  The  Individual.  Sex.
and  Sceiety  (Baltimore:     The  Johns  Hopkins  Press,   1969),  p.   62.
9Lcatherine  S.  Ch||man,   'tsone  Social  and  Psychological  Aspects  of
Sex  Educaclon,"  cited  by  Carlfred  8.   Broderick  and  Jessie  Bemard  (eds.),
The  Individual.  Sex,  and  Society  (Baltimore:    The  Johns  Hopkins  Press,
1969)'   p.   71.
92janes I.  Malfetti  and  Arllne  M.  Rubin,   "Sex  Education:     1tho  Is
Teaching  t:he  Teachers?,"  The  Record_,   69:216,   December,   1967.     The
original  source  of  Southwort:h's  and  Kenkel's  investigation  was  not  cited
by Malfetti  and  Rubin.
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educaclon  program.93    A  teacher  of  sex  education  should  be  knowledgeable
in  the  disciplines  of  biology,  psychology,  and  sociology,  but  more
importantly,  possess  ".   .   .  an  actltude  of  openess  and  understanding,  a
Self-knowledge  and  awareness  of  prejudices,  and  a  willingness  Co  be
94
honest with  students,''  according  to  Schulz  and  Willlams.        Vlncent
asserted  that  many School  administrators  believe  that  almost  any  teacher
can  be  utiliz;ed  for  sex  education  inscructlon.    The  concept  that  human
sexuality  is  as  equally  complex  as  other  educational  disciplines  has  not
95
been  seriously  evaluated  by many educators  and  school  adminlstracors.
Discussing  the  prerequisites  for  sex  educators,  Kirkendall  stated,  .'So
formidable  are  the  specif led  requirements  that  lf  they were  insisted
upon,   Competent  people  could  never  be  found.M96
Due  in  part  Co  almost  a  total  lack  of  professional  preparation,
Rubin  summarl8ed  his  attitude  tcmard  present  sex  educators  as  follows§
Sex  educators,   in  and  otit  of  schools,  while  ostensibly  pre-
senting  objective  analyses  of  sexual  behavior,  attitudes,  and  moral
questions,  violate  the  spirit  of  scientific  inquiry  in many ways.
Often,  respect  for  logic  is  completely  lacking;  data  are  ignored,
manipulated,  or  distorted;  negative  and  positive  consequences  are
;;::::::gd:i;essed;  only  one  side  of  a  controversial  quesclon  is
MCGonigle  disclosed  that  in her  assoclatlon with  edticators  presently
93
Schulz  and  Willians,  Family  Life  and  Sex  Education:     Curriculum
qnq  lne±_ruction,   op.   cit.,   p.   6.
94Ibid.
95vincenc. ''The  Pregnant  Single  College  Girl,"  ®p.  cit.,  p.   51.
96|jester  Kirkenda||,  cited  by Arthur  E.  Gravatt,   "Classroom  Sex
Education, "  Proceedings  of  a  Symposiuni  on  Sex  Education  of  the  College
Student,   JQurnal  Qf  the  Americ_a_n  Colle_ge  _Health_  A_ssoc__i_at±_qn,    15 :64,   May,
1967 .
97RubinJ The  Sex  Educator  and  Moral  Values,   op.   cit.,   p.   13.
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giving human  sezcuallty  lnstmctlon,  many  are  not  qualified  to  disctlss
Several  aspects  of  sexuality even with  their  teaching  peers. 98
Unfortunately,  many  school  systems  during  the  last  decade  have
hastily constructed  sex education  prograns,  staffed  by unqualified
Personnel,   in hope  of  appeasing  Public  demands  for  the  schools  to  assist
the  parents  and  the  church  in  the  sex  education  of  today's  youth.    The
majority  of  teachers  involved  in  sex education  programs  today have  vol-
unteered  for  these  teaching  assignments  but  readily admit  their  lack  of
factual  knowledge  or  professional  preparation.    A  1968  survey  of  ele-
mentary school  teachers  revealed  that  only  50.5  percent  of  these  persons
believed  they were  adequately  Prepared  to  give  sex  edticatlon  instructich
±n  School.99
The  preparation  of well  qualified  teachers  ls  presently,  as  in
the  past,  the  major  deterrent  to  the  development  of  high  quality  sex
education  programs.    According  to Montagu,  teacher  preparation  colleges
are  presently  totally unprepared  to  train  future  teachers  within  the
area  of  hurian  sexuality.loo    |n  1967,  Johnson  reported  that  he  was
unaware  of  any  institution  ln  this  country which  offered  future  teachers
the  "needed  systematic  training" required  to provide  inst"ction  of
htqDan  sexuality. 101
98E|izabeth  MCGonig|e,   .'unat  Do  Teachers  Know  About  Sex! , '.  !g±£±|E
Happening  in  Sex  Education?   (Englewood  Cliffs:    A  Scholastic  Teacher
Report,    1967),   p.   5.
99..sex  Education. "
Grade Op.   cit.,   p.   63.
L°°Ashley Montagu,   '.The  Pill,   the  Sex`]al  Revolution,  and  the
Schools,"  Phi  Delta  Kappan,   49:483,   May,1968.
[°Lwarren  R.   Jdhnsor„   '.The  Sexual  Revolution  and  the  Colleges:    A
Challenge  to  Higher  Educat:ion, "  Proceedings  of  a  Symposium  on  Sex  Edtl-
cation  of  t:he  College  Student,   Journal  of  the  American  College  Healt:h
Association,   15:9,   May,   1967.
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Robin  and Malfetti  substantiated  the  fact  that  teacher  Prep-
aration  institutions  are  presently doing  little  to  train  qualified  sex
educators  and,  in  fact,  these  lnstit:utions  did not  forsee  any  imediate
implementation  of  curricula  that  would  improve  the  quality  of  training
for  future  sex educators.[°2    me  above  aut:hors  originally  sent  their
questiormaire  study  to  734  teacher  preparation  institutions  represent:1ng
every st:ate  in  the  nation.    Two hundred  and  fifty  schools,  thirty-four
Percent,  completed  and  returned  the  document.    The  findings  revealed
Chat  only  twenty-one,  or  eight  Percent,  of  these  institutions  offered
a  specific  course  or  courses  intended  to  prepare  ft)Cure  sex  educators.
Ttrelve  of  these  schools  offered  only  one  course;  seven  schools  offered
two  courses;  and  two  schools  offered  three  courses  intended  Co help
prepare  teachers  who would  be  involved  ln  sex  education  instruction.
Of  the  229  colleges  that  did  not  provide  courses  within  this  area,  only
six reported  they had  plans  to  initiate  such  curricula  in  the  near
future.L°3    None  of  the  250  responding  schools  believed  that  the  ma].oricy
of  their  graduates  would  be  coripetent  sex  educators,  according  to  Rubin
and Malfetti.    In  fact,  when  asked what  percentage  of  their  graduates
would  be  prepared  to  teach  sex  educaclon,  the  most  frequently  cited
category was  zero  percent  with  the  mean  being  ten  percent.104    The
authors  contended  that  they  believed  the  ten  percent  figure  was  an
Overescimacion. [°5
L°2Ma|fetti  and  Rubin,   op.   cat.,   P.   217.
L03Ibid.
104Ibld.
105Ibid.
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Allen  and  King  surveyed  high  school  teachers  throughout  the
nation  ln  1970  and  found  that  fifty-seven percent  of  those  teaching  sex
education had  one  semester  or  less  of  training  for  such  instruction. 106
''Teacher  certlfication  in  family relations  education was  held  by only
Six  percent  of  the  teachers,  yet  many  teachers  responded  in  favor  of
107
ic. "          Ftirchermore,  ic  was  revealed  that  teachers  possessing  degrees
or  certif icaces  above  the  baccalaureate  level  placed more  importance
on  permitting  students  to  fom  their  om  conclusions  regarding  contro-
versial  sexual  topics.L°8    The  longer  an  individual  had  taught  sex edu-
cation  courses,   t=he  more  emphasis  he  Placed  upon  perznitcing  the  students
to  form  their  oun  beliefs  in  regard  Co  sexual  behavior,  according  to
Allen  and  King.
109
Obviously,  research  data  indicate  that  today's  sex educators  are
inadequately  prepared  to  provide  human  sexuallcy  instruction  to  youth.
If,   in  fact,  educators  seriously adhere  to  the  belief  that  sex education
should  not  be  isolated  into  one  specific  course  but  rather  permeate  the
entire  curriculum,   it  would  appear  that  all  teachers  should  be  exposed
to at  least  a  minimal  amount  of  teacher  preparation  relating  to  all
aspects  of  human  sexuality.    Thus,   scudents'  questions  relating  Co human
sexuallcy  could  be  answered  satisfactorily as  they arise  within  partic-
ular  classes  rather  than having  to wait  for an  answer  until  the  subject
L°6A|ice  A.  Allen  and  E.   F.  King,   'Tanily  Relations  Courses,"
J.ournal  of  Home  Economics,   62:21,   January,   1970.
107[bid.,   p.   22.
|08Ibid.'   p.   21.
109Ibid.
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is  discussed  in  classes  of  health,   biology,   or  home  economics.Ilo
The  United  States  Office  of  Education,   forseelng  the  need  for
better  prepared  sex  educators,  announced  in  1966  Chat  ftmds  would  be
made  available  to  inst:itutions  wishing  to  implement  sex  education  teacher
Preparation  programs  into  their  curricula.lil    Working  closely with  this
goverrmental  office,  New  York  University  has  instigated  such  a  program.
The  currlcultm  is  designed  basically  for  elementary  education  teachers
with  completion  of  the  progran  leading  Co  a  master's  degree  in health
with  specialization  in  sex  education.[L2    As  of  this  date,  however,  the
znajority  of  teachers  involved  ln  sex  education  are  either  collecting
needed  factual  information  on  their  own  dr  attending  seminars  and  sumer
workshops  in  an  attempt  to  becone  as  knowledgeable  as  possible  regarding
recent  research  findings  and  various  teaching  methods  and  materials    of
htrman  sexuality. 113
In  conclusion,  the  majority  of  American  parents,  educators,  and
school  admirListrators  recognize  (1)  youths'  need  and  desire  for  accurate
sexual  information  and  (2)  that  the  schools  should  be  able  to  provide
both  conducive  learning  envlrorments  and  qualified  personnel  required
to  initiate  Sex  education  programs  which  will  be  meaningful  to  the
students.    Proposed  sex  education  curricula  should  be  planned  and
discussed  by  representatives  of  the  entire  community.
However,  student:  surveys  revealed  that  schools  and  teachers,  as
L[°F|orence  a.   Berme|,   ''Eliminating  Barriers  to  Sex  Education  In
the  Schools, " Journal  of  School  Health 38:68,   Feb"ary,   1968.
[[[Reiss,   op.   cit.,   p.   56.
LL2Marian  v.  Hanbuirg,   rsex  Education  in  the  Elementary  School.   .   .
Teacher  Preparation, "  National  Elementary  Principal,  48:54,  November,
1968.
LL3schu|z  and  Willlams,   op.   cit.,   P.   19.
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well  as  the  hone  and  parents,  are  failing  to  provide  youth  with  mean-
ingful  answers  to  their  questions  of  se"alicy.    No  research  invest:i-
gations  have  been  presented  t:hat:  revealed  the  hone  or  t:he  school  as  the
main  source  of  sexual  infomation  for  the  majority  of  the  youth  being
surveyed.    The  failure  of  the  schools  to  fulfill  the  role  of  meaningful
sex  educators  can  be  due,  in  part,  to  (1)  their  failure  t:o  realistically
evaluate  the  sexual  needs  and  interests  of  students  and  (2)  the  imense
lack  of  teacher  preparation within  the  area  of  htman  sexuality.    It  is
obvious,  however,  that  most:  American  youth  are  not  collecting  the
majority  of  their  sexual  infomation  fran conscious  educational  efforts
of  eit:her  parents  or  professional  educators.
Sex  Education  Throuth  the  Church
and  Medical  Profession
ln  addition  to  the  home  and  school,  there  are  other  socletal
institutions  within  each  ccrmunity which  should  be  able  to  provide
sexual  informat:ion  to  youth.     Two  of  these  sources,  the  church  and  med-
ical  profession,  Offer  youth  invaluable  environments  for  discussions  of
sexual  topics  as  they  often  adhere  to  a  policy  of  conplete  privacy and
professional  confidence  for  the  individual  seeking  advice.    Research
findings  have  indicated,  however,   that  the  amount  of  sex  education which
is  received  by  youth  from  either  the  clergy  or  medical  personnel  has  been
negligible.
In  conjunction  with  the  home,   t:he  church  can  perform  a  major
role  in helping  individuals  form  their moral  values  toward  sextlality.
The  church  and  local  clergy  should  be  included  as  essential  Components
of  a  total  cormumity  oriented  sex  ed`]cation  program.tL4    According  to
LL4lester  Kirkenda||,   Se3=  Education  (New  York:     Sex  Information  and
Education  Council  of  the  United  States,   1969),  p.   11.
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ecclesiastical  authorities,  the  church  ls  seriously falllrLg  to meet  the
needs  of  youth  in  regard  to  sexual  copies.LL5    Hettllnger  reported  Chat
it was  not  uncll  1930  that  the  churches  offlclally  scaced wlthln  the
Lanbeth  Conference  Report  Chat  ".   .   .  coitus  could  contribute  Co  the
116
bonds  of  love  ln narrlage."         the  of  the  major  reasons  that  youth
conslstencly report  tenuous  benef its  fron the  church  or clergy  in regard
to  sextial  dlsctlssions  ls  that  ".   .   .  offlclal  Chrlscendon  .   .   .  has
never  really  come  Co  tens  with  ronantlc  love..'LL7    Hetcl|nger  contended
that Dost  youth disnlss  church  related  lnfomatlon as  being  overly
Doralisclc  and  quite  lrrelevaLnt  to  their  cturenc  needs. LL8
In  the  past,  the  clergy have  advocated  specific  sexual  ethics
and  have  issued  severe  admonlshments  for  those  who  chose  not  to accept
these  values.    Due  to  the  paucity at  which  youth  report  the  church  as  a
meaningful  contrlbucor  to their  sexual  education,  lt  appears  that  the
church,  lf  lt  ls  Co  provide  a meaningful  envlronDent  for  sex`ial  dls-
cusslon,  must  begin  to more  adequately  defend  lts  poslclons  on  sexual
values  and  beliefs.    Kirkendall  reported  that  "the  chtirches  are  ln  the
process  of  overconing  their  fomer  reluctance  Co  deal  openly t.lch
sex .... "LL9    Most  denon|nat|ons  are  at  this  time  actexpcing  to
lnltiace  sex education  programs  which will  be  meaningful  to  the  needs
of  their  respective  chtirch menbers. L2°   The  churches,  acc®rdlng  to
LL5Richard  F.  Hetc||nger,   "sex,  The  Church,  and  The  College
Student,"  ReLlglous  Educaclon,   61!419,  November,   1966.
Lt6|bid.,   p.   420.
117Ibld.
118|bid.,   p.  418.
LL9Kirkendall,   lee.  cic.
120Ibld.
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Packard,  have  recently  begun  to  provide  youth wit:h  ".   .   .  1nformtion
121
and  thoughts  that  stress  the  poslclve  aspects  of  human  se3ftlallty."
The  Professional  preparation  for  clergymen  in regard  to human
sexuality has  been  inadequate  by any  standard.    D|scusslng data  collected
by S±xg_±oLgr nagazlne,  Mccary  reported  Chat  among  the  mlnlsters  pro-
vldlng  sexuallcy counselllng  services  ".   .`  .  only  15  percent  of  such
counselllng  services  can  be  considered  capetenc.I.L22    A  sctidy  of
toenty-three  Canadian  theological  seminaries,  involving  229  graduaclng
students,  revealed  that  forty-one  Percent  of  these  persons  received less
than three  class  sessions  involving  dlsct)sslons  of  sexuality and  fanlly
p|arm|ng. [23    Ninety percent  of  these  gradcatlng  clergymen  received  less
than  six reeks  of  lnstrtictlon related  to mrrlage  and  famlly counselling
progrdus. L24   A  s|D||ar  study  of  slxcy Protestant  Dinlscers  ln  the
United  States  revealed  a  general  lack  of  lmovledge  among  the  clergymen
relative  Co  the  ".   .   .  biological  and  psychological  sciences  regarding
honan  sexi)alley.'.L25    The  majority  of  these  minlscers  lndlcated  Chat
they desired  Co  offer Chelr  services  to  Chelr  church  meDbers  ln regard
Co  sexual  matters  but  agreed  t:hat  they erere  lnsufflclencly prepared  to
L2Lvance  packed,   "e_  S_exp_al  Vlldeme_s_s  (New  York3     David  MCKay
Co.,   Inc.,   1968),   p.   409.
L22james  Les||e  Mccary,  Human  Sean)ality  (Prlnceton§     D.  Van
Nostrand  Co.,   Inc.,1967),  p.  7,  clclng  "1nlsters  and  Sex,"  Sexology,
253663,   1959.
L23c.   R.   Fie|d|ng,   .That  |s  and  What  Should  Be  Done  RegarditL8
Tralnlng  in  Canadian Theological  Colleges, " Proceedings  of  a  Syxposlum
for  Clergy  and  Physicians,  Cotunmselllng  ln  Family Plannning  {Torontol    The
Council  for  Scelal  Service,  The  Anglican  Church  of  Canada,   1966),  p.   17.
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coxpetently discuss  all  aspects  of  human  sexuallcy. 126
A  Second  camrmicy source  of  sex edticators  has  been  the  nedlcal
Profession.    While  an  lncreaslng  number  of  youth  are  approaching  their
fanlly doctors with  questions  of  sexuallcy,  medical  authoricles  have
been  skepclcal  as  to  the  physlclan's  coupe¢enc|es  co dlsct)ss  all  aspects
of  hunan  sermal  developnenc.L27    Harold  I.|ef,  for  several  years  an
advocate  for  lDproved  sex education training  of  the  medical  student.
reported  that  the nedlcal  profession  ls  nco  being adequtely prepared  to
discuss  the  diverse  sezmal  problens  of  their pdt|ents.128   Lief  asserted
Chat  the  majority  of  doctors  undoubtedly know more  of  the  anatonlcal  and
Physiological  details  of  human  sexuality  Char the  patlencs  they  Crest
but  lack  plarmed  training  in  the  psychological  and  soclologlcal  aspects
of  himan  sexuallcy. 129
The  medical  profession,  realizing  the  need  for more  qualified
sex educators  and the  services  their profession can pocenclally perfom
vlchln  sex education,  has  begtm  to  lniclate  wldespreadT prograns  deslg|Led
to  lDprove  the  medical  studenc's  lmowledge  of  all.aspects  of  human
§exuellty.    Packard  reported  Chat  prior  to  1965,  only three  of  this
naclon's  IDedlcal  schools  provided  sex educatlorL  prograns  for  ft)tore
130
physlclans.          As  of  1967,  the  ntmber  of  medical  schools  providing  such
training has  increased  Co  Chlrcy.[3[    According  to Masters,  as  of  1968
|26|b|d.
127packard,   loo.  Clt.
[28The  g±§zEg]!  Forum,   "Sex  Education  ln  Med  School..' £±§]Z±2gH
15:158,   June,   1968.
129Ibid.
L30packard,   leo.  Clt.
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there  were  betveen  forty to  fifty  of  Chls  naclon's  ninety-two medical
Schools  offering  sex education  courses  to  their  students.L32    However,
the  majority  of  these  courses mere  offered. as  electives  rather  than
reqtlirenents wlthln  the  medical  student.s  currlcu|`m. 133    During  |969
and  early  1970,  the  Center  for  the  Study  of  Sex  Education  ln Medlclne
tras  fop:ned  ac  the  Unlverslty of  PerLnsylvanla.    Lief  reported  that  the
Program has  been eagerly received  by eighty-eight  of  the  nation's
medical  schools  and  that  increased  sex education  training  ls  presently
being  adminlscered  ln  over half  of  these  schools. 134
The  excenc  Co which  youth  report  the  church  and  medical  pro-
fession as  sources  of  sex educatlori  is  dlfflcult  Co  interpret  statis-
tically.    Many  investlgatlons  do  not  provide  caLcegorles  of  "church"  or
'hedlcal  profession" for  students  indlcatlng where  they have  received
sex educaclon.    Unfortunately,  these  lnscICutions  are  qtllce  often
included  on  set)dent  surveys  as  "other  sources"  of  sex education.
Nevertheless,  both  the  churches  and nedlcal  professlon have  voiced
desLre8  to help  provide  yot]th  wlch  acctarate  and  meaningful  anstrers  Co
their  questions  regarding  sexLral  information,  behavior,  and values.
Both  the  theological  seminaries  and medical. schools. have.. reported  that
their respective  students have  been  lnsufficlently trained  to ccmpe-
tently dlsctlss  all  aspects  of  htman  sexuallcy with  the  public.    Hcnever,
both  lnstltutions  are  presently  lnltiatlng programs  of htman  sexuality
lnscructlon  Chat will hopeftllly alleviate  present  deflclencles  so as  to
132The g± Forum,  lee.  Clt.
133Ibld.
L34Haro|d  I.  Lief,   '.New Deve|opr"ts  ln  the  Sex EdtmatlorL  of  the
Physician,"  Joumal  of  the  American Medical Assoclatlon.  212:1864,
Jttne   15,   1970.
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Prepare  clergymen  and  physicians  who  are  more  lmonledgeable  and  Dare
avere  of  the  publlc's  sextial  problems,  needs,  and  interests.
S±!±ae_nis_exua I  Know_1eqg_e
IC  is  undoubtedly true  that  the  average  adolescent  ls  better
informed  ln regard  Co se-||Cy than tiere  his  Parents  or  grandparents
when they trere  adolescents.    Honever,  present  research  findings  have
revealed  that  ''Che  knowledge  possessed  by  the  average  adolescent  and
yotmg adult  regarding  the  so  called  'faccs  of  life'  is  lrmdeqtrate  by
almost  any  standard...[35    unlike  other  educational,  soclecal,  or  cul-
tural  values  our  society vlshes  to  Cransnlt  Co today's  youth,  little
effort has  been made  to delegate  prescribed  responslbllites  for  the
organl8ed  dissemination  of  sexual  1nfomatlon.    As  previously  discussed,
lnstlcutlons  tradltlonally responsible  for educaclng youth,  such as  the
hone,  school,  and  church  have  been  relatively  ineffective  as  modes  of
sex education.    For  this  reason,  adolescents  are  presently  being  forced
to  gather minuscule  anounts  of  sexual  infomaclon  fron  a  multitude  of
sources.    The  resulclng  effecc  being  that  the majority of  youth have
acquired  tnany mlsconceptlons  and  inaccurate  facts  relating  to htman
se3mallcy.    Richardson  reported  that  whereas  today's  society  is  char-
acterized  by Dope  open dlscusslons  of  sexcallcy  ".   .   .  this  does  not
necessarily  lead  Co  a  Dope  enllghcened  and  inforined  ado|e§cenc..'L36
Ina§Duch  as  teachers,  parents,  and  clergymen  are  falling,  for
the  Dost  Part,  as  meaningful  sex educators,  adolescents  are  forced  to
collect  sextlal  lnfomatlon  from  ocher  sources.    The  Cwo major  sources  of
L35crav|ey,  ec  al.,  Reproduction.  Sex,  and  Preparation  for
Marriage,  op.  clc.,  p.   ill.
L36charies  E.  R|chardson,   '"catlon  For  Fanlly Plarmlngt " ±g±±m§±
of  School  Health,  39:539,   cetober,   L969.
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sextral  information  cited  by youth  today are  peer  group  discussions  and
the  mass  tBedla;  both having  been  proven  Co  be  generally  inadequate
§otlrces  of  accurate  and realistic  sexual  infomation.    Lcand contended
that  in her  investigatlorLs  of  high  school  and  college  students,  dis-
cussions  surrounding  sexuality were  based  upon a  searching  for  lmowledge
as  cell  as  for  the  ptlfe  enjoyment  of  the  dlscuss|ons.L37    The  extent  to
which  the  peer  group  and mass  media  often  serve  as  both  inlclal  and
continued major  sources  of  sexual  information  for  yot]th has  been  sub-
stantiated  by several  lnvestigacions.    Jthasz reported  €hac  sixty percent
of  the  males  and  f ifcy percent  of  the  females  ln her  study seated  Chat
•.print:ed  natter'' was  their  Primary  source  of  se"a|  informc|on. L38    The
study also revealed  that  only  ten percent  of all  the  subjects  reported
that  their  parents  provided  sexual  lnfomatlon ac  the  appropriate  times
|n  their  lives.L39    |n  a  |970  survey of  793  high  school  students,  peer
group  dlscusslons  t7ere  llsced  ®s  the  prlDary  source  of  se3ctial  lnfor-
qration  by  tventy-elghc  percent  of  the  subjects. L4°   Peer  groan  d|s-
ct)salons  and  printed matter trere  the  most  frequently cited  sources  of
sexual  informclon anong  893  Canadian  college  students. L4L    |n  the  above
investigations,  parents,  teachers,  or religious  leaders  t7ere  never  cited
as  the major  contributor  ®f  sex  lnfomatlon  for  the  collective  subject
populaclon  being  sun.veyed.
L37Rhoda  I..   Lorand,   |mne.  sex.   and  the  Teenager  (NetJ  York:     The
MacMillan  Co.,   1966),   p.   3.
£38Anne  Mccreary  Jtthasz,   "Backgrond  Factors,  Extent  of  Sex
Knowledge  and  Source  of  Information, "  ±qqrpel___Qf  School  I]ea_lg±,   39§38,
January,   1969.
139Ibid.
14oThe ± FO~,  loo. cit.
[4Ljthas8,   op.  clt.,  P.  33.
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The  relative  value  of  peer  group  dlscusslons  regarding  sexuality
ls  often negligible  ln respect  Co the  collection  of  accurate  facts.
Jthasz'  study pemltted  the  subjects  to  stibjectively rate  thefnselves  as
to  the  amount  or  degree  of  sexual  knot.ledge  they perceived  themselves  as
PossessirLg.    The  subjects  trere  then  admlniscered  a  sex  lmowledge  testing
lnst]rmnent.    The  author  concluded  Chat  there  tras  n®  relatlonshlp  between
the  subjects'  self-analysis  and  the  acc`)al  test  score  results.L42   Thi|e
no  standard  of  adeqtracy  or  inadequacy Was  disclosed,  Jthasz  reported
that  over  tiro  Chlrds  of  the  subjects  lacked  adequate  sexual  lmowledge
as  neastLred  by  the  testing  lnscr`ment  employed  |n  her  study.143    Tthasa
concluded  that  there  was  no  topic  ln which  the  majority of  the  students
were  troll  infomed  and  they trere  unable  to reallsclcally evaluate  their
extent  of  present  sexual  knowledge. L44    The  above  investigation  indi-
cated  that  peer  group  sex education Was  not  an adequate  method  for  the
collection  of  accurate  sex  infomation  by the  adolescent.    Regarding
youths.  insufflclent  sexual  knowledge,  Ella  and  Gebhard  asserted  that
".   .   .  a  large  portion  of  this mislabeled and  incorrect  information  ls
the  product  of  chlldrens'  pooled  ignorance ..... 'L45    Masters  and
Johnson contended  that  the  prevalence  of  incorrect  lnfomatlon  being
£42Arme  Mccreary  +uhas8,   "oir Accurate  Are  Stutenc  Evaluaclons  of
Their  Knowledge  of  llunan  Sexuality?,"  ±Q!±rnal  of  School  He±±±=±,  37s412,
cetober,   1967.
L43jthasz,   "Background  Factors,  Extent  of  Sex Knowledge  and  Sotnee
of  Infomatlon,"  loo.  cic.
[44+thas8,   'Hot. Accurate  Are  Student  Eval`.atlons  Of  Their  Knowledge
of  Htman  SexuaLllcy?,"  lee.   cit.
L45Tanes  E||a  and  Paul  Cebhand,   'rse]a]ellcy  and  Se}stJal  Leamlng  ln
Childhood,"  Phl  Delta  Kappan,   50s401,  March,1969.
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transmitted  through  the  peer  culture  often  ".  .  .  t7orks  as  a  barrier to
146sex education  from adults. "
In addltlon  Co  peer  group  dlscusslons,  another  primary  source  of
Sex education  for  Coday's  youth  is  the  many phases  of  the  mass  media.
Television,  notion pictures,  newspapers,  books,  records,  bill  board
advertisenents,  and  ocher  sources,  have  capitalized  on youths '  ardent
search  for  se:nial  lnformacion.    The  lack  of  accurate,  realls€ic  se]ctlal
infoa"tlon,  which  frequently characcerlzes mass  media  sources,  has  been
criticized  by educators  and  parents.    The  lmense  influence  that  the
nags  media haRre upon  youth  has  been  recognl8ed  for  many  years.     Bltmer
reported  that  IC  is  not  unusual  for adolescents  €o  imitate  half  styles,
clothing  styles,  or  personal  qrarmerlsms  of  famous  |nd|vidua|s. L47    "I.owe
Braking  Cechalques  are  also  inltated  and  copied."148    B|tner  concluded
that whereas  nest  of  these  iDIcaclve  actions  are  performed  by  trial  and
error  techniques,  "ch  of  the  lnformatlorL collected  through  the mass
media  sources  ls  unccmsclously  incorporated  into  the  adolescent's  actual
conduct. L49   Although  the  results  of  Bluner's  investigation are  culfently
outdated,  the  itDpact  of  the  mass  media  upon  today's  youth  ls  probably
equally as  great.
Unforturiately,  the  nasa  media have  frequently attexpted  Co
capitall8e  on  the  sensuoslty of  sexuality and portray sexual  events  in
L46wi|||am H.  Masters  and  V|rg|nla  E.  Johnsorh   'tntervle`. With  the
rfuthors  of  Hunan Sexual  Response, "  personal  interview,  Playboy,   15! 199,
May,    1968.
mcMi::k.:#=i3S=:r;.!±==±£=±±±±:±tur.q£.±!=±=g±±=!Lth(tw¥ut|Th.
148Ibid.
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an  unreallstlc  marmer.    Cravley,  and  others,  concltrded  that  there  ls
acttJally  a  dich®tony  betveen what  ls  presented  througiv  the  mass  media
and  hoi. scelety expects  youth  to  behave  sexually. L5°   Kirkenda||
observed  Chat  while  the  mass  media  undoubtedly  can  be  a  poirerful  source
of  sex education,  the  zBaln  emphasis  portrayed  by  these  (media  has  been
".   .   .  Coward  casual,   1rresponslble  sexuality.'.L5L    Packard  asserted
Chat  youth  today,  due  to unreallstlc  publlclty,  feel  pressured  into
sexual  relatlonshlps  because  this  ls  how the  mass  media have  portrayed
youth  as  behaving..52    Observing  the  titles  of  recent  song recordings.
reading moclon  plccure  titles  and  adverclsenents,  or  perusing  through
bock  scores  reveals  how often  today's  youth  are  inundated with  overly
sensuotis,  unreallstlc  slcuations  of  sexuality.
Most  educational  auchorltles  conclude  that  the  mass  media  can
potentially provide  excellent  sources  for dlspenslng acctmate  sex  infor-
naclon  to  large  numbers  of  lndlvlduals.    Indeed,  there  are  presently
tbany educators  and  other  lnteresced  persons  involved  ln  planning edu-
cational  televlslon  prograns,  preparing  books  and  ocher  reading
materials,  as  well  as  producing many educaclonally worthy notion
pictures  for  t)se  by today.s  youth.    Nevertheless,  the  production  and
presentaclon  of  edtlcacionally accurate  se3"al  infomatlon,  which  ls
neanlngful  Co  youth,  has  been  lnsufflclen€'.    Thus,  youth  are  collecting
sexual  lnfomation  from the  most  readily available,  although not  neces-
sarily the  most  educationally desirable,  mass  dedla  sources.
t5°crmr|ey,  ec  al.,  op.  clt.,  p.   106.
L5]Kirkendell,   op.  cic.,  pp.   19-20.
152packard,   op.   clt.,   P.  35.
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Various  lnvestigatlons  have  Indicated male  and  fenale  dif-
ferences  in respect  to the  amount  of  accurate  sexual  lnfomatlon pos-
sessed  by  lndivlduals  and  fron what  sources  this  infarmat:lou was  received.
Bardis  reported  that  the  test  scores  of  forty-fi`re males  and  forty-f lve
fetnales  as  measured  by  the  MCHuch  Sex motrledae  Inventory  indicated
that  the mles  recorded a higher mean  score.153    He  also reported  that
among  both  sexes,  there  was  a Poslclve  correlation  bettseen high  test
scores  and  (I)  age,   (2)  acedeutc  class,  and  (3)  anotmc  of  parental  edri-
cation. L54    jutrasz  concluded  that  ln her  sC`idy  of  893  college  studentsi
the  males  appeared  to  be  better  inftrmed  than  the  females  in  amerall
knowledge  of  sextral  C®pics. L55    According  Co  Junas8,   both  the  fDales  and
females  involved  in her  study possessed  inadequate  lmowledge  of  their
ohm  respective  sexual  organs  and  ftmctlons  and  possessed even  less  lmorr-
ledge  of  the  bodily structures  and  ftmctlons  of  the  ®pposlce  sex. 156
The  same  study  indicated  that  eighty percent  of  both  sexes  possessed
negligible  inforrmtiorL  regarding venereal  disease. L57    VAi|e  investi-
gating  the  searal  knowledge  of  college  sttldents,  Kllander  disclosed
that  present  college  students  revealed  only a  slight  increase  ln  know-
ledge  ln  coaparison  to  college  students  tested  C`renty-f lve  years  ago. 158
L53panos  D.   Bard|s,   'Tnfluences  of  Family  Life  Educaclon  on  Sex
Knowledge,"  Journal  of  Marriase  and  the  Family,  25:88,   Flebruary,   L963.
154Ibld.
L55Jthas8,   ..Background  Factors,  Extent  of  Sex Knotrledge  and  Source
of  lriformatlon,"  op.  cit.,  p.  38.
L560thasz,   mow Accurace  Are  St`ident  Evaluations  of  Tbelr  Knowledge
of  Human  Sexuallcy?,"  lee.  clt.
L57|bid.,   p.   411.
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Additionally,  Kilander  concluded  that  among  the  students  tested  ln his
Study  (I)  the  male  students  lmew more  about  I:heir  own  bodily  structures
and  functions  than  the  females  knew about:  their  Curl  sexual  anacony and
(2)  the males trere  better  lnf-ed  than the  fe"1es  regarding questions
about  the  opposite  sex. 159
The  fact  that  peer  grotip  dlsctrssions  and  the  fnass media  arte  the
major  sources  of  sexual  1nf®rmation  for  both males  and  females  has  been
previously discussed;  however,  this  appears  Co  be  more  true  of  males
than  of  females.L59    unasz  reported  that  anong  893  college  students,
females  listed  their  parents  as  a  source  of  sexual  information twice
as  frequently as  did  t:he  males. 161
Presently,  the  influence  ®f  the  hone,  school,  or  church uporL
youth as  sources  of  inltlal  and continued  sex education  is negligible
compared  Co  peer  group  discussions  and  the  nasa  media.    The  exigency
for  better  qualified  sex educators  in addition  to  sex education prograns
which accurately and  realist:ically discuss  htman  se:mallty  ls  ref lecced
by the  serious  lack  of  sexual  inforzDaclon  and mlslnfomation possessed
by today's  youth.    Ctlfrently,  adolescents  generally  indicate  a desire
f or  increased  sexual  discussions  between  themselves  and  their  parents,
teachers,  and  clergymen.    Hoirever,  previous  approaches  Coward  sex  edu-
cation  by  these  lndlvlduals  have  been  reported  by  youth  as  usually
being  irrelevant  to  their  sexual needs  and  interests.
159Ibid.
L6°Tthasz,   '.Background  Factors,  Extent  of  Sex Khonledge,  and  Source
of  lnfomaclon,"  op.  cic.,  p.  33.
16|Ibid.
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EETiEEFFi
This  review  of  literature  has  been an eclect:ic  synopsis  of
recent  and  pertinent research  regarding the  goals  and puapose§  of  sex
education Within  the  hone,  school,  and  church.    Additionally,  research
investlgacions which irere  relevant  Co  youth's  general  sexual  lmowledge
and methods  of  collecting sexual  infonation were  discussed.    It was
apparent  that  although  youth have  extensively t)Clllaed  the  mass  media
and  peer  group  dlscpssions  as  sources  of  sexual  infomation,  they,  as
ioell  as  adults,  were  supportive  of  increased  sex education efforts
wit:him  the  home,   school,   and  chtlrch.
CHAPTER   Ill
PRcoEDURE
Ent=_odrc€±+±
The  parclclpant:s  ln  the  study were  adDlnlscered  a  coDprehenslve
questlornelre  which was  constructed  Co  collect  infomacion  regarding
the  subjects'  (I)  personal  hlscory,   (2)  previous  sex edueatlon,
(3)  present  sexual  lmowledge,   (4)  attlcudes  regarding  youths I  obcalnmenc
of  senel  1nformclon,  and  (5)  attitudes  regarding  the  present  and
futu]re  sex  education ctirrlcular  availabilltles  ac  Appalachian  State
thlverslty.
All  students voluntarily partlclpated  ln  the  study and  the
quesclonmlre  was  admlnlscered  to all  the  stibjeccs  slDultaneously within
the  sarie  building.    The  subjects  Were  divided  into  strata  according  to
academic  class  and  sesc  for  the  ptmpose  of  coxparaclve  analysis  of  their
atcltudlnal  responses  and  their  sex lmowledge  test  scores.    Each  student
independently completed  the  qt)esclonnalre.    The  data  collected  fran  each
strattm trere  then  totaled,  which  provided  percentage  data  for  strata
comparlsons.    The  sex  lmowledge  inventory was  analyzed  according  to  each
stratun's  percentage  of  correct  and  incorrect  responses  and mean  Cesc
S{aes,
quLe_i_C±
The  subjects  for  this  study were  all  full-t:line  undergraduate
students  at APpalachian State  Unlverslty.    A conprehenslve  list  idenc1-
fylng  all  full-Clme  undergraduate  students  who had  registered  for  spring
59
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quaLrter,   1970,  was  obtaLlned  fron  the  school's  Reglscrar's  Office.    The
Coxputer Center arranged  this  total  Student  llstlng  according  Co the
males  and  females within  each  of  the  four  undergraduate  academic
Classes.    Thus,  eight  distinct  strata  of  all  full-tlDe  undergradt)ace
Sctrdents  were  obtained.    A  stratified  probablli€y  sample  was  draurL  frtm
each  strac`m  in  order  t® determine  those  students   tho`  wcold  be  lnvlted
to participate  ln  the  sttrdy.    ire  number  of  students  selected trlthln
each  stratum was  proportional  to  the  percentage  each  strat`m represented
within  the  entire  full-time  undergraduate  gttident  population.    Data
presented within Table  I  reveal  that  among  4,808  undergraduate  students
registering  as  of  spring  quarter,  814,  or  16.9  percent,  were  selected
Co  partlclpate  ln  the  study.    Of  the  814  sctidents  inlclally  invited  to
Table  i.    Subject Avallabilicy,  Selection,  and Actual  Strata
Representation
Total  N             %  of                N  and  %
Strata               Per  strata     Total  N       Contacted
N  and  %  Con-
plecing  Sctldy
Freshman males                    712
Freshman  Females               892
Sophonore  Males                 452
Sophonore  Females             589
Junior Males                       684
Junior  Females                   639
Senl®r  Males                        437a
14.8L             95         11.67
L8.55           139        L7.08
9.40           80         9.83
12.25             98        12.04
14. 23          106        13.02
13.29          102        12.53
9.09             95        11.67
Senior  Females                   403a                 8.38           99      |2.|6
4'808 loo.00 loo.00
28        12.39
39        17.26
23        10.18
34       L5.04
21          9.29
29        12.83
24       10.62
28        12.39
loo.00
aThese  scrota  do not  include  those  students  away  from  the  unl-
verslcy perforDlng  student  teaching  during  spring  quarter,   1970.
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participate  in  the  study,  226,  or  27.8  percent,  responded  afflma-
CIvely.    me  strata  slues  ranged  from  ctoency-one  to  thirty-nine  scudencs
with  the  mean  scrat:tin  sl2}e  being  28.3  set)dents.
Concacting  the  subjects.    An  original  leccer  of  lncroduccion  and
invltaclon  Co  partlclpate  ln  the  study ves  §enc  co the  814  sttrdents  who
had  been  randonly  selected.    nose  students  res|dlng  on  campus  received
the  letter  through  their  lndlvldual mall  bans  provided  by the  lnstl-
ttitlon''s  post  office.    Off-campus  st:udents  received  this  lnltial  letter
through  nomal mail  Service.    The  students  irere  asked  to complete  and
recum  the  detachable  portion of  the  letter  Co  the  school  post  off lee
indicating whether  or  not  they desired  Co parclclpace  ln  the  study.    The
orlglnal  letter  of  lnvltatlon was  ansoered  afflmatlvely by  148  students.
the week after  the  original  letter was  sent  to  the  students,  a  second
leceer was  sent  to  only those  students who had  not  returned  the  original
letter.    Seventy-eight  additional  Off imatlve  replies  i.erte  obtained
fron the  second  letter  provldlng a  total  of  226  students who had  agreed
to  paLrclcipace  in  the  study.
The  day  before  the  questlonrmlre  cos  Co  be  adnlnistezied,  the  226
subjects  participating  ln  the  study were  sent  memorandums  renlnding  them
of  the  date,  tine,  and  location  of  the  Cesclng  session.    This  corres-
pondence  tras  delivered  by  the  previously discussed  procedtire.    th  the
day  the  que§Cionnaire  was  to  be  administered,  all  faculty members  Were
provided with  a menorandtm and  asked  to read  lt  ln  each  of  their  classes.
This  letter tras  a  further  reminder  to  those  students  partlclpacing  ln
the  study of  the  tine,  date,  and  location  of  the  testing session.    Or
the  226  students .who had  agreed  to  pautlclpate  ln  the  study,  all trere
present  for  the  adDinlstratlon  of  the  inst:rtment.    Copies  of  all
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Correspondence  sent  to  the  stqidencs  and  faculty  can  be  found  in Appendix
8'   page   156.
TestlrLg  IrLstrument
The  f irst  section  of  the  quescionnalre  was  designed  Co collect
personal  history  lnfomatlon  frou  each  subject.    Informaclon  pertaining
to each  sttrdenc's  class  rank,  age,  sex,  race,  rellglon,  and narlcal
scatus was  obtained  fron this  Secclon  of  the  quesclonelre.    This  data
provided none  detailed  characterlstlcs  of  the  subjects  parcicipatlng  in
the  scuty.
Infomation  regarding  the  subjects'  previous  sex education was
included wlthln  the  second  secclon  of  the  questionnaire.    Data  as  to
where,  when,  and  fron what  indlvlduals  the  subjects  had  received  sex edu-
cation were  collected within  this  section  of  th;e  lnstrunent.    Additionally,
a  list  of  twenty-f ive  sexual  topics  was  presented  for  the  sttrdents  to
evaluate  both  the  extent  of  discussion  they had  obtained  regarding  each
topic  and  how  knowledgeable  they  perceived  themselves  about  each  topic.
The  method  of  rating was  based  upon  the  Likerc  technique  of  scale  con-
scruccion.
The  sex  knowledge  inventory conprlsed  the  third  por€1on  of  the
questionnaire.    The  test  consisted  of  one  hundred  questions  which were
divided  into  seven  topical  areas  of  human  sexuellty.    Each  section  of
the  test  was  provided with  an  anstrer  list  Co  be  used  for  selecting
answers  for  only that  particular  section  of  the  test.    Over  Cventy-five
sources  were  revletred  for  the  selection  of  the  most  pertinent  sexual
lnfomatlon  to  be  used  for  the  qtiestlons  ln the  test.    The  test
questions  were  constructed  so that  no  temi which taas  to  be  used  as  a
possible  answer  selection  appeared  in  the  que§tlons  Chemselvies.    The
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anstrer  lists  Were  constructed  so  that  each  list  concalned more  ansver
selecclons  than  questions  asked.    The  additlomal  answer  choices  mere
careftilly selected  so as  to  be  perclnenc  to  the  pactictllar  se2cual  topic
being  discussed.    A  correction  factor  which would  compensate  for  randorL
guessing  was  not  applied  to  the  test  scores.    The  manner  ln which  the
test  questions  and  answer  lists  were  constructed  would  henre  made  such
a  factor negllglble  and was  not  essential  for the  ptirposes  of  this
lnves€igaclon.    Examples  of  test  quesclons  and  ansirer  selecclon  lists
can  be  found  ln  Appendix A,  page   134.
The  fourth  part  of  the  questionnaire,  sLDllar  Co  the  second
section,  pro`rlded  the  subjects  wlch  an  opporconlcy  to  lndicace  where,
when,  and  from what  lndlvlduals  they personally  believed  youth  should
receive  sex education.
Subjeccs'  attitudes  regarding  both  the  present  and  future  sex
education  opporttlnlcles  at  this  tmlversity trere  collected  ln  the  final
section  of  the  que`sciormalre.    Addlcionally,  the  partlclpancs  e7ere  asked
Co  indicate  where  and  from whom  they had  received  sex educatlori while
accendlng Appalachian  State  Uni`rerslcy.
Pilot  study.    The  original  questlonnalre  was  adnlnistered  to
eleverL  staff  members,  seven  graduate  sctrdents,  and  thirty undergraduate
students.    There  trere  two purposes  for  this  prellmlnary  investigation.
First,  the  staff  members  and  graduate  students  provided  pertinent  crit-
icisms  and  suggestions  which  contributed  to  the  final  reflnemenc  of  the
lnscr`ment.    Secondly,  the  thirty undergraduate  students,  representing
all  eight  strata,  acttlally completed  the  Tentlre  questlonnalre  once  but
anstrered  the  sex knowledge  lnv\encory twice.    "ls  procedure  helped
deterzDlne  (I)  an accurate  estimate  of  the  length  of  time  the  lnstr`menc
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would  take  to  conplete  and  (2}  provided,  by the  test,  re-test method,  a
Coefficient  of  reliablllty.    A coefficient  of  reliability of  .94 tJas
obtained  fran this  group  of  st:udents  for  the  sex lmowledge  iaverLtory.
The  standard  error  of  this  coefficient  of  correlation was  formd  Co  be
.02.     The  Pearson  Product-Moment  method  of  cormelaclon tinas  employed  for
decerutning  the  coefficient  of  rellabillty.    A copy  of  the  co]relatlon
chart  ls  presented  ln Appendix  C,  page  162.    The  ext:ent  to which  I:he
pilot:  group  of  undergrad`rate  scudencs  were  representative  of  the
subjects  participating  ln  the  final  study  is  revealed  by data within
Table  2.    No  student  participating  ln  the  pilot  study was  llrvlted  Co
participate  ln  the  final  administration  of  the  quesciormaire.
Table  2.    Statlstlcal  Coaparison  of  the  Sex Knoraledge  Iziventory
Scores  Betireen  Pilot  Group  Subjects  and  the  Entire  226  Subjects  Com-
pleting  Final  Study
Subjects
Standard
Mean             Medl an             Devi at 1 on
Range  of
Scores
Pi lot  croup  subjects         65. 03%         66. OC%                 10.47%              43%(85%-43%)
Study's  226  Subjects          64.047®          64.76%                 11.94%               66%(96%-31%)
Administration  of  the
Quesc1-ire
th May  6,   1970,  the  questiormaire  was  admlniscered  to  the  226
subjects  participating  in  the  sttrdy.    The  tesclng  locaclon was  ln  the
university cafeteria,  which  provided  a  comfortable  and  nearly  identical
envlronmenc  for  all  the  students  couplecing  the  lnstrunenc.    The  testing
session tras  not  begun until  all  pauticlpancs  had  arrived  and  trere  seated.
The  definition  of  sex education,  as  presented  in  Chapter  I,  tras  read  Co
the  subjects  twice  and  they lrere  instructed  to use  this  clef inici®n  as  a
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basis  for what  they  should  consider  as  sex educatlori  for  the  purposes  of
this  study.    The  subjects  trere  lnscructed  that  Chore  was  no  tine  llDit
for  completing  the  quesclonnalre  but  that  they  should  take  as  much  Clue
as  necessary to adequately and  accurately conplece  the  entire  lnstrunent.
The  first  subject  flnlshed wlthln  forty-seven Dlnuces wlch  the  last
stibjecc  requiring  one  hour  and  forty-f lve  mlnuces  to  conplece  the  ques-
Cionnalre.    Seventy percent  of  the  subjects  completed  the  lnscrunent
wlthln  fifty-five  minutes  to  one  hour  and  f ifceen minutes.    Iiess  tharL
ten percent  of  the  subjects  conpleced  the  questionnaire  in  less  than
fifty-five  minutes.
During the  Cestlng session,  the  Partlclpants were  pemltted  to
ask claritive  questions  regarding  the  questlonnalre.    The  author,
assisted  by  one  graduate  scudenc  and  one  undergraduate  student who had
worked  closely vlth  the  study  from  its  oneec,  anstrered  all  questions.
Subject's  questions  regarding  the  sex  knowledge  inventory Were  answered
exclusively  by  the  author.
Statistics  Used  in  the  Study
As  this  lnvesclgatlon tras  designed  to  be  basically exploratlve,
the  majority of  the  data trere  presented  ln  the  form of  stratum percentages
or conparative  strata  percencages.    A  group  frequency  of  the  sex ]mowledge
lrrventory  scores  obtained  by  the  entire  stibject  populaclon was  tabulated
and  used  in determlnlng  measures  of  central  tendency  and  standard  dev-
iation.    A  copy  of  the  group  frequency  table  ls  presented  ln Appendix D,
page  L66.   The  ccefflclent  of  rellabllity  for  the  sex lmonledge  llrventory,
as  prevlotisly discussed,  eras  detemlned  by  the  test.  re-test  nechod  and
ipras  computed  orL  the  Pearson  Product-Moment  chart.
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Spe¥
Of  the  814 undergraduate  students  orlglnally  lnvlced  to partl-
CIpace  ln  the  study,  226,  or  27.8  percent,  actually  agreed  Co  conplece
the  questlonnalre.    The  conprehenslve  measuring  lnstrunent  was  desig|Led
to  determine  each  subject.s  personal  history,  previous  sex  education,
Present  sextial  lmowledge,  and  atcICudes  regarding  sex  education.    The
questlonnalre was  admlniscered  concurrently to all  parclcipants  wlthln
the  sane  Cestlng  locaclon.    The  majority  of  the  data mere  collected  ln
the  fom  of  percentages  for  the  purpose  of  lndlvldual  strac`m analysis
as well  as  for  scrota  conparlsorLs.
CHAPTER  IV
ANAI.YSIS   OF  DATA
Introduetlon+==  I_+I           _i  _   _
Data  relevant  to  the  Subjects'  previous  sex educaclon,  attitudes
regarding  youths '  obcalnment  of  sex  education,  and  attictrdes  regardlrLg
sex education  cur.rlcular availablllties  at  Appalachlan  State  Uhiversicy
are  tabulated and  discussed  in  the  fom  of  strata  percentages  or  com-
parative  maLle-female  percentages.    AddltlorLally,  preserLtation  of  mean
scores  and  percentages  of  correct  answers  obtained  on  the  sex knowledge
inventory are  analyzed  for  each  strattm and  aLnalyzed  comparatively  by
Sex,
Personal  History  of  Subjects
Background  characterisclcs  of  the  students  partlclpating  in this
study  are  provided  within  Tables  3  and  4.    All  of  the  226  participants
were  Caucasian  and  89.92  percent  of  them  belonged  to Protestant  rellglous
denoninatlons.    Seven  students,  or  3.10  percent,  indlcaced  Chat  they
were  presently married  whereas  219,  or  96.90 percent,  reported  that  they
were  single.    Approxlmacely elghfty-eigivt  percent  of  the  partlclpants
resided within university domitories  with  the  remalnlng tnel`re  percent
of  the  subjects  residing  off-caxpus.    The  Dajorlty  of  the  subject  pop-
ulation irere  characteri¢ed  as  being  Caucasian,  Protestant,  single,  and
resldlng  ln  the  tmiverslty's  domicories.    None  of  the  subjects  repocted
Chat  they trere  Parents.    "rency-five  vaLrlous  academic  majors  were
declared  among  the  parcICIpancs  wlch  nine  subjects  undecided  upon  a
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Table  3.    Mean  Ages,  Race,  and  Religious  Preference  of  Subjects
Religious  Preference
*Mean  Agein
StrataL               Years
Table  4.    Marital  Status  and  Local  Resldency  of  Subjects
mrical  Status
*Strata
Iocal  Residencv
gis
*
Strata  representation  for  Tables  3  and  4s  Freshman Males  (F.M.);
Freshman  Females  (F.F.);  Sophonore  Males   (S.M.);  Sophomore  Femles
(S.F.);  Junior  Males  (J.M.);  Jtlnior  Females  (J.F.)3  Senior  Males  (Sr.M);
Senior  Females  {Sr.F.).
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major  at  the  Clme  of  the  sttidy.    A  list  of  the  academic  majors  declared
by  the  subjects  is  presented  in Appendix  E,  page  168.
Since  few  respondent:s  indlcaced  chat  they were  either  married.
resldlng  off-campus,  or  belonged  to nan-Protestant  rellglous  denom-
1naclons,  detailed  conparisons  of  the  sex  education  at:citudes  and  the
sex  knowledge  lnvencory  scores  becveen  (I)  married  and  single  subjects,
(2)  subjects  residing  on  and  off-caxpus,  and  (3)  subjects  belonging  Co
Procestanc  and  non-Protestant  religious  falchs  trere  not  presented.
Subjects '  Previous  Sex  Edticaclon
Sex  educatiqu_  received  in  the  home.    The  frequency with  which
I:he  subjects  received  sex education wlthln  the  home  varied  according  to
sex.    Additionally,  for  both  the  males  and  females,  sex edticaclon was
received within  the  home  more  often at  particular ages  than during  other
tlqies  of  the  subJects'  lives.    Data  presented  in  Table  5  reveal  that  of
the  226  subjects,  only  sixteen,  or  7.08  percent,  reported  receiving  sex
eeducatLon within  the  home  prior  to  seven  years  of  age.    Home`rer,  dtirlrLg
the  ages  of  seven  to  fifteen  years,  the  hone  and  parents  becane  more
lnf luencial  as  a  source  of  sex educatlori  for  the  stlbjeccs.    In  fact,
Dost  ®f  the  subjects  obtained  sex education  within  the  hone  Dope  fre-
quently during  the  ages  of  seven to  fifteen years  than during any other
age  range  in  their  lives.    Cmer  slxcy percent  of  the  parciclpants
repocted  recelvlng  sore  fom  of  sex edtication wlchin  the  hoine  during
the  ages  of  seven  to  fifteen  years.    All  strata,  except  senior males,
indicated  that  they had  received  sex edt)catlon wlthln  the  home  less
frequently after  fifteen  years  of  age  Char  during  the  ages  of  seven  Co
fifteen  years.    These  flndlngs  are  ln agreement  trlth  data reported  by
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ocher  lnvestLgatlons  which  indicated  that  youth receive  sex education
Within  the  hone  less  frequently as  they approach middle  and  late  ado-
lescence. L'2    collectively,  only 36.73  percent  of  the  subjects  reparfeed
receiving sex educatiorL within the  hone  after  fifteen years  of  age.
More  Char  one  half  of  the  subjects  disclosed  Chat  they had  never  beerL
provided with  sex education wlchln  their hones.    Generally,  continuous
sex education  i:hrou8houc  childhood  and  adolescence  was  not  received  by
the  sttrdencs  wil=hin  the  home.    However,  the  females  received  sesctial
lnformatlon wichln  the  hone  more  often  than  the  males.    Male-female
comparisons  regarding  the  frequency at  which  sex  educatlorL eras  received
wlthln  the  hone  at  parclcular  ages  ls  presented  in  Table  6.    As  dis-
cussed  previously,  both  sexes  infrequently reported  obcalnlng  lnfor-
matlon  regarding  sexuality  fron  sources  wlthln  the  hone  prlbr  Co
seven  years  of age.    Before  seven  years  of  age,  only  6.25  percent  of  the
males  and  7.69  percent  of  the  females  had  received  sex  educaclon wlthln
the  home.    Sesnial  information  obcalned wlthln  the  home  was  reported
Dore`  than  twice  as  often  by the  females  thalL the  males  during  the  ages
of  seven to  fifteen  years.    The  fDajorlcy of  the  females,  82.31  percent,
indicated  that  they had  been pro`rlded with  sexual  1nfomatlon wlchin  the
hone  during  the  ages  of  seven  Co  flfceen  years.    However,  only  38.54
percent  of  the  males reported  obtalnlng sex education within  the hone
during  this  age  range.    Both  sexes  reported  recelvLng  sex education
within the  hozne  less  frequently after  flfceen years  of  age  than dtlfing
LRoberc  R.   Bell,   xparentdl-Child  Conflicts  ln  Se}g`]al  Val`les,"
_!±gtlrlial_Qf  Sac_i_al  Issues,   22:35,  April,   |066.
`      2Gordon  Shipdrm,   "The  PsychodyrLanics  of  Sex  Education," Eg
Fanily Coordinator,   17:3,   January,   1968.
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Table  5.     Frequency  of  St)bjeccs  Receiving  Sex  Education  Wichln
the  Home  During  Various  Ages
Under  Six             7  -15                16  Years                  Received  No
Years                 Years                   of  Age                Sex Education
Strata                of  Age              of  Age              and  older                at  l]ome
Freshman
hales
Freshmn
2                                    LL                                       8                                             12
(7.147.)                (39. 297®)                {25.57%)                       (42.86%)
6                             35                              18                                       I
Femles            ( 15.387®)               (89.747.)               (46.15%)                         (2.567®)
Sophonore
Males
Sophouore
Femles
Junlof
Males
Junior
2                               10                                 8                                      10
(8.70%)                (43.48%)                (34.78%)                       (43.48%)
0                             28                              19                                        3
(O. Oov®)                 (82.35%)                 (55. 887®)                            (8. 82%)
I                               10                                3                                      10
(4.76%)                (47. 62%)                ( 14.297®)                        (47. 62%)
3                                 21                                  11                                            5
Femles            (LO.347o)               (72.41%)               (37.93%)                       (17.24%)
Seni or                           1                             6                             8                                  13
Males                    (4. L7%)                (25. 00%)                (33.33%)                       (54.17%)
Sent or                          I                          23                             8                                   5
FefDales                (3.57%)                (82.147®)                (28. 57%)                        ( 17. 867®)
Total  for                  16                        144                          83                                 59
all  strata        (7.08%)               (63.727®)               (36.73%)                      (26.11%)
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Seven  to  fifteen  years  of  age.    The  females,  hcmever,  received  sex  edu-
cation wlchln  the  hone  nope  freqt)ently  than  the  males  after  fifteen
years  of  age.    The  extent  to which  the  males  consistently received  less
sex educaclon wlthln  the  home  than  the  females  ls  revealed  by  the  fact
that  three  fourcbs  of  the  fifty-nine  subject:s  who  reported  recelvlng no
sex education  at  hone  were  males.    Or  the  nlnecy-six male  partlclpants,
forty-five,  or  46.88  percent,  indicated  that  they never  had  been  pro-
vided with  sesel  lnfomation within  the  hone.    Conversely,  only  four-
teen,  or  10.77  percent,  of  the  females  lndlcated  that  they had  received
no  sex  education  ac  hcme.
There  was  no conclusive  relationship  betceen  the  scraca's  aca-
demic  class  rank  and  the  frequency wlch which  the  subjects  reported
receiving  sex  educatiorL  in  the  hone.    Hovever,  the  frequency  of  never
rece.ivlng  sex education within  the  home  generally  increased  for  both
sexes  as  t:he  strata  progressed  from  freshman  Co  senior  class  rank.
Table  6.    Male-Female  Frequency  Comparlsons  of  Sex  Education
Received  Within  the  l]one  I)uring  Varlotis  Ages
Under  Six             7  -15                16  Years                  Received  No
Years                 Years                   of  Age                 Sex  Educacl on
Subjects                 of  Age               of  Age               and  older                 at  Home
Males
Females
637
(6.25%)                (38.54%)
10                             107
2745
(28.13%)                       (46.887o)
5614
(7.69yo)                (82.31%)                (43.087®)                        (10.77%)
Sex  education  received  in  schqql.    The  frequency with  which  the
subjects  reported  receiving  sex education  in  school  ls  presented  ln
Table  7.    thly  four  subjects,  or  I.77  percent,  indlcaced  that  they had
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received  sex  education during  pre-elementary education.    Of  course,
Probably not  all  of  the  226  participants  attended  educationally directed
nursery  schools  or  kindergartens.    Sex education  received  during  the
f irst  through  the  sixth  grades  was  reported  by  less  than tventy percent
of  the  subjects.    The  schools'  efforts  Coward  providing  these  students
with  sex education was  reported nose  frequently during  grades  seven
through nine.    Whereas  approximately  two  thirds  of  the  subjects  reported
that  they had  received  sex education wlthln  school  dtiring  gradeg  seven
through nine,  only  55.75  percent  of  then reported  rtecelvlng  sexual
infomatlon during  the  Cench  through  the  twelfth grades.    For  six  of  the
eight  strata,  the  frequency wlch which  sex education was  received  during
grades  ten  through  tmelve  was  less  than  dtlrLng  grades  seven  through
nine.    Additionally,  the  excenc  with  which  sex  education was  received
by  the  subjects  after  their  freshman  year  of  college  decreased  dtiring
successive  years  of  college  attendance.
As  with  sex  edt]catlon  received  within  the  hone,  the  females
reported  the  school  as  a  source  of  sex  education more  frequently  than
the  males.    Data  presented  ln Table  8  reveal  that  sex education  received
during  grades  one  through  six was  seldomly reported  by either  sex;
however,  the  females  obtained  sex education during  these  grades  over
three  times  as  often  than  the males.    In  fact,  less  than  ten percent  of
the  males  reported  receiving  sex education  ln  school  during  the  f lrst
through  the  sixth  grades.    During  the  seventh  through  the  ninth  grades,
both  the  males  and  females  generally  reported  obtaining  Sex  education
ln  school  more  frequently  than  dtirlng  grades  one  through  six.    Approrc-
lmacely  seventy-three  Percent  of  the  females  and  slxcy-one  percent  of
the  males  received  sex education  in  school  during  the  seventh  through
the  nlnch  grades.    However,  during  grades  ten  throtlgh  tmelve,  both  the
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males  and  females  reported  receiving  sexual  inforneclon  in  school  less
frequently  than during  grades  seven  througiv  nine.    Wlthln each  of  the
Primary and  secondary  grade  levels  listed  in  Table  8,  the  females
reported  recelvlng  sex educatica  in  school  more  often  than  did  the  Dales.
Over  fifty percent  of  both  sexes  indicated  that  they had received  sex
education during  their  freshman  year  of  college.    However,  the  obtain-
ment  of  sex education  during  st)bsequent  years  of  college  attendance  Was
reported  less  frequently  by both  the  "les  and  females.
Table  8.    Male-Female  Frequency  Conparisons  of  Sex  Education
Received  Wlthln  School  During  Various  Grade  lievels
Grade  lieve 1                                              Males                                      Females
Prior  Co  First  Grade
Grades  I-6
Grades  7-9
Grades   10-12
College  Freshmn
*
College  Sophonore
*
College  Junior
*
College  Senior
1   (1.04%)
7   (7.29%)
59   (61.46%)
46   (47.92%)
50   (52.08%)
21   (30.887.)
13   (28.89%)
2   (8.33%)
3   (2.31%)
35   (26.92%)
96   (73.85%)
80   (61.547®)
75   (57.69%)
38   (41.767®)
16   (28.07%)
6   (21.43%)
*
These  educaclonal  dlvislons  did  not  apply  to  all  226  subjects
lnasmuch  as  some  participants  had  not  yet  attained  either  sophonore,
junior,  or  senior  class  status.
Strata  characteristics  of  sex education received  in  the  school
were  more  divergent  than  the trends regarding  sex education  received  ln
the  home.    For  the  total  subject  population  ln  this  investigation,  the
schools  were  not  as  consistent  as  the  hones  ln either  presenting  or not
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Presenting  sexual  lnforDaclon at  particular  ages.    Hovever,  all  male
strata,  except  senior males,  received  sex education wlthln  school  most
frequently during  grades  seven  through nine.    SIDilarly,  all  female
strata,  except  sophomore  females,  obtained  sex edticatlon most  often
during  the  seventh  through the  ninth  grades.
Sex education  received  throuch  the  church.    The  church  fulfilled
only  a  marginal  role  in  the  total  Sex educaclon  received  by  the  aejorlty
of  the  subjects.    Data  are  Present:ed  ln Table  9  which  indicate  the  fre-
quency that  each  strata  cited  the  church as  a source  of  sexual  1nfor-
matlon.    For  all  strata,  sex educaclon  obtained  thro(igh  acttral  church
services was  almost  nan-existent.    less  than  five  percent  of  the  total
subjects  lndlcated  recelvlng  sex edtlcatio[L  throtigiv  formal  church
services.    Appro!cimately  one  fifth  of  the  subjects  responded  that  they
had  obtained  sexual  lnfomatlon  by means  of  special  church  oriented
classes.    Personal  conferences  with  clergymen  regarding  sextrallty Were
reported  by  less  than ten percent  of  the  parcicipancs.    In  fact,  163  of
the  226  subjects,  or  72.12  percent,  reporfeed  that  they had  received  no
sex  education  through  the  church.
Data  in Table  10  reveal  a  siDllarlty among mle-female  responses
as  to  the  frequency  the  church was  clced  as  a  soturce  of  sex education.
Apprexlmacely  one  f lfth  of  both  sexes  indicated  recelwhg sexual  infor-
maclon  through  special  church  classes.    The  fact  that  over  seventy
percent  of  both  sexes  indicated  recelvlng  no sex education  through  the
church tras  in accordance  with  flndlngs  of  other  lnvestlgations.3  Seven
3R|chard  F.  Hettllnger,   'rsex,  The  Church,  and  The  College
St:udent,"  Religious  Education,   61:419,   November,   1966.
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Table  9.    Freqtiency  of  Subjects  Receiving  Sex Educaclon Through
the  Church
During              Special                Personal                Received  No
Church              Chtlrch                 Conference            Sex  Educa€ 1 on
Scraca              Service            Classes          tJlth  clergymen        Through  church
Freshrmn
}fales
Ftesrunan
Fe"|es
Sophomore
Males
Sophonore
Females
Junior
Males
Junior
Fe"|es
Senior
Males
Senior
Fe"|es
150
(3.57%)             (17.867o)                     (0.00%)
362
{7.697®)              (15.387®)                      (5.13%)
055
(0.00%)             (21.747®)                  (21.74%)
3132
(8. 827®)             (38. 24%)                     (5. 88%)
043
(0. 007o)             (19.05%)                  (14. 29%)
130
(3.45%)             (10.34%)                    (0.00%)
053
{0.00%)              (20.83%)                   {12.50%)
084
(0. OOv®)              (28.577®)                    (14. 297®)
22
(78.57%)
30
(76.92%)
15
(65.22%)
18
(52.947.)
15
(71.43%)
25
(86.21%)
19
(79.17%)
19
( 67 . 86%)
Total  for                 8                       49                            19                                163
all  strata     (3.54%)            (21.68y®)                   (8.41%)                        (72.12%)
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religious  denonlnatlons  trere  listed  by the  sixty-three  students who
responded  that  they had received  se:mal  lnfomacion  throuth  the  church.
The  Methodist,  Baptist,  and  Lutheran  falchs,  in  t:hat  order,  t7ere  the
most  frequently  cited religious  denoninacions  as  church  sources  of  sex
educaclon.
Subjeccs'  ages  or  acadenlc  class  did  not  affect  the  freqtiency
with which  the  partlclpants  did  or  did  not  report  the  church as  a  source
of  sex education.
Table  10.    Male-Female  Frequency  Coaparlsons  of  Sex  Educaclon
Received  Through  the  Church
During            Special                   Personal                   Received  No
Church            Church                  Conference              Sex  Educat i on
Subjects          Service          Classes            vlth  clergymen          Througiv  church
Males 119
(I.Ou%)           (19.797®)
Fema leg                    7                       3 0
(5.38%)           (23.08%)
Sex  education  received  throuth  the  mass  media.    As  revealed
Chroti8h  data  presented  ln Table  11,  the  mass  media  trere  frequently  cited
by  the  subjects  as  sources  ®f  sex education.    For  each  strata,  books irere
listed  as  the  naln  source  of  sextLal  infomatlon anong mass  media  avail-
abllicies.    Magazines  and  motion  pictures  ranked  Second  and  third
respeccively as  to the  frequency with which the  participants  reported
mass  media  sources  of  sexual  information.    Televlslon tnas  listed  as  pro-
viding  sex  education  for  fifty percent  of  the  respondents.    Newspapers
and  radio  programs  mere  the  two  least  frequently cited mass  nedla
sources  of  sex education among  the  subjects.
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Conparacive  frequencies  of  male-female  utillzacion  of  mss nedia
Sources  for  the  collection  of  se:!aea|  infomation are  presented  ln Table
12.     For  both  the  males  and  femles,   books,  maga2}ines,  and  mocIon  PIC-
Cures  mere  the  three  mass  media  sorirces  of  sexual  information most  fre-
quently  cited.    Of  Che  six mass  media  categories  presented  ln  Table  12.
television was  reported as  the  fourth nose  prevalent  source  of  sex edu-
cation  for  both  sexes.    Newspapers  provided  approximately  one  third  of
both  sexes  with  sexual  information whereas  radio programs were  llsced  as
sources  of  sex  education  by  10.00  Percent  of  the  fefnales  and  3.13  per-
cent  Of  the  males.    Within  each  of  the  six mass  media  categories,  the
feznales  indicated  receiving  sex  education Dope  frequently than  did  the
Dales.    Each  of  the  226  participants  reported  recelvlng  sexual  infor-
mation  fron at  least  one  or  more  of  the  six mass  media  sources  e:samlned
ln  this  irrvesclgacion.
Table  12.    Male-Female  Frequency  Conparlsons  of  Sex  Education
Received  FLon Mass  Media  Sources
mss  Media
Source Males Femles
Televlslon
Radio
MociorL  Pictures
Books
Maga2ilnes
Newspapers
43   (44.79%)
3   (3.13%)
59   (61.467®)
86   (89.58%)
72   (75.OOv®)
30   (31.25%)
70   (53.85%)
13   (10.00%)
loo  (76.927o)
126   (96.92%)
loo   (76.92%)
48   (36.92%)
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Speclf lc  lndlvlduals  cited  as  sources  of  sex educaclon.    The
frequency with which  the  subjects  list:ed  parclcular  lndlvlduals  as
sources  of  sex education  ls  presented  ln Table  13.    Collective  Per-
centages  for  all  eight  strata  lndlcated  that  friends  or  peers  provided
sextral  lnfomation most  frequently for  the  majority of  the  subjects.
Obtalnlng  sexual  lnformatlon  through  personal  endear`roa:s  was  clced  by
88.94  percent  of  the  subjects.    Approxlnately eighty percent  of  the  par-
Clclpants  cited  teachers  as  sources  of  sex education.    Nearly  Ctro  thirds
of  the  subjects  indicated  that  their nochers  had  provided  Chem with  sex
education whereas  fathers  were  cited  by  less  than  one  third  of  the
subjects  as  a  source  of  sex education.    Siblings,  other  famlllal  rel-
atives,  and  clerg]pen were  infrequently cited  by the  subjects  as  sources
of  sex  education.
Male-female  conparisons  as  Co  the  frequency  speclf ic  lndlvlduals
vere  reported  as  sources  of  sextial  lnformtlon  are  recorded  ln  Table  14.
The  incidence  Chat  teachers,  peers,  and  personal  endeavors  vepe  cited  as
sotirces  of  sex  edt)cation t7as  approxitDately  equal  for  both  sexes.    Both
the  males  and  females  infrequently cited  slbllngs  as  sources  of  se:mal
lnformaclon.    Brothers  were  cited  as  sources  of  sextral  information  by
less  than  flfceen percent  of  either  the  males  or  the  females.    Hovever,
the  fetnales  indicated  that  sisters  had  provided  them trlth  sex`ral  lnfor-
matlon altnost  three  Clues  as  frequently  than did  the  Dales.    Slnllarly,
other  fanlllal  relatives were  infrequently cited  as  sources  of  sex edu-
cation  by either  sex;  hovever,  they trere  listed  more  than  twice  as  often
by  the  females  than  the  males.    There  was  pronounced  male-female  dlffer-
enclatlon regarding  parental  sources  of  sex education.    Fathers  provided
sex  educaclon  Co  less  than  one  half  of  the  maLles  and  to  less  Char  one
82.
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fourth  of  the  females.    Mothers erere  cited  as  sources  of  sex educacio[l
by  approximately  one  third  of  the  males;  hamev\er,  84.62  percent  of  the
females  reported  their mothers  as  sex edtlcators.    Iack  of parental
sources  of  sex education among  the  males  was  further  indicated  ln  Chat
42.71  percent  of  the  males  report:ed  neither  parent  as  a  source  of  Sex
educat:ion.    Corrversely,  only  12.31  percent  of  the  female  subjects  lndl-
cated  that  nelcher parent  had  provided  them with  sex education.
Table  14.    MaLle-Female  Conparisons  of  the  Frequency  of  Specific
Individuals  Cited  as  Sources  of  Sex  Education
Indivi dual                                              Males                                  Females
Father
M®ther
Brother
Sister
Other  Relative
Teachers
Clergysn
Ft.lends  or  Peers
Collected  lnformati on
by Self
39   (40.63%)
34  (35.42%)
13   (13.54%)
7   (7.29%)
10   (10.42%)
75   (78.13%)
L8   (18.75%)
86   (89.58%)
84   (87.5Ov®)
30   (23.087o)
ILO   (84.62%)
17   (13.087.)
27   (20.77%)
32   {24.627®)
108   (83.08y®)
23   (17.69%)
120   (92.31%)
117   (90.007o)
Subjects'  Evaluations  of  Extent  of
Discteslon  and  Knowledse  ReaerdirLg
Various  Sexual  Topics
The  subjects  were  asked  to  lndicace  the  degree  to which  each  of
tventy-flue  selected  sexual  topics  had  been  discussed  with  them and  €o
also  rate  how lmolrledgeable  they believed  they trere  about  the  same  areas
of  sexuality.    The  degree  of  lmowledge  and  the  extent  of  dlscusslon
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1ndicaced  by each  strata  for  each  of  the  lndivldual  tventy-f ive  sexual
topics  are  presented  in Appendix  F,  page  170.  The  racing  scales  eqployed
Were  based  on  the  I.Ikerc  Cechnlque  of  scale  construction  and  were  repre-
sented  as  followss
Extent  of  I)lscuss_i_C*_r!
L  -  Discussed  very mich
2  -  Discussed,  but  not  thoroughly
3  -  Brief ly discussed
4 a  Not  discussed  at  all
Extent  of  Knowledge
1  -  Have  "ch  knowledge  in area
2  -  Have  sore  knowledge  ln  area
3  - Have  little  knowledge  ln  area
4  -  I]arre  no  knowledge  ln  area
By  tabulating  each  subjecc's  self-ratings,  a mean  lncenslty  for  each
strata was  determined  for  each  topic.    A mean  intensity veg  then cal-
culated  for each strata  ln regard  to  the  entire  list  of  sexual  Coplcs.
The  mean  lntensltles  of  the  extent  of  discussion  and  excenc  of  lmowledge
reported  by each  straLta  for  the  entire  llsc  of  topics  are  presented  ln
Table   15.
By examining  the  strata  collectively,  it  was  found  Chat  for  the
entire  subject  poptilaclon  an  average  intensity  of  2. L6 ieas  reported
regarding  the  extent  to which  the  sexual  topics  had  been discussed with
them.    In  the  above  rating  scale,  the  2.16  interLslty Would  lndlcate  that
the  subjects  believed  the  Coplcs  generally had  been  edequncely,  but  not
extensively discussed vlth  then.    Additionally,  a  2.15  mean  intensity
was  reported  by  the  subjects  ln regard  Co  self-perception  of  their  lmow-
ledge  of  the  topics.    In  the  scale  employed  for  this  invesclgation,  a
2.15  lncensity  of  inawledge  would  indicate  that  the  subjects  perceived
themselves  as  possessing  considerably more  than  ''sone  lmonledge"  but
less  than  '`"ch  knowledge"  regarding  the  coxposlce  list  of  tvency-five
se"al  topics.
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Data  Presented  Ln Table  15  reveal  strata  differences  regarding
the  stlbjects'  self-evaluations  of  both  the  extent  ®f  dlscusslon and
extent  of  lcnowledge  Of  the  sexual  topics.    In  each  of  the  four  academic
classes,  the  intensity with t[hlch the  topics  had  been discussed was
greater  for  the  females  than  the  males.    Hoeever,  1n each academic  class,
except  the  seniors,  the  males  reported  higher  degrees  of  perceived
lmorrledge  than  did  the  females.    Conparlng  lntensltles  of  discussion
with  lntensitles  ®f  perceived  lmowledge  lt was  found  that  all  male
strata  reported  higher  intensitles  of  lmowledge  than  lntenslcies  of
discussion.    Conversely,  all  female  strata  indlcaced  higher  |ncenslties
of  discussion  than  lntenslties  of  knowledge.        Although  the  females
Table  15.     Extent  of  Discussion  and  Extent  of  Knowledge  Reported
by  Subjects  Regarding  Twenty-Five  Selected  Sexual  Topics
Scraca
Mean  lntenslcies  of          Mean  lntensicies  of
3:=:: s::: i ::*              5:=::d8:p :: s*
Freshflrm  Males
Freshman  Females
Sophonore  Males
Sophonore  Females
Junior  Males
Junior  Femles
Senior  ifeles
Senior  Females
2.20
2.10
2.32
2.06
2.31
2.18
2.16
I.96
2.11
2.26
2.15
2.17
2.08
2.26
2.14
2.04
A:weralge  i or
all Strata
2.16 2.15
*In  the  racing  scales  discussed  on  page  84,  1.00  eq`)als  the
highest  possible  intenslcy and  4.00  the  lowest  possible  intensity.
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generally  lndlcated  receiving more  dlsctission about  the  topics  than  did
the  males,   there  was  no  pronounced  difference  ln  the  degree  of  knowledge
each  sex  perceived  themselves  as  Possessing.
Among  the  tnales,  the  topics  reported  as  being  dlsctissed  wlch
them most  often were§     (I)  reproductive  organsr and  functiorLs,   (2)  her-
edity,   (3)  premarital  sexual  relationships,   (4)  dating,  and  (5)  preg-
nancy.    "e  topics  discussed  least  often with  the  males  were3
(I)  frigidity,   (2)  infertility and  sterilization,  (3)  child  rearing  and
development,   (4)  1mpotency,  and  (5)  Pornography.    Among  the  females,
many  of  the  same  Copies  were  reported  as  the  nose  and  lease  often  dis-
cussed.    Topics  reported  as  being  discussed  most  often with  the  females
werei    (1)  menstruation,   (2)  dating,   (3)  premarital  sexual  relaci®nships,
(4)  pregnancy,  and  (5)  reproductive  organs  and  functions.    Topics  cLced
as  being  least  often discussed  among  the  female  strata ceres    (I)  impo-
tency,   (2)  pornography,   (3)  frigidity,   (4)  orgasm/climax,  and  (5)  birth
control  methods.
The  males  perceived  themselves  as  being  most  lmowledgeable
regardings    (I)  reproductive  organs  and  ftmctions,   (2)  lncercourse,
(3)  premarital  sexual  relationships,   (4)  dating,  and  (5)  birth  control
methods.    Iieast  knowledgeable  topics  cited  by the  males  mere:     (1)  fri-
gidity,   (2)  impotency,   (3)  lnfertillcy and  sterlli&ation,  (4)  child
rearing  and  development,  and  (5)  hormonal  funcclons.    Topics  of  (I)  men-
struation,   (2)  dating,   (3)  ovulation,   (4)  premarital  sexual  relationships,
and  (5)  reproductive  organs  and  funcclons  were  the  areas  of  se]guallty  in
which  the  females  believed  they were  most  knowledgeable.    Topics  in  which
the  females  believed  they were  least  knowledgeable  were:     (1)  impotency,
(2)  1nfertlllty  and  scerlllzation,   (3)  pornography,   (4)  frigldlcy,  and {5)
homonal  functions.    Neither  the  males  nor  the  females  listed venereal
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disease  anozig  the  Coplcs  nose  often  dlscus8ed  or  anong  the  Coplcs  that
they  believed  they Were  most  knoirledgeable.
Sex  Knowledge  Inventory
As  discussed  previously,  the  inscrtlment  employed  ln  this  study
to  determine  the  subjeccs'  present  sexual  lmowledge  consisted  of  one
hundred  matching  quesclons  which Were  dlvlded  lnto  seven  topical  areas
of seselity.
The  mean  scores  obtained  by each  Stratum are  presented  ln  Table
16.    Wlthln  each  of  the  four  acadeDlc  classes,  analogous  mean  scores
Were  obtained  by  the  male  and  female  strata.    The  most  sgbscanclal  dlf-
ference  bettreen  male-female  mean  scores  wlthLn  an  academic  class  was
anong  the  junior  class  rank  ln which  the  females  obcalned  a  mean  test
score  of  66.14  percent  conpered  Co  61.86  percent  for  the  males.    Tab-
ulation  o£  the  test  scores  obcalned  by  the  silbjeccs  revealed  that  the
females  obtained  a  mean  score  of  64.38  percent  compared  to  64.34  percent
for  the  male  participants.    As  measured  by  the  Cestlng  lnstr`ment
employed  ln  this  lnvescigation,  neither  sex tras  convlnclngly Dope  know-
1edgeable  than  the  other  ln regard  to  the  entire  sex knowledge  test.
Hovever,  none  of  the  eight  strata  obcalned  a  znean  score  as  hlgiv as
seventy percent  for  the  Cocal  testing  Lnstr`ment.
Iiaw,  posltlve  coefflclents  ®f  correlation toere  obtained  for  each
sex when  comparing  lndlvidual  test  scores  with  each  subjecc's  age.
Coefflclents  of  correlation  of  .26  for  the  nale§  and  .28  for  the  females
irere  obtained  by  the  Pearson  Product-Moment  method  of  correlaclon when
comparing  the  subjeccs'  test  scores  and  ages.    Copies  of  these  corre-
lation  charts  are  fo`md  ln  Appendix  C,  page  L62.    However,  a  .83  cceffl-
c|ent  of  correLaclon,  decemlned  by rank-order  technique,  iaas  obcalned
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when  conparlrLg  each  strac`rm's  mean  test  score  with  academic  class  rank.
Generally,  the  length  of  time  that  the  subjects  had  been exposed  Co  the
academic  and  social  envlrormerLt  of  college  was  more  imf ltrentlal  tharL
Chronological  age  ln  regard  Co  obtaining  a high  test  score  ori  the  sex
lmowledge  lnvencory.    Among  the  females,  there  was  a  perfect  positive
rank-order  correlaclon  between higher  academic  class  and higher neon
Scores  obtained  by the  strata.    Addltionelly,  a  rank-order  coefflclent
of  correlation  of  .61  was  obtained  when  conparing  each  scratum's  mean
test  score  with  the  intensity  of  Perceived  sextlal  knowledge  reported
by each  strat`rm.    Hoirever,  the  subjects  generally  overestimated  their
degree  of  lmctrledge  when  coxpared  Co  Chelr  actual  test  scores.    The
males'  perception  of  their  sexual  knowledge  appeared  to  be  more
TaLble  16.    Mean  Score,   Standard  Deviation,   and  Range  of  Scores
Obtained  by  Each  Stratum  on  the  abe  Hundred  Question  Sex Knowledge
Inventory
Strata
Mean
Score          Standard  Devlatlon          Range  of  scores
Freshman lfales                 60. 79
Freshman  Females             58. 51
Sophomore  Males               66.48
Sophomore  Females           64. 24
Junior  Males                      61.86
Junior  Females                 66.14
Senior  Males                      68.21
Senior  Females                 68. 64
12.46
10.68
10.53
12 . 69
6.59
10.60
13 . 44
10.99
53   (89-37)
48  (78-31)
43   (96-54)
52   (83-32)
28  (73-46)
48  (87-40)
52   (88-37)
42  (84rd3)
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unrealistlc  than  the  females' ;  although  both  sexes  tended  Co  perceive
themselves  as  possessing a  greater  degree  of  knowledge  than  their  Cesc
scores  substantiated.
The  percent  of  questlorLs  answered  correctly  by each  stractm
wlthln each divlslon  of  the  sex knowledge  test  ls  presented  in  Table  17.
Examlnlng  the  strata  collectively,  ic i7as  fotmd  that  generally the
subjects  irere  least  knowledgeable  regarding  the  (I)  male's  reprodactive
structures  and  funcclons  and  (2)  venereal  diseases.    Within each  of
these  topical  areas,  the  subjects  correctly ansvered  approrclmacely
fifty-four  percent  of  the  questions.    The  majority of  the  subjects
obtained a higher  percentage  of  correct  anstrers  wlchln elcher  the  areas
of  (L)  reproductive  processes  and  ftmcclons  or  (2)  preg[tancy  and  chlld-
blrch  than  in any other  section  of  the  test.    The  subjects  erere  ustially
more  knowledgeable  regarding  the  female 's  reproducclve  structtires  and
functions  than  those  of  the  male.
Table  18  presents  conparatlve  percentages  of  correct  answers
obtained  within each  section  of  the  test  by  the  males  and  females.
The  females  possessed  more  tmowledge  than  the  males  regarding  the  repro-
ductive  structures  and  functions  of  Chelr  ctm respecclve  sex.    The  males
correctly ansmered  57.32  percent  of  t:he  questions  regarding  their  oim
sexual  anatomy whereas  the  females  correctly  answered  62.64  percent  of
the  qtresclons  pertaining  to  their reprodticclve  structures  and  functions.
Hanover,  the  males  possessed  more  lmowledge  thalL  the  fenales  regarding
questions  of  the  reproductive  strucct)res  and  functions  of  the  opposite
sex.    In  fact,  the  males  collectively  obtained  a higher mean  score
within the  area  of  female  reproductive  strtict:tlfes  and  functions  than
within  the  area  pertaining  to  their  own  sexual  anatomy.
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Among  four  divisions  of  the  sex  knowledge  inventory,   (1)  repro-
dtlctive  processes  and  f`mctlons,  (2)  birth  control  methods  and  practices,
(3)  venereal  diseases,  and  (4)  prevalent  sexual  practices,  there  Was
only a  slight  difference  bectreen the  percentage  of  correct  answers
ob€alned  by  the  males  and  females.     Both  sexes  were  nose  lmowledgeable
within  the  area  of  reproduct:1ve  processes  and  ftmccions.    This  was  the
only  one  of  the  seven divisions  of  the  lns€rtunent  ln which  either  sex
obtained  a  Dean  of  eighty percent  or higher  of  correct  ansegers.    Both
sexes  incorrectly answered  approximately  forty percent  of  the  questions
relating  to  birth  control  methods  and  practices.    Likewise,  approscl-
mately forty-five  percent  of  the  questions  regarding venereal  diseases
Table  18.    Coxparatlve  Male-Female  Percentages  of  Correct
Answers  Obtolned  WIchln  Each  Secclon  of  the  Sex Knowledge  Inventory
Test  Section
Mean  Percentage  o£            Mean Percentage  ®f
Correct Anstrers                  Colfecc  Answers
Obtained  by Males            Obtained  by  Females
Male  Reproductive
Structures  and  F`mctions
Female  Reproductive
Structures  and  Functions
Reproductive  Processes
and  Functions
Pregnancy and  Childbirth
Birch  Control  Methods
and  Practices
Venereal  Diseases
Prevalent Sexual
Practices
57.327.
59.797®
83 . 647o
73.007®
61.227®
54.807®
59.187®
51.177®
62.647®
85 . 82%
77 .3tii%
60.187®
55.107®
57 . 05%
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mere  lncorTectly  answered  by  both  the  males  and  females.    There  Was  an
equal  lack  of  adequate  knowledge  anong  both  sexes  involving  questions  of
Prevalent  sexual  practices.    More  than forty percent  of  the  questions
Within  this  area  of  the  test were  incorrectly ansirered  by both  the males
and  femles.    Secorrd  Co  their  degree  of  knowledge  of  repraducclve  pro-
cessess  and  funcclons,  both  sexes trere  nose  knowledgeable wlchin  the
area  of  pregnancy and childbirth.    "e  females,  who  anstrered  77.34
percent  of  the  questions  correctly,  were  slightly more  knowledgeable
regarding  pregnancy and  childbirth  than  the  males,  who  correctly
answered  73.00  percent  of  the  questions.    within each  of  the  four  aca-
denlc  classes,  the  females  were  more  lmowledgeable  than  the  males  ln  the
area  of  pregnancy and chlldblrth.
The  data  in Table  L7  (page  90)  indicate  that  the  abillcy  to
answer  questions  correctly wlthln cetaln areas  of  the  test was  affect:ed
by  the  subjects'  academic  class.    Among  the  females,  a  higher  percentage
of  correct  answers  regarding  the  male.a  sexual  anatony were  obtained
among  the  senior and  junior  strata  than among  the  freshman and  sophonore
strata.    Similarly,  anong  the  males,  the  ability Co correctly answer a
higher  percentage  of  questions  pertalnlng  Co the  reprodt)ctlve  structures
and  ftmctions  of  t:he  opposite  sex ves  directly related  to higher  aca-
demic  class  status.    Among  the  males,  there  was  no  relacionshlp  bettreen
t:he  subjects'  acadedlc  class  and  the  ability  Co  correctly arLswer
quesclons  regarding  their  own  sexual  anatony.    However,  as  the  female
scrota progressed  fran  freshman  to senior,  generally,  their  ablllty to
correctly ansver  questions  regarding  their  own  sexual  anacony  and
functions  increased.    Among  the  femles,  the  highest  percentage  of
correct  answers  involving  questions  of  pregliancy and  childbirth was
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obtained  by the  seniors  with each  preceding academic  class  obtaining
Progressively  fever  correct  anscers.    The  senior males  mere  more  know-
ledgeable  of pregnancy and  chlldblrth  than any of  the  other male  strata.
In  each  of  the  seven divisions  of  the  sex lmowledge  1"ventory,  the
senior strata  obcalned higher Percentages  of  correct  anstrers  than the
freshman strata  for  both  t:he  males  and  females.
Subjects '  Attitudes  kegardlng the
Obcalnmenc  of  Sex Educaclon
Sex edtication wlthln  the  hqpe.    Although the  partlclpants  gen-
erally s`ipported  the  attlcude  that  youth  should  be  provided with sexual
information within the hone,  less  than  one  third  of  the  stibjeccs  lndl-
caced  that  sex education  should  begin  prior  Co  the  age  of  six  years  and
conclnue  throughout  adolescence.    Hotrever,  no subject  reported  that  sex
education should  ne`rer  be  available  wlthln  the  hone.    Examlnlng  the
attleudes  of  the  subjects  collectively,  as  presented  ln Table  19,  1t iras
found  that  they  believed  sex education  shoold  be  provided  to  youth
within the  home  most  freqtienely dtplng  the  ages  of  seven to  f lfteen
years.    Provldlng sex education to youth within  the  hone  after  fifteen
years  of  age  tras  suppocted  by over sixty percent  of  the  subjects  tinlle
only apprexlmately forty-three  percent  of theo supported the  actltrde
that children should receive  sex educaclon ac home  prior  to six years  of
age.
Data  presented  in  Table  20  indicated  that  the  fenaLles  erere  qlone
suppoltlve  of  sex education wlthln  the  homes  than  the  males.    More  than
one  half  of  the  females  and  less  than one  third  of the  males  reported
Chat  sex eoucaclon  should  be  provided  to .youth within the  hozBe  prior  to
seven ]rears  of  age.    O`rer nlnecy percent  of  both  sexes  stpporced  the
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Table  19.    Percentage  of  Subjects  Supporclng  Sex Education  for
Youth  Within  the  Hoqre  During  Various  Ages
Strata
Uhder  six             7  -15           16  Years             No  sex  Educa-
Years                 Years               of  Age               Clan  should  Be
o£  Age               of  Age          and  older        Received  ac  Hone
FreshBrm
mles
Freshmn
Femles
Sophomore
Males
Sophonore
Femles
7
(25 . 00%)
20
(51.287.)
5
(21.74%)
19
(55.88%)
Jtlnl or                         5
mles                  (23. 8ly®)
Jtml or                         17
Females               (58. 62%)
Sent or                           11
hales                  (45. 83%)
Sent or                          15
Femles              {53. 57%)
2511
(89. 29%)             (39. 29%)
3930
( loo. 00%)             (76. 92%)
2213
(95.65%)             (56.52%)
3129
(9L.18%)              (85.297®)
204
(g5.24a/.)            (|9. o5%)
2521
(86.21%)             (72.41%)
2213
(91. 67%)             (54.17%)
2821
(loo.00%)             (75.00%)
0
(0.00%)
0
(0.007.)
0
(O.Oar.)
0
(O.Oar)
0
(a.007.)
0
(O.OOv.)
0
(0.00%)
0
(0.00%)
Total  for                   99                        212                      142                              0
all  strata       (43.817®)               (93.81%)            (62.83%)                   (0.00%)
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atclttlde  that  youth  should receive  sexual  infomatiorL within  the  hone
during  seven  to  flfceen  years  of  age.    The  most  pronounced male-female
atcltudlnal variance  occurred  regarding  sex education wlthln the home
after  the  age  of  fifteen years.    Providing youth with  opporcmltles
to  discuss  sexuallcy and  collect  se:mal  1nformaclon wichln  the  hone
after  the  age  of  fifteen was  stipported  by more  than three  fourths  of
the  females  and  less  than  one  half  of  the  males.
Table  20.     Conparative  Percentages  of  Male-Female  Attlt:Odes
Toward  Providing  Sex Education  to  Yout:h  Wlthln  the  Hone  During  Various
Ages
Subjects
Under  Six
Years
Of  Age
7-15
Years
Of  Age
16  Years
Of  Age
and  Older
Males
Femles
thlle  less  than ten percent  of  the  subjects  report:ed  that  they
had  actually received  sex educaclon ac  horle  prior  to  seven  years  ®f  age,
over  forty-three  percent  of  them believed sem)al  lnfomaclon should  be
available  to  youth wlthln  the  home  during early  childhood.    Slmllarly,
only one  third  ®f  the  st]bjects  reported  receiving  sex education wlthln
the  hone  after  fifteen years  of  age;  hoirever,  appraeslmtely ttro thirds
of  them  believed  that,  ideally,  1t  should  be  available  during  t:hese
years  of  a  youth's  development.    AIchou€Pi  less  than  two  thirds  of  the
parciclpants  indicated  that  they had  received  sexual  1nfomation ac  home
during  the  ages  of  seven  to  fifteen years,  approximately ninety-three
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Percent  of  them  supported  sex education Within  the  hone  for  youth  during
these  ages.
§ezsLedtlca€_1_on vlchln  the  School.    Percentage  represencaclon  of
of  the  subjects'  attitudes  regarding when  youth  should  receive  sex  edu-
cation within  school  ls  presented  in Table  21.    Only  exiguous  support
for  provldlng  youth wlch  sex education during pre-elementary education
ves  Indicated  by  the  partlclpants.    Apprexlmately  one  fourth  of  the
subjects  supported  school  orlenced  sex education  for  children prior  to
the  first  grade.    However,  support  for  sex educaclon  provided  to  youth
during  grades  one  through  Ctrelve  mas  lndlcaced  by  the  subjects.    Within
a  youth's  elementary and  secondary education,  support  for  sex education
provided  by  the  school  iras  reported  nose  often during  grades  seven
through  nine.    Whereas  more  than  seventy percent  of  the  parclclpants
believed  sex education  should  be  available  Co youth wlthln  the  school
envlronnent  during  grades  one  through  six and  ten  through  ttrelve,  87.61
percent  of  the  subjects  mere  supporclve  of  provldlng  youth with  sexual
infomatlon  dtirlng  grades  seven  through  nine.
Atcltudes  registered  by the  sobjects  revealed  that  provldlng
youth t.lth  opportunlcles  for  sex education during  college  was  stipp®rted
less  often  than during  grades  one  through  Ctrelve.    ApprexlDacely  three
fourths  of  the  subjects  advceaced  provldlng  college  freshman with  sex
education;  however,  only  one  half  or  less  of  the  students  believed
colleges  should  atcexpc  to  provide  sexuallcy  curricula  Co  sophomores,
Juniors,  or seniors.
Coaparatlve  data  Presented  ln Table  22  reveal  that  the  females
believed  there  cos  an exigency  for  sex educaclon  throughotit  a  youth.s
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academic  life  more  frequently  than did  the  males.    Although  there was
only  limited  support  for  providing  yotith with  sextial  1nfomatlon during
kindergarten  or  nursery  school,  the  females  advoc®ted  such a  policy more
than  Cwlce  as  often as  did  the  males.    Both  sexes  agreed  that  sex edu-
caclon  should  be  provided  to  youth most  frequently dtarlng  grades  seven
through  nine.    However,  the  females,  more  often  than  the  males,  erere
supped:tive  of  the  school's  endeavors  for  providing  sex education  to
yotith  ln  grades  one  throt)8h  six and  ten  through  ttrelve.    Provldlng
stttdencs with sexual  lnfomatiorL during college,  especially after  the
freshman  year,  cos  supported  more  often among  the  femles  than  the  males.
Table  22.    Conparacive  Percentages  of Male-Female  Attitudes
Tamard  Provldlng  Sex  Educaclon  to  Youth  During  Various  School  Grade
Levels
Grade  lievel                                              Males                                          Females
Prior  Co  First  Grade
trades  1-6
Grades  7-9
Grades  10-12
College  freshmn
College  Sophonore
College  Junior
College  Senior
13   (13.547.)
57   (59.38%)
80   (83.31%)
69   (71.88%)
64   (66.67%)
37   (38.54%)
30   (31.25%)
20   (20.83%)
40  (30.77%)
L04   (80.00%)
118   (90.77%)
lil   (85.38%)
L05   (80.77%)
79   (60.77%)
70   (53.85%)
41   (31.54%)
The  subjects  overwhelmingly  lndlcaced  that  sex education  shotild
be  provided  Co  youth wlthln school  nope  freqt)ently than  the  extent  Co
which  they had  actually received  such  infomation  throtigh  school  pro-
grams.    IIess  than  one  fourth  of  the  participants  actually received  sex
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edtlcatlon during  grades  one  througiv  six;  however,  71.24  percent  of  the
Stlbjects  favored  stich a  policy.    Additlomlly,  flfcy-five  percent  of  the
subjects  reported actually recelvlng sexual  informaclon during  grades
ten  througiv  tmelire  whereas  over  three  fourths  of  then  supported  sex edu-
catlorL programs  within  t:he  school  during  these  grade  levels.    AIchougiv
there  cos  not  excenslve  support  for sex education  curricula  for  college
students  after  the  freshman year,  the  subjects  did  support  such a policy
more  frequently than the  degree vlth which they reported actually
receiving  sex edticacion during  college.
S_ex  edu_c_a_tloq _wlchln  the  church.    ADong  Chls  group  of  subjects,
providing  youth with  sex education  through  the  church,  especially
through  special  church  classes  and  personal  conferences  with  clergymen,
tras  advocaced.    As  re`realed  by  data  ln  TaLble  23,   o`rer  elgivty  percent  of
the  subjects  supported  the  attittrde  that  the  chtffch should provide  youth
with  special  classes  lnvolvlng  dlscusslons  of  sexuallcy.    Fifty percent
of  the  respondents  believed  that  clerg]men  should  be  available  for  pri-
vate  or  sfnall  group  discussions  with  youth  regarding  topics  Of  sex-
uuality.    Iiess  than  ten percent  of  the  parclclpants  advocated  dlscusslons
of  seanality during actual  church  services.    Addltlonally,  only 7.96
percent  of  the  subjects  indicated  that  the  church  should not  dispense
se:alal  lnfomatlon  to  youth at  any  Cime.
Data  presented  in Table  24  1ndlcate  that  there  irere  slnilar
male-female  actlcudinal  responses  Co  the  churches  role  tonnard  the  sex
educaclon  of  youth.    Approxlmacely  f lfty percent  of  both  sexes  supported
the  attitude  that  clergymen should  provide  youth with  opportunities  for
personal  conferences  regarding  sexuality.    Hovee`rer,  the  females  indi-
cated  slightly more  support  than  the  males  toward  providing  youth with
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Table  23.    Percentage  Represencatlon  o£  Subjeccs'  Attitudes
Regarding  the  Church's  Role  Tamard  the  Sex Educaclon  of  Youth
During
Church
Scraca                Servl ce
Special                Personal                  Receive  No
Church                Conference            Sex  Educat I on
Classes          wlch  clergymen        Through  church
Freshq"
mles
Freshmn
Femles
Sophcoore
Males
Sophonore
Femles
Junior
mles
Junior
320
(10.71%)                   (71.43%)
231
95
(32.14%)                        (17.867®)
164
(5.13%)                  (79.49%)                  (41.03%)                        (10.267®)
2                                 22                                 15
(8.707.)                  (95. 65%)                  (65. 227®)
2                                 31                                  12
(5.887®)                   (91.18%)                   (35.29%)
0                                   15                                   11
0
(0.007.)
3
(8.82%)
(0. 00%)                  (7 I.43%)                  (52.387®)                       (14.297®)
2                                 26                                 18
Femles             (6. 9Ov®)                  (89. 667®)                  {62. 07%)
Sent or                        3                             18                             14
Males               (12.50%)                  (75. 00%)                  (58.33%)
Sent or                        4                            26                             18
Femles          (14. 29%)                 (92. 867®)                 (64.29%)
I
(3.45%)
2
(8.337.)
a
(O.OOv.)
Total  for                18                           189                           LIB                                  18
all  strata     (7.96%)                (83.63%)                (50.00%)                       (7.967.)
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special  church  directed  classes  regarding  topics  of  sexuality.    Nelcher
sex  frequently advocated  that  the  church  fulfill  no  role  toward  the  sex
education  ®f  youth.
Table  24.    Comparaclve  Percentages  Of  Male-Female  ACcltudes
Toward  the  Church's  Role  ln  the  Sex  Educ®ClorL  ®f  Youth
During              Special                 Personal                 Receive  No
Chtirch              Church                Conference            Sex  Edticati on
Subjects            Service            Classes          with  clergymen        Through  church
mles 8                            75                               49                                    10
(8.33%)               (78.13%)                  (51. 04%)                       (10.42%)
Fema leg                     10                          114                              64                                     8
(7. 697.)               (87.69%)                  (49.23%)                         (6.15%)
As  previously discussed,  appro2clnately  three  fourths  of  the
subjects  reported  receiving no  informtlon which had  contributed  to
their  present  understanding  of  sexuallcy through the  chtmch;  yet,  less
than  ten percent  of  then advocated  that  the  church provide  no sex edu-
cation  Co  yotich.    whereas  only one  flfch  of  the  participants  lndicaced
that  they had  obcalned  infomacion regarding sexuality  fron  special
church  classes,  over  fotlr  fifths  of  then advocated  such  church  programs
for  youth.    Likewise,  less  than  ten  percent  of  the  respondents  lndlcated
that  they had  obtained  sex education  from personal  conferences  with
clergymen,  hovever,  flfty  percent  ®f  the  subjects  supported  Chls  policy
for  provldlng  yo&ith with  sexual  lnfoaetion.
Sex  education  throuth  the  mass  media.    The  maj®rlty  of  the  par-
tlclpants  advocated  the  use  of  varlotis  ness  media  sources  by  youth  for
the  collection  of  sexual  lnfomiation.    Among the  nas§  nedla  categories
listed  ln  Table  25,  bocks  trere  the  nose  frequently  listed  by all  el8hc
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strata  as  a  pos81ble  source  of  sex education  for  youth.    Over  slxcy per-
cent  of  the  subjects  advocaced  the  use  of naga3ines  and  Celevlslon as
Sources  of  sex education.    Fifty-flue  percent  of  the  partlciparLts  sup-
ported  the  use  of  motion pictures  as  a  means  of  provldlng youth With
lnformatlon regarding sext)ality.    The  subjects were  least  supporclve  of
radio  pr®grans  and  newspapers  as  sources  of  sex educaclon.
As  111uscrated  in  Table 26,  both  the  males  and  females  reported
slmllar  frequencies  wit:h which  they  supported  the  tDass  media  as  sources
of  sex education.    Over  ninety percent  of  both  sexes  indicated  that
books  should  be  employed  as  a  source  of  sexual  lnfomatlorL  for  youth.
The  female  respondents  registered more  frequent  support  of  the  use  of
all  the  mass  media  categories  as  a  source  ®f  sex education  than did  the
males.
me  sqbjects  had  previously  lndlcated extensive  use  of  the  ness
media  as  sources  of  Chelr  orm  sex educatiorL  and,  correspondingly,  advo-
caced  conclnued  use  of  these  mass  media  sources  of  sexual  lnformatiorL
for  youth.    Among  the  subjects,  motion  plccures  were  clced  more  often
Table  26.    Conparatlve  Percentages  of Male-Female  Actltudes
Tomard  VaLrlous  Mass  Media  as  S®urces  of  Sex  Education
Mass  Media  source                                      Males                                       Females
Television
Radio
MoclorL  Plccures
BOoks
Magaziines
Newspapers
57   (59.38%)
17   (17.71%)
51   (53.13%)
90   (93.75%)
63   (65.63%)
32   (33.33%)
83   (63.85%)
28   (21.54%)
75   (57.69%}
126   (96.92%)
94   (72.31%)
56   (43.08%)
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than  television  as  sources  of  Chelr  omL  sex education.    Homever,  the
sabJects  indicated  that,  ideally,  they  believed  television should  be
exployed  Dora  frequently than notion pictures  as  sources  of  sex edu-
cacl®n  for  youth.
Specific  lndivid.trals  reconended  as  sources  of  sex education.
Data  in Table  27  reveal  that  the  respondents  believed  that  youth  should
be  able  Co  obtain  lnfomatlon regarding  sexuality  from numerous  indl-
vidtials,  1ncludlng  collecting  such  lnfomatlon  througiv  personal  efforts.
The  lndlvlduals  Dost  frequently  cited  as  sources  of  sex educatl®n trere
mothers,  fathers,  teachers,  and  clergymen.    The  attitude  Chat  youth
should  be  provided wlch  sexual  infomatlon  from either  parent  and
coachers  was  supported  by  over  ninety-five  percent  of  the  stibjects.    Sex
educaclon  provided  by  the  clergy cos  advocated  by  87.17  percent  of  the
subjects.    Approximtely seventy-eight  percent  of  the  respondents  agreed
that  youth  should  acteapc  to  collect  lnformatlon regarding  sexuallcy
through personal  efforts.    Less  than three  fourths  of  the  stibjects
supported  peer  group  sex education.    Obtalnlng  sexual  lnformatlon  from
slbllngs  or  other  relatives  was  supported  by approxlmacely  one  half  of
the  subjects.
Attltudinal  dlfferentiaclons  anong  the  male  and  female  subjects
as  to which  individuals  should  most  frequently provide  youth with  sexual
lnfomatlon  are  presented  ln  Table  28.    Approximately  equal  support  Was
lndicaced  among  both  sexes  regarding  fathers,  mothers,  ee&chers,  and
collecclng  information  by  oneself  as  sources  of  sex education  for  youth.
Hovever,  the  females  reported  mothers  none  frequently  than  fathers  as
possible  sources  of  sex education  and,  corLversely,  the  males  clced
fathers  more  often  than mothers  as  potential  sex edticators.    The  belief
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that  slbllngs  ®r  Other  fanillal  relatives  should provide  yotlth vlth Sex-
ual  infomatLon was  endorsed  by approximately  two  f lfths  of  the  qrales
and  three  flfchs  of  the  fe"les.    Uclllzratlon  of  the  clergy as  sex edtl-
Cators  was  also  supported  more  frequently among  the  females,  91.54
Percent,  than  the  qLales,  81.25  percent.    Peer  group  sources  of  sex  edu-
Caclon mere  not  excenslvely  supported  an®ng the  male  subjects;  haever,
79.23  percent  of  the  fe]pales  advocated  peer  groups  as  sources  of  youths'
sex edtreatlon.
Table  28.    Conparatlve  Percentages  of  Male-Female  Attlcndes
Regarding  Specific  lndlvlduals  as  Sotlrces  of  Sex Education
Indivl dua 1                                      Ma leg                                           Females
Father
Mother
Brother
Sister
Cther  Relative
Teachers
Clergymen
Friends  or  Peers
Collect  Information
by  Self
94   (97.92%)
91   (94.797®)
35   (36.46%)
33   (34.38%)
39   (40.63%)
91   (94.797®)
78   (81.25%)
56   (58.33%)
75   (78.13%)
125   (96.15%)
130   (loo.00%)
81   (62.31%)
83   (63.85%)
85   (65.38%)
127   (97.697®)
119   (91.54%)
103   (79.23%)
L02   (78.467®)
Although  less  than  one  third  of  the  subjects  reported actually
receiving  se:mal  lnformatlon  fron  their  fathers,  over ninety-flue  percent
of  the  respondents  believed  that  fathers  should contribute  Co  their
chlldren's  sex education.    Similarly,  clergymen were  cited  by  less  than
twenty percent  of  the  subjects  as  sources  of  their sex educaclon,  yet
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87.17  percent  of  the  subjects  supported  the  utlll2acion  of  the  clergy
for  provldlng  youth wlch  lnformt:len  related  to htman  sexuellty.    Addl-
tlonally,  sexual  lnfomiatlon provided  by siblings  and  other  relatives
was  endorsed  by more  tharL  one  half  of  the  subjects,  although  less  than
twenty percent  of  the  participants  actually  obt:alned  sexual  1nfoarmatlon
from  these  sources.    Conversely,  approximately ninety percent  of  the
subjects  Lndlcaced  that  they had  collected  sexual  information  from
friends  or  peers  and  through persorml  endeavors3  haeever,  only  three
fouths  of  the  subjects  advocated  these  methods  of  collecting  se:coal
lnfomation  for  youth.
Subjects '  Attlttrdes  Regarding
que_ _ Present  and  F`i_pure_ _Se_¥
E_a.ueatlon  Av£_§_Pbl lltles  a€_
APDalachian  State  thiverslcy
Subjects'  attitudes  regarding  an expanded  sex education  ct)r-
rlcu_I_a  ac  this  lnstltut_lou.    The  subjects  trere  asked  to  lndlcate  lf,  1n
their  opinion,  an  expanded  sex  educaclerL  curricula  was  presently needed
and  desired  at  Appalachlan  State  University.    As  revealed  by percentages
ln Table  29,  the  subjects  overwhelmingly supported  the  atclt`rde  that
increased  sex education currlcular availabllitles  are  presently both
needed  and  desired  ac  Appalachian State  University.    Iiess  than  £1ve  per-
cent  of  the  respondents  belie`red  that  such a  currlculun was  presently
znelther  needed  nor  desired.
The  subjects  erere  provided with a  list  of  nine  topical  areas  of
sexuality and  asked  to  indicate  the  intensity of  exphasls each area
should  receive  wlthln a  college  sex edt]cation  curricula.    Exphasls
rating was  performed  according  to  the  Likert  technique  of  scale  con-
scrt)ction and  the  racing  scale  exployed res  as  follows:    (I)  extreme
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Table  29.    Frequency  of  Subjects  Supportive  of  an Expanded  Sex
Education  Ctirricula  ac Appalachian State  University
Needi     Yes            Needs     Yes         Needs     No              Need:     No
Strata            Desires    Yes      Desires    No      Deslre3     Yes      Desire:    No
Freshman                   21                            4                            0                              3
Males                  (75. OOv®)                ( L4. 29%)                   (0. 00%)                   (10.71%)
Freshdrm
Femles
Sophon®re
Males
Sophonore
Femles
Junl Or
36                              2                              0                                I
(92.31%)                  (5.13%}                  (0. 00%)                     (2. 567®)
16                               7                               a                                 0
(69. 56%)               (30.43%)                 (0. 00%)                    (0. 00%)
32                              2                              0                                 0
(94.12%)                   (5. 88%)                   (O. OOv®)                      (0. 007®)
18                              2                              0                                 I
mles                 (85.71%)                 (9.52%)                 (0.00%)                    {4.767®)
Jtmi or                       21                           7                           0                             I
Femles            (72.41%)               (24.14%)                 (O. OOv®)                    (3.45%)
Sent or                       19                           I                           0                             4
hales                 (79. L7%)                 (4.17%)                 (O. Oar)                 (16. 67%)
Sent or                       25                            2                           0                              I
Femles            (89. 297®)                 (7. L4%)                 (0. 00%)                    (3. 577®)
Total  for               188                          27                             0                            11
all  strata     {83.197o)              (11.95%)                (O.Ooro)                   (4.87%)
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eaphasls;  (2)  "ch exphasls;  (3)  little  exphasls;  and  (4)  no exphasls.
The  mean  lntenslcy  of  emphasis  With which  each  stractrm raced  each  top-
ical  area  of  sexuellcy  is  Pt.esented  ln Table  30.    In  collecclvely ana-
lyzing  the  inealL  lnterslcy of each  topical  area  for all  eight  strata  lc
was  revealed  chat  the  subjects  advocated  that  all  nine  areas  of  sex-
uality receive  either  "excrene" or  ''"ch" eaphasls within a college  sex
education ct)rrlcula.    The  areas  of  sexrallty  ln tthich  the  subjects
believed  the  most  eaphasls  should  be  provided were:     (I)  biological  and
physiological,   (2)  emotloml  and  psychological,   (3)  teaching methods,
and  (4)  soclologlcal  and  cultural.
Inasmuch  as  all  el8hc  strata  indicated  slmllar  tnt:enslties  wlch
which  these  various  sexual  topics  should  be  emphaslz}ed within  a  college
curriculum,  there  mrs  little  male-female  atcICudlnal  differenciacion  of
ratings.    Hotrever,  the  females  usually  indicated a  slightly higher
lntenslty of exphasls within  these  areas  of  §exuallcy than did the male
subjects.    The  biological  and  physlol®glcal  aspects  of  sexuality cos  the
only area  ln which  the  males  reported a higher neon  lntensicy rating
than  the  females.    There  cos  n®  substanclal  dlfferentlacion  betveen
academic  class  and  the  degree  with which  the  scraca  reported  each  area
should  be  emphasized.
Sue.fects'  attlcutes  reaardlng class  structure.  class  size.  and
cotmse  scrtlc_Cure_ _of  s_ex  edticat_lou  curricula.    All  but  seven  of  the  226
palf lcipancs  believed  Chat  sttrdents  attending Appalachlan State  Unl-
versicy should receive  systenatlcally  organlaed  instruction regarding
human  sexuality as  pert  of  t:heir  total  academic  curriculum.    In  regard
co class  strticture,  there res  infrequent  support  for segregating
students  by sex during  class  dlscusslons  of  seznrallcy.    Over  ttro  thirds
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of  the  subjects  reported  that  all  classes  involving  dLsctlsslons  of  sex-
uallty  should  be  coeducational  whereas  one  fourth  of  the  subjects  indi-
cated  Chat  segregated  classes  could  sonetimes  provide  more  optimal
leamlng  sicuaclons  for  college  sttidents.    No  subject  responded  that  all
College  sex education  classes  should  be  segregated  according  to  sex.
The  femles  lndlcated  a  desire  for  occasionally  segregating  sex edu-
cation  classes  during  college  more  frequently  than  did  the  males.
Haever,  the  frequency with which  the  females  desired  segregated  classes
declined  as  the  strata  progressed  from  freshman  to senior  class  status.
Fifty-seven  percent  of  the  p®rclclpancs  advocated  llDlting  col-
legs  courses  basically  lnvolvlng  dlscusslons  of  human  sexnallty  Co
ttrenty  students  or  less  ln  order  to  obtain  optimal  environments  for
learning  and  indlvldual  idea  expression.    Thirty-eight  percent  of  the
subjects  believed  that  class  size  could  be  as  high as  thirty students
and  still  maincaln  an  ideal  environment  for  leamlng and  opp®rcunlcies
for  self-expresslorL.
In regard  to course  structure,  approxlmacely three  fourths  of
the  subjects  advocated  the  lnltiatlorL  of  both  instructor  oriented
{1ecture)  and  student  oriented  (senlnar)  courses  lnvolvlng  lnfomatlon
relevant  to htman  semiallty.    Chly  one  §lxth  of  the  respondents  indi-
cated  a  desire  for  all  cotirses  basically  lnvolvlng  dlscusslons  of  htman
sextiallty Co  be  student  orlenced,  or  presented  ln  sell]1nar  scruccure.
Approximately ninety percent  of  the  subjects  agreed  that  a  col-
lege  sex education  curricula  should  attempt  Co  present  students  with
(I)  basic  facts  and  terminology related  to  sexuallcy,  (2)  opportuni€les
for  expressing  and  exchanging  ideas  and  beliefs  regarding  sext)alley,  and
(3)  instruction regarding  the  various  Ceachlng methods  and  macerlals
available  for  sex educaclon.
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Sources  of  sub.]ects.  sexual  1nformtlon while  ac€ending Appala-
Chlan  State  University.    Data  presented  ln  Table  3L  reveal  Chat  during
attendance  at  Appalachian  Scace  Uhlverslty,  82.74  percent  of  the  sob-
jeccs  received  lnformatlorL regarding htman  sextlallty  ln ac  least  one
academic  course.    College  roomaees  or  peers  provided  sexual  lnformclon
or  opporcunlties  for  discussions  of  sextralicy  for  approxlnately eighty
percent  of  the  respondents.    Iiess  than  one  percent  of  the  stibjects
report::ed  either  Chair  college  adviser  or  psychological  services  as
sources  of  sexual  information while  actendlng Appalachlan  State  Unl-
verslty.    Obtalrment  of  sexual  lnformtlon  fron  the  local  c.Lergy vras
reported  by  1.77  percent  of  the  partlclpants.    Private  or  semi-prlvece
meetings  with  unlversicy  lnstrtlctors  erere  listed  as  a  source  of  sex edu-
ca¢Lon  by  8.41  percent  of  the  subjects.
The  only substantial  male-female  difference  regarding where  or
from what  lndlvlduals  sex educaclon was  obtained  dtirlng  college  eaas
among  the  frequency with  which  peers  or  roormates  crepe  repacted  as
sources  of  sex education.    Iiess  than  ttro  thirds  of  the  males  lndlcaced
that  they had  received  lnforDatlan  regarding  sexuallcy  fron  college
roomates  or  peers  whereas  90.77  percent  of  the  females  reported  these
individuals  as  sources  of  sex  education during  college.    Although  the
males  indicated  recelvlng  sexual  lnformatlon  from  lnscructors  ln private
or  small  group neetlngs  more  frequently than  females,  nelcher  sex  llsced
this  source  frequently.
Academic  deDarcments  ln which  the  subjects  reported  recelvlng
lnformatlon regarding  sexuality.    As  previously  discussed,  of  the  226
parclclpants  in  this  study,  187,  or  82.74  percent  reported  recelvlng
infomatlon which  contributed  t®  their  present  underscandlng  of  gextrallcy
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within ac  least  one  acadeDlc  course  during college.    Data  presented  ln
Table  32  reveal  that  the  st)bjeccs  received  sexual  lnforDatlon vlthln
Courses  provided  by  several  acadenlc  departments.    Among  the  subjects
reporting  Chat  they had  received  lnf®rmatlon  relevant  Co human  sexuallcy
wlchln  an academic  cotmse,   164,  or  87.70  percent  lndlcated  Chat  they had
received  such  lnforrmatlon  through  the  biology department.    Approxlnately
two  Chlrds  of  the  subjects  reported  that  they had  obtained  sexual  lnfor-
mtion wlthln  courses  provided  tiy the  psychology deparcnent.    The  only
other  academic  deparments  which Were  frequently  clced  by  the  parc1-
clpants  as  providing courses  in which  they had  obtained  lnformatlon
regarding hunan  sexuality erere  (I)  health  and  physlc&l  educaclon and
(2)  sociology and  anthropology.    A  decalled  llsc  of  the  speclflc  courses
reported  by  the  subjects  as  those  which most  neanlngfully provided  then
wlch  sexual  infomatlon  is  presented  ln Appendix  G,  page  L74.
Subjects '  atcittrdes  Coward  which  acedemlc  deDartmencs  at  APDa-
1achian State  tJnlverslty  should  I)rovide  sex education  curricula.    Data
presented  ln Table  33  indicate  that  approxlfnately  one  third  of  the  sub-
jects  recomrended  Chat  courses  basically  lnvolvlng dlscusslons  of  h`man
sexuallcy  be  isolated wlchln  one  speclflc  academic  department.    The  nose
frequently clced acadcolc  departrents  ln which the  subjects  believed  sex
educ®tlon curricula  shotild  be  concentrated vere  either  (I)  biology,
(2)  health  and  physical  edacacion,   (3)  psychology,  or  (4)  sociology.
There  tras  no relaclonshlp  bettreen  sex  or  academic  class  status  and  Cke
frequency wlch which  the  subjects  lndlcated a  preference  for  central-
1zlng  sex  edtlcatlon  curricula  trlthln  one  speclflc  academic  deparcIDent.
Hotoever,  of  the  se`renty-se`ren  s`lbjects  supporclng  Chls  attlcude,  flfty-
slx,  or 72.74 percent  reconended the  sane  department  as  their  omi
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acadenlc major  as  the  departrent  ln which  sex educaclon  curricula  should
be  concentrated.    AppraKlnacely two  Chlrds  of  the  pertlclpancs  advocated
Provldlng  sex educacl®n curricula vlthln more  than  one  acedemlc  depart-
ment.    The  departments  most  often  reported  by the  subjects  as  Chose
which  should mutually offer  students  currlcola  regarding human  sext)alley
tiere  (I)  biology,   (2)  health  and  physical  educaclon,   (3)  psychology,  and
(4)  sociology  and  anthropology.    The  frequency with  which  the  subjects
endorsed  speclflc  acadeDlc  departments  at  Appalachlan  State  Unlversicy
as  those  which  should  provide  sex education  curricula  Co  Students  18
presented  ln Appendix  H,  page  176.
Table  33.    Percentage  Represencatlon  of  Subjeccs'  AtcICudes
Regarding  DepartDencal  Asslgnacnt  of  Sex Education  Curricula
Strata
Sex Educaclon  Curricula      Sex Education  Curricula
Should  txB  Isolated                 Should  be  Provided
WlthLn  the  Specific                   Wlthln  Various
AcadeDlc  Departnenc            Acadenlc  Deparcnencs
Freshnrm Males
freshman  Females
Sophonore  Males
Sophomore  Females
Junior Males
Junior Femles
Senior  Males
Senior  Femles
3   (|O.7L%)
14   (35.90%)
9   (39.13%)
12   (35.29%)
6   (28.57%)
11   (37.93%)
13   (54.17%)
9   (32.14%)
25   (89.297®)
25   (64.107o)
14   (60.87%)
22   (64.71%)
15   (71.43%)
18   (62.07%)
11   (45.83%)
19   (67.86%)
Total  for
all Scrata
77   (34.07%) 149   (65.93%)
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The  lnajorlty  of  the  subjects  partlclpat:lng  in  this  lnvesclgaclon
were  characcerlzed  as  being  (1}  Oaucaslan,   (2)  Procescanc,   (3)  single,
and  (4)  resldlng  ln unlverslcy domltorles.
Apprexlmacely ttro  thirds  of  the  stibjeccs  indlcated  that  they had
received  sex educaclon at  home  during  seven  to  fifteen  years  of  age.
However,  only  one  third  of  the  Subjects  received  sex education  at  hone
after  fifteen years  of  age.    The  females  reported recelvlng  sex edu-
cation at  home  more  frequently  than did  the  males,  especially after
fifteen  years  of age.    More  than three  fourths  of  the  parciclpants
obtained  sex education  Ln school  during  grades  seven  through  nine.    Iess
than  one  f lfch  of  the  subjects  received  sex educaclon  ln school  prior  to
grade  seven.    Approximately  one  half  of  the  parclclpants  received  sex
education  ln  school  during  the  tenth  Chroti8h  the  ttrelffi  grades.    Sex
education received  during  college  vas  reported  most  frequently dtirlng  '
the  freshman  year  of attendance.    As ulth  the  home,  the  females  reported
the  school  as  a  source  of  sex education Dare  often  ChaLn  did  the  males.
Seventy-two  percent  of  the  st]bjects  reported  that  they had  obtained  no
previous  sex education  fron the  clergy.    Over ninety percent  of  the  sub-
jects  listed  books  as  a  source  of  their  sex edticatlca.    ocher mass  Dedla
such  as  motion pictures,  magaaines,  and  Celevlslon were  also  frequently
llsced  by the  respondents  as  sources  of  their  sex education.
These  college  students,  especially  the  males,  cotlld  not  realis-
tically  evalt)ate  the  degree  of  Chelr  sexual  knowledge.    On  a  one  hundred
question  sex  lmonledge  inventory,  none  of  the  eight  scraca  obtained  a
neon score  as  high  as  seventy percent.    whereas  neither  sex Was  subscan-
Cially more  knowledgeable  than  the  other,  high  Cesc  scores  were  posl-
tlvely related  to  (1)  higher  chronological  age  and  (2)  higher  acadeDlc
i-\
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Class  rank  (freshman,  sophonore,  j`inlor,  and  senior).    The  females  trere
nope  knowledgeable  than  the  maLles  regarding  their  own  respective  Sexual
SC"Ctures  and  ftmctl®ns.    Hamever,  the  males  vere  more  lmowledgeable
than  the  felnales  regarding  the  sexual  structures  and  ftmctlons  of  the
OPPoslte  sex.    Both  sexes  possessed  inadequate  fooirledge  of  venereal
diseases .
In regard  to yotiths'  obtaifinent  of  sexual  lnformatlon,  the  par-
tlclpancs  overwhelDlngly  stlpported  the  hone,  school,  and  church  as
envlrorments  where  sex education  should  be  received.    Although  appraesl-
]mately  only  one  half  of  the  subjects  believed  that  children  should
receive  sexual  1nfornacion  in  the  hone  prior  Co  seven  years  of  age,
ninety-three  percent  of  the  subjects  endorsed  the  atclt`rde  of  prov'ldlng
youth with  sex educaclon  ln  the  hone  during  seven  to  flfceen  years  of
age.    Sex education received  ln  school  during  grades  one  through  twelve
was  supported  by approxlmacely  seventy percent  of  the  stlbjects.    Addl-
tlonally,  elgivty-three  percent  of  the  respondents  advocaced  special
church  classes  aLs  a  source  of  sex  education  for  yot]th.    The  subjects
believed  that  parents,  teachers,  and  clergymen  should  be  utilized Dope
frequently  than peer  groaps  as  §otirces  of  sex education.
TWo thirds  of  the  subjects  advocated  an expanded  sex education
curricula  at Appalachlan State  University.    The  subjects  indicated  that
a  College  sex educatiori  currlculun  should  actenpt  to provide  students
with  (I)  basic  facts  and  terminology related  to sexunllty,  (2)  oppor-
tunlcies  for expressing and  exchanging  ideas  and  beliefs  regarding  sex-
trallty,  and  (3)  information  relevant  I:o  teaching methods  and  fBacerlals
of  sex education.    Two thirds  of  the  respondents  advocated  a  sex edu-
catlori c,urricultm "itually camstructed  and  admlnlstered  by several  aca-
demic  deparcmencs  rather  than  lsolaclng  sex education  cqrrlcula wlchln
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one  speclflc  acadeDlc  deparctDent.    Tt7o  thirds  of  the  subjects  endorsed
the  atcICude  that  all  courses  haslcally  lnvolvlng dlscusslons  of  sex-
uallcy  be  coeducaclonal.
CHAPTER  V
Supnrm¥
EEdEr_educt_i_e±
The  purpose  of  Chls  lnvestlgatlon was  to  decemlne  the  knowledge
and actlcutes  of  randonly selected  undergraduate  students wlthln  the
area  of  sex  education.    Tiro hundred  and  ttrenty-six  sttrdents  at  Appa-
1achlan  State  Unlversicy iByere  adndnlscered  a  questionnaire  designed  to
obtdln  lnfomatiorL regarding  their  (I)  personal  history,  (2)  previous
Sex educaclon,   (3)  present  sexual  knowledge,   (4)  atclt`ldes  toward
youths'  obtalrment  of  sex educaclon,  and  (5)  attittrdes  regarding  the
present  and  future  sex education avallabllltles  at Appalachlan State
Unlverslty.    Orlglnal  letters  of  lnvltaclon to participate  ln  the  sttidy
erere  sent  Co  814  sttrdents,  of  which  226  agreed  to  coxplete  the  ques-
Clonnalre.    The  subjects  erere  divided  into  strata  according  to  sex and
academic  class  stotus  (freshman,  sophonore,  jtmlor,  and  senior).    The
sex  knowledge  irrvencory  employed  in  this  study  had  been  previously
administered  €o a  group  of  thirty undergraduate  students  and was  formd
to have  a  ccefflclenc  of  rellablllty  of  .94  as  decermlned  by  Che  test,
re-Cesc  technique.    Stibjects'  attitudes  regarding  Chelr  previous  sex
educatiorL  and  actltt)des  toward  yoachs'  obtalnmenc  of  sexual  lnfortDatlorL
trere  collected  in  the  form  ®f  checklists  and  tabulated  by percentages  or
scale  lncenslcy ranklngs  as  zneast)red  by the  I.ikert  technique  of  scale
construetlon.    Mean  scores  obcalned  on  the  sex  lmowledge  inventory vere
tabulated  for each  of  the  eight  strata  for  conparatlve  analysis.
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Subjects'  personal  hlstorir.    The  partlclpancs  ln  this  study were
all  full-tine  undergraduate  students  attending Appalachlan State  Unl-
verslty.    All  subjects  trere  Caucasian and  ranged  ln age  from eighteen
to  ctrenty-three  years.    AppresclDately ninety percent  of  the  stibjects
belonged  to  Procescanc  religious  denomlnaclons.    IIess  than  tmelve  per-
cent  of  the  subjects  resided  off-campus  with  the  majorlcy  of  Chem
resldlng  ln university dormltorles.    only three  percent  of  the  subjects
were  married  and  none  of  the  parclcipancs  lndlcated  Chat  they were
parents.    Tventy-five  various  academic  majors  vere  reported  by  the  226
subjects  coapleclng  the  questlormalre.
Subieccs'  previous  sex education.    Among  this  group  of  subjects,
sex education  received within  the  home  tras  reported  more  often  by
females  than males.    For  both  sexes,  hamever,  sexual  infonacion
obtained  in  the  hone  prior  to seven  years  of  age  eras  infrequently  cited.
Addiclonally,  less  than  one  half  of  the  females  and  one  thlad  of  the
males  received  sex education at  hone  after  fifteen  years  of  age.    Both
se]ses  indicated  receiving  sex edtication at  hone  most  frequently during
seven  Co  fifteen  years  of  age.    Approxlnately  forty-seven  percent  of  the
males  and  eleven  percent  of  the  females  disclosed  that  they had  obtained
no  sex education at  hone.
The  subjects  generally  lndicaced  receiving  sex educaclon more
frequerLcly wlthln  the  school  than within  I:he  home.    Sex edtreatlon
received  during the  first  through  the  sixth  grades toes  reported  by  less
than  Cventy percent  of  the  subjects.    However,  sex education  received  in
school  during  grades  one  through  six iras  reported  three  times  more  fre-
qoent:ly among  the  females  than  the  males.    Sex edttcatlon provided  by  the
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School  Was  reported  by  b®Ch  sexes  as  occurring  nose  often  during  grades
Seven  throuth  nine.    Addltlonally,  the  subjects  lndlcated  receiving
lnformatlon regarding  sexuallcy  less  frequently during  grades  ten
through  twelve  than durlng  the  seventh through  the  ninth  grades.    thly
flfcy-five  percent  of  the  subjects  reported  that  they had  obtained
inforimatlon which  concrlbuced  to  Chelr  present  understanding  of  sex-
uality during  their  freshman  year  of  college.    In  facc,  the  subjects
disclosed  that  they had  obt®1ned  se3ccal  1nfomatlon  less  frequently
during  their  sophomore,  junior,  and  senior  years  of  college  attendance
the  during  their  freshman  year.    As  with  sex educaclon  provided  wlchln
the  hone,  the  females,  more  often  than  the  males,  cited  the  school  as  a
source  of  sexual  informclon  dtirlng  elementary,  secondary,  and  college
levels  of  educaclon.
The  church  provided  sex  educaclon  to  only  a  narglnal  number  of
the  respondents.    Over  seventy percent  of  the  subjects  reported  that
they had  received  no  sex edticatlon  throtl8h  the  church.    Approxlnately
twenty percent  of  the  subjects  lndlcaced  that  they had  obtained  lnfor-
matlon regarding  sexuallcy wlthln  special  church  directed  classes.    Per-
sonal  conferences  wlch  clergymen were  seldomly  clced  as  a  source  of  sex
education;  haever,  such  conferences  tiere  reported more  frequently an®ng
the  males  than  the  females.    Failure  t®  clce  the  church  as  a  source  of
sexual  lnfomatlon was  not  affected  by  the  par€1cipants.  sex  or  academic
class  status.
The  mass  nedla  were  repeatedly clced  by  the  respondents  in all
strata  as  sotarces  of  their  sex education.    Books,  magazines,  and  motion
plccures  trere  reported  Dost  frequently  by  both  the  Dales  and  females  as
mass  media  Sources  of  sexual  lnforqratlon.    Fifty percent  of  the  subjects
lndlcaced  Chat  they had  obtained  lnfomatlon regarding  sexuality  from
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Celevlslon.    As  with  the  home  and  the  school,  the  female  participants
Cited  the  mass  nedla  as  sources  of  sex edticatlon n®re  frequently  than
did  the  mles.
Approximately nlnecy percent  of  the  subjects  lndlcated  that  they
had  obtained  sextral  lnformatlorl  through  their  otm personal  endeavors  or
from  friends  and  peers.    Sex educaclon  obtained  from  teachers  was  cited
by  four  fifths  of  the  subjects.    Hothers  trere  reported  Done  than  twice
as  often as  fathers  as  sources  of  sex education.    The  male  subjects
reported  recelvlng  sex educaciorL sllghcly more  often  from  fathers  than
nothers!  haeever,  tiro  fifths  of  the  mles  did  not  receive  sextial  lnfor-
matlon  from either  parent.    Fathers  were  cited  as  sources  of  Sex edu-
cation  by  less  than  twenty-five  percent  of  the  females  whereas  mothers
mere  listed  by eighty-fl`re  percent  of  the  females  as  sex educators.
Siblings,  other  familial  relatives,  and  clergymen were  infrequently
cited  by elcher  sex as  sources  of  sexual  1nfornatlon.
The  stibjects  were  presented wlch  a  list  ®f  twenty-five  sexual
topics  and  asked  to- rate  the  excenc  to which  these  Coplcs  had  been  dis-
cussed  with  them  and  the  degree  of  lmowledge  which  they perceived  them-
selves  as  p®ssessln8  regarding  each  Coplc.    Collectively analyzing  the
entire  list  of  sexual  topics,  1t was  found  that  the  females  usually
reported recelvlng discussions  of  the  topics  nope  frequently  than did
the  lnales,  yet  the  males  conslstencly reported  higher  lntensicles  of
perceived  lmowledge  than  did  the  female  respondents.
Sex  knotrledse  lnven€ory.    Exanlnatlon  of  the  sex lmo]aledge  test
scores  revealed  that  none  of  the  eight  strata  obtained a mearL  score  as
high  as  seventy  percent.    Among  both  the  males  and  females,  a  high,  pos-
itive  coefficient  of  correlaclon was  obtained  becveen hl8ber  acadeDlc
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Class  status  and  higher  test  scores.    Hctrever,  a  low,  p®slclve  coeffi-
Clenc  of  correlation was  obtained  between  higher  Cost  scores  and  higher
chronol®glcal  age.    In regard  to  the  total  testing  lnscrunent,  neither
sex Was  substanclally more  lmowledgeable  Chap  the  other.    The  females
were  fDore  lmowledgeable  than  the  fDales  regarding  Chelr  ohm  respecclve
sextial  8Crtictures  and  ftmctlons.    Hotrever,  the  males  were  Dare  lmov-
ledgeable  Chap  the  females  regarding  the  sextlal  struct:ures  and  functions
of  the  opposlce  sex.    In  fact,  the  mle  p®rtlclpancs  ®btalned  a higher
mean  score  trlthln  the  section  of  the  inventory relating  to  the  female
reproductive  structures  and  funcclons  than wlthln  the  section  percainlng
to  their  oim  respecclve  sexual  anatomy.    Among  the  seven  topical  areas
of  sexuality presented vlthin  the  lnvencory,  both  Sexes  were  Dost  Imam-
ledgeable  within  the  areas  ®f  repr®ductlve  processes  alLd  functions  and
pregnancy and  childbirth.    Both  sexes  lncorreccly  answered  approximately
forty percent  of  the  quesclons  relating to venereal  dl§eases,  prevalent
sexual  practices,  and  birth  control  methods  and  practices.
Sqbiects'  actlttrdes  Coward  youchs'  obtalnment  of  sex educaclon.
Sex  educaclon  provided  to  youth  wlthln  the  hone  iras  supported  tnore  fre-
querL€ly  anong  the  females  than  the  males,  especially prior  t®  seven
years  of age  and after  fifteen years  of age.    Cber ninety percent  of  the
subjects  endorsed  supplying  youth with  se3cual  lnformatlon vlthin  the
hone  during  seven  to  fifteen  years  of  age.
Excenslve  support  was  lndlcated  by  both  sexes  for  providing  sex
education  Co  youth  ln  school  dtirlng  grades  one  through  tvelve.    Eighty
percent  of  the  females  and  sixty percent  of  the  males  believed  sexual
lnfomaLtlon  should  be  available  Co  yotith wlthln  school  sometime  during
the  flrsc  through  the  sixth  grades.    Slmilar  lncenslcles  of  support  were
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registered  toward  sex education during  the  tenth  Chrougiv  the  tnelfth
grades.    Hamever,  the  subjects.  most  frequent  endorBenenc  of  the
School's  role  in  the  sex educa€1on  of  yotith tras  reported  for  grades
Seven  throtl8h nine.    Supplying  students  with  sexual  information  or
®Pportunltles  for  dlscusslons  of  sexuality during  college  was  supported
less  frequently  thari  during  youth's  elementary  or  secondary education.
Apprexiaetely  I:h]iree  fourths  of  the  respondents  advocated  provldlng  col-
lege  freshirm with  sex educaclon.    School  efforts  to  provide  sexual
lnforDaclon  Co  youth  throughout  their  education was  supported  more  fre-
quently  by  the  fetnales  than  the  males.
Eccleslasclcal  personnel  and  programs  mere  recurrently endorsed
by  eke  subjects  as  sources  of  sex educaclon  for  youth.    Special  church
directed  classes  initiated  to provide  youth with  sextlal  lnfomaLclorL
received  the  support  ®f  more  than eighty  percent  of  the  subjects.
Apprexlmately  fifty percent  of  both  the  males  and  females were  sup-
portive  of  private  discussions  with  clergymen as  a  fe®slble  source  of
sex education.    Iiess  than  ten percent  of  the  partlcLpants  believed  Chat
the  church  should  abstain  from  providing  youth with  informatiorL  relevant
Co  se3uelity.
The  avallabllity  of  mass  media  sources,  especially  books,  erere
frequently endorsed  by  the  subjects  as  means  of  collecclng  sexual  1nfor-
matiorL  by  youth.    Increased  utlll&atlon  ®f  television  for  the  present:atlon
of  sexual  infomaLtion  Co children  and  adolescence  was  supported  by  tiro
thirds  of  the  subjects.
Mothers,  fathers,  teachers,  and  clergymen were  the  nest  fre-
quently cited  indlvlduals  as  persons  who  should  provide  sex education  to
youth.    Appra}clmacely ninety-five  percent  of  the  respondents  believed
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youth should receive  sexual  1nfomatlon fron parents  and  teachers.
Obtainment  of  sexual  infomation  Chrougiv  peer  group  dlscusslons  was
advocated  by approximately seventy percent  of  the  subjects.
a)+]}jee{;a.:..  ate.It:tides.  regardlpg  sex. edttg?€.i.on  .ay?.i.1±b|.lltleg. ._g£
APDalachian  St:ace  unl`rerslcy.    Ttro  thirds  of  the  respondents  speculated
that  t=here  vas  bot:h  a  need  and  a  desire  anorLg  Appalachlan  Scace  Uhl-
verslcy s1:udents  for  increased  sex education  avallablllcles  ac  the  unl-
verslty.    The  partlclpancs  believed  that vlthln a  college  sex education
ct)rriculum,  the  biological,  Physiological,  psychological,  and  emotional
aspects  of  sexuelicy  shot)ld  receive  extreme  eqphasLs.    Addlclonally,
extensive  support tras  lrLdlcated  toirard  providing  college  youth with  dls-
cusslons  of  various  teaching methods  and naterlals  ediployed wlthln  sex
education.    T`ro  thirds  of  the  subjects  malntalned  that  all  college  sex
education  ctirrict)la,  basically  involving  dlscusslons  of  sext)alley,
should  be  coeducaclonally  structured.    Hctrever,  one  third  of  the  sub-
jects  believed  that more  optlnal  leamlng experiences  for  students  could
occasionally  be  obtolned wlthln  segregated  dlscusslons  of  sexuality.
Over eighty percent  of  the  subjects  reported  receiving  lnfor-
nation regarding  sexuality wlthln  one  or none  academic  courses  during
college  attendance.    Acedemlc  departments  at  Appalachian  St:ate  Uhl-
verslty  ln which  the  subjects  repotted receiving  sextial  1nfomaclon
most  frequently were  biology,  health and  physical  education,  and  psy-
chology.    Addlclonally,  peer  group  or  roomace  sources  of  sex educaclon
during college  attendance mere  cited  by apprexlnately eighty percent  of
the  subjects,  although more  frequently cited  by  I:he  females  Char  the
males.
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Ttro  Chlrds  of  the  partlclpants  believed  that  college  sex edu-
cation  curricula  should  not  be  isolated wlthln  one  speclflc  acadenlc
department.    The  prevalent  atcltude  anong  this  group  of  subjects  was
Chat  several  acadenlc  departnente  enconpass  dlsclpllnes  which  are  per-
tinent  to human  sexuality.    Ithereas  art,  english,  and  hlscory were  anong
the  several  academic  departments  ln  which  the  subjects  belleved  sex  edu-
cation  curricula  could  be  developed,  the  most  often  cited  departments  ln
which  the  respondents  believed  students  should  receive  sexual  lnforDatlon
Were  biology,  health  and  physical  education,  sociology,  and  psychology.
C_ape_luslons
1.     For  these  subjects,  the  hone  Was  fDore  lnfluenclal  as  a
source  of  sex  education  prior  to  puberty  than  during  the  ages  of  Diddle
aand  lace  adolescence.    Conversely,  the  school  fulfilled  only  a  marginal
role  Ln  the  sex  educaclon  of  the  subjects  prior  Co  puberty  (approxi-
mately  the  seventh  grade);  haever,  the  school  eras  a more  lnfluentLal
source  of  sex education  than  the  home  after  puberty.
2.    The  church Was  not  an  lnfluentlal  source  of  sex  educaclon
for  the  Dajorlty  of  both  the  male  and  female  stlbjects.
3.    Even  though  the  females  received  sex education  Done  fre-
quently  than  the  males  vlthln  the  hone  and  school,  both  eexe8  possessed
slndlar  degrees  of  sexual  lmowledge  as  determined  by  the  testing  lrLscru-
menc  employed  ln  this  lnvesclgatlon.
4.    Higher  academic  class  rank  (freshman,  sophonore,   junior,
senior)  Was  fBore  imf luenclal  than  chronological  age  in  respect  to
obtalnlng hlgiv  scores  orL  the  sex  lmovledge  lnvencory.
5.    The  subjects,  especially  the  males,  eoere  tlsually  unable  to
realistically  evaluate  the  extent  of  €helr  pre§enc  sextial  foovledge.
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6.    The  subjects  did  not  possess  adequate  lmonledge  regarding
their  ore sexual  anacony and  ftmcclons  and  possessed  llctle  knowledge
of  the  sexual  structures  and  funcclons  of  the  ®pposlce  sex.
7.    The  femle  subjects  trere  more  supportive  of  sex education
wlthln  the  home  and  the  school  than mere  the  males.    However,  academic
class  rank  did not  substant:tally affect  the  extent  to which  either  sex
endorsed  the  hone,  school,  and  church  as  those  8ocletal  envlronnencs
which  should  be  primarily  responsible  for  providing  youth with  sex
education and  opporctlnlties  for  dlscusslons  of  sexuality.
8.    As  supported  by the  atcltudes  of  the  subjects  in  this  lnves-
Cigaclon,  parents,  teachers,  and  clergyznen  should  be  the  individuals
prlmarlly responsible  for  provldlng  sexual  lnfornatlon  Co  youth.
9.    Dtie  to  (I)  the  subjects'   lack  of  adequate  sexual  fuowledge
and  (2)  their  desire  for  increased  sex educaclon avallabllltles  during
college,  Appalachlan State  Unlverslty  should  seriously eval`iace  the
feaslbillty  ®f  lmplenenclng  a  syscenatically  organized  sex edocatlon
curricula  de8lgned  C® meet  the  needs  and  interests  of  the  students.
Discussion
Data  collected  ln  this  studywae  obtained  from  a  homogeneous
group  of  subjects  as  was  ascertained  from  the  subjects'  personal  back-
ground  hlstony.    Further  study  regandlng  the  sezccal  knowledge  and  atc1-
Ctrdes  of  college  students  who are  (I)  nan-Caucasian,   (2)  nor-Procestanc,
(3)  married,  and  (4)  residing  off-canpus  should  be  conducted.
Skepticism as  to  the  freqeency  the  subjects  reported  receiving
no  sex educaclon at  hone,  especially prior  to  seven  years  of  age,  should
not  be  discounted.    It  ls  feasible  that  a  subject  of  college  age  iras  not
presently cognizant  of  his  parents.  sex education efforts  which  occurred
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during  the  subject's  early childhood  or  Infancy.    In  fact,  the  fre-
quency with  which  the  subjects  reported  recelvlng no sex edticatlon  at
hone  increased  as  the  mean age  of  t:he  strata  increased  and  as  the  strata
Progressed  from)  freshman  to  senior  class  rank.    1£,  as  data  ln  this
lnvestlgatlon  revealed,  sex edtlcaclon cos  received  ln  the  hone  less  fre-
quently as  the  subjects  becane  older,  it  can  be  speculated  that  parents
placed  Dope  emphasis  on  sex  education when  both  they  and  Chelr  children
were  younger.    IC  ls  possible  that  the  parent:s  were  not  reluctant  to
provide  ansvers  Co  their  young  chlldren's  beslc  sexual  questions.
However,  as  both  the  parents  and and  the  subjects  became  older,  the
parents  may have  been more  hesltanc  Co  enter  lnco  detailed  dlscusslons
of  many aspects  of  sexuallcy.    The  prevalence  of  parental  reluctance  to
disctiss  sexuality with  their  adolescent  children was  previously dis-
cussed  ln  Chapter  11.    If  the  frequerLcy  of  parental-child  dlscusslons  of
sexuality had  occurred most  freqt)ently dtirlng early childhood,  and  then
Chose  discussions  gradually decreased  ln  frequency  or  becane  non-
existent,  ic  ls  understandable  that  a  subject  of  eighteen years  of  age
or  older  may  not  have  remembered  parental-child  dlsctissLons  of  sexuallcy
which  occurred  more  than  ten  years  ago.    Addltlonally,  as  tras  discussed
ln  Chapter  11,  mach  of  the  sex  education  tr@nsmicted  and  received  wlthln
the  home  ls  accomplished  subconscloqsly within  the  actlvlcles  of  the
fanlly's  daily routine  and  personal  lncerchanges.    It  would  be  dlfflcult
for  a  subject  Co  indicate  actual  parental  attexpts  of  sex educatLorL
inasfBuch as  many  of  the  sexual  attlcudes  and  beliefs  are  absorbed wlthln
the  every day  behavior and  acclons  of  the  fanlly `mit.
The  bases  for concluding  that:  the  subjects  possessed  lnadequace
sextial  lmonledge  rmere  as  follow§s     (I)  none  of  the  eight  strat:a  obtained
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a  mean  Cesc  score  as  high  as  seventy  percent,   (2)  only eighteen  PercerLt
of  the  subjects  correctly ansvered as  many as  three  fourths  of  the  test
quesclons,  and  (3)  apprexinately t`ro  thirds  of  the  subjects  could not
obcaln a  score  as  hlgiv  as  seventy percent.    The  scatemenc  that  the  stib-
jects  possessed  inadequate  sexual  knowledge  was  a  subject:1ve  rather  Chap
scatisclcal  evaluation  lnasmich  as  the  sex  knowledge  inventory  employed
in  this  investlgaclon has  not  been  administered  Co any  ocher  sitnllar
group  of  college  subjects.
Although  there  res  no  subscantlal  difference  between  the  mean
scores  obtained  by  the  mle  and  female  subjects  on  the  sex lmonLedge
inventory,  1t  was  evident  Chat  the  females  consistently reported
receiving  sex education within  the  hone  and  school  more  frequently  Chan
`   did  the  males,  especially dtirlng and  after  puberty.    The  fact  that  the
females  indicated  receiving  sex edt]c&tlon more  frequently than  did  the
males  could  be  due,   1n  part,  Co  the  female.s  more  overt  pubescent  bio-
logical  and  physlologlcal  occurrences  such  as  menscrueclon and  breast
deve lopnent .
Armlysls  of  the  data  collected  from these  subjects  indicated
Chat  the  females,  more  frequently  than  the  males,  Were  supportive  of  sex
edtioa€1on within  the  hone,  school,  and  church.    The  more  frequent  sup-
port  of  sex educat:lou registered  by  the  females  could  be  related  to
(1)  the  fact  that  the  females  had  actually experleneed  none  sex edtl-
catlonal  efforts  than  the  males  and  (2)  Chat  the  subjects'  mothers  'trere
cited more  frequently than  their  fathers  as  sources  of  sex education.
This  lnvescigatlon,  as trell  as  others,  revealed  Chat  fathers  fulfilled
only a marginal  role  in  the  sex educatlan  of  their children and  that
youth  lndlcaced  receiving  sex education more  frequent:ly  from  their
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mothers  than fron Chelr  fathers.L'2    |t  ls  possible  that wlthln  our
Society an  actlcude  has  developed whereas  although  both males  (fathers)
and  females  (mothers)  endorse  sex education  for  children within  the
hone,  the  mother  ls  expected  Co assume  the  major  responslblllty of  pro-
vldlng  sexual  lnformatlon  to  the  children.
Recormendatlons  for  Further  Study
I.    Whereas  this  scody detemlned  the  subjects.  desire  for  sex
educaclon avallablllces  during  college,  further  lnvesclgacion  shotlld  be
conducted regarding  the  actual  sexual  habits  and  behavior  of  the  youth
attending Appalachlan State  tiniverslty.
2.    Inasmich as  the  najorlty  of  the  particlpancs irere  tmable  to
reallsclcally evaluate  the  ezstenc  of  their  sexual  lmotrledge,  a  quall-
tatl`re  study dlscingulshlng  the  actual  lack  of  sexual  lnfomaclon  fron
mlslnformcion  should  be  conducted.
3.    In  order  to detemlne  the  need  for  sex educator preparatory
lnstructlon at  Appalachlan  Stace  Uhlverslty,  scudle8  sho`ild  be  lnlclaced
regarding  (I)  any sex educator preparatory prograns  ctirrently  being
admlnlstered  within  other  North  Carolina  colleges  and  (2)  present  and
futtare  eaployment  avallabllltles within the  area  of  sex and  family  life
educaclon.
4.    An exploraclve  lnvestlgation,  utlllzlng a  siDllar  q`lesclon-
naire  fomac  aLs  eaployed  ln  this  study,  should  be  adnlnlstered  to a
group  of  stlbject:s  and  their  parents.    Such  an  investlgatlon  could  depict
Lcordon  Shlpman,   '.The  Psychodynandcs  of  Sex  Education,.. ±±
Family  Coordinator,   17:3,  January,   1968.
2jaqles  El|a  and Patil  Cebhard,  rse3aellty and  Se]mal  Ieaning  ln
Chlldho®d,"  Phl  Delta  KbDDan,   50s404,  March,   1969.
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Parental-child  differentiations  regarding what  the  child  believed he
had  received  relative  to  sex edtlcatiorL within  the  home  compared  to  the
parents'  perception of what  they had presented  I:o their children  ln
regard  Co sextral  infomation.    AddiclorLally,  comparaclve  parental-child
data  relevant  Co  act:ittides  Coward  sex  education  cotald  be  collected  and
analyzed.
5.     Inasi]rutch  as  only  a  few  selected  rellglous  denomlnaclons
tgere  clced  by  the  subjects  as  provldlng  then with  lnformaclon  regarding
sexuallcy,  further  study  should  be  conducted  ln an  atceapt  Co  identify
and  emalyze  those  rellglous  faiths  which  are  currently provldlng  pro-
grams  of  sex educaclon  to  their  congregational  youth.
APPENDICES
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iappENDlx  A
Questionmlre  Employed  Co  Collect  Sex Educaclon
mowledge  and  AC€1tudes  of
Scudy's  Parclclpancs*
Introduetlon_+__I_-_      _     ___   _____
me  follonlng  £1ve  part  quest:1onnalre  ls  designed  to  detemlne
the  facts  reldelng  Co  yotir  (I)  persorml  history,   (2)  previous  sex edu-
cation,   (3)  present  lmowledge  wlthln various  areas  of  sescuaLllcy,
(4)  attitudes  re8ardlng  sex educaclon,  and  (5)  accltudes  regarding  the
present and  future  sex education currlctlla  at Appalachiali State  Uni-
versity.    This  is  not  an  intelligence  Cesc.    The  entire  questionnaire
should  be  Calsen anonyDausly and  the  results will  be  scrlccly confi-
dential.     IC  ls  linportant  Chat  you  do  net  onl€  or  fall  Co arLsmer  any
quesclon.    Please  read  all  quesclons  carefully and  answer  them as
aacctiracely as  pesslble.    Thank  you  for  your  Clue  and  lncerest  ln this
project.
Please  Do  Not  Wrlce  Yotir  Nape  Cb  Sttrdent  Accotlnc
Number  Anywhere  th  This  Qtiestlormalre
*
The  content  of  the  questlonnalre  Ls  ldentlcal  to what:  the
st:udents  received.    Hovever,  the  format  has  been  altered  dtle  to  the
q"uscrlpc  regulaclons  of  Chls  document.
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PART   ORE
PERSONAI,  HISTORY
I.    Present  class  rank  at Appalachlan State  Unlverslty  (check  one)  :
Fre shnan                    S ophonore                    Jen 1 or                    Sen 1 or
2.   Present age  (write  ln)  3        _  Years       _ Months
3.     Sex  (check  one)   a                        Male                      Female
4.    Race  (check  one)  S         _ CaucaslarL
Neoro
Oriental
Other  (tfflte  ln)
5.    Rellglous  preference  (check  one)  : Protescanc
Cachollc
Jewish
No  Preference
Oner  (orlce  ln)
6.    Academic major  at Appalachlan State  Unlverslty  (orlte  ln)  s
7.    PreserLt  narltal  status  (check  one)  a Single
Married
Wlda"/Widaer
Separated
Divorced
8.   Are you a parent?  (check one)  §        _ Yes        _ No
9.     If  you  are  a  parent,  how many children do  you  have?   (write  ln  number)   a
10.    Local  resldency  (check  one)  3       _ Campus  domitory
Off -campus  apartment  or  room
Off-campus,  living with
parents  or relaclves
Ch:her  resldency  (vrlte  ln)
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PART   TWO
PREVIOuS   SEX  EDtJCATICIN
I.    Please  check e±± subheadings  within each  area  that  apply  to ms=s
and :!±±gp  yca have  ±ecelved  previous  sex education.
a.   ±!e!!±s         _ Under  6 years  ®f  age
7-15  years  of  age
_ 16 years of age and older
I  have  received no  sex education  at hone
b.     Schools Prior  to the  first  grade
Grades  I-6
Grades  7-9
Grades   10-12
FTeshman  at Appalachlan  State  University
Sophonore  ac Appalachian  State  Unlverslty
Junior at Appalachlan State  University
Senior  at Appalachlan  State  University
If  you have  received  sex education at  a  junior  college,  or  other
institutions  of higher  learning,  please write  ln the  nape  of  the
school(a)  below.
Junior  College(s)
Other  lnscltutlon(s)
of higher  learning
c.     Chtirchs During  actual  church  service
Special  church directed  classes
Personal  conferences  with minister
or  other  clergymen
If  you  checked  any  of  the  above  areas  regarding  sex education
received  through  the  church,  please write  in  the nape  of  the
denoninatlorL  of  the  chitrch(s)  below.
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d.     Mass  Medla§
e.    QEE¥  (unite  in)a
Television
Radio
Motion  plcttlfes
BOoks
Magazines
Net.spapers
Ocher  (urlte  ln)
(such  as  symposltms,  cllnlcs,
organl8atlons,  eec. )
f .   _ I  have  received no sex educaclon  fran ±p]! of  the  above
sources  at  any  Clme
2.    from  the  list  below,  please  check ±±!  sources  fron !ifeg= you have
received  previous  sex  educaiclon.
Father
Mother
Brother
Sister
Oner relative
Teachers
Minlscers
Friends  or peers
Have  collected  information  on my  otm
Other  sources  (write  ln)
I  have  received  no  sex education  from e±][ of
the  above  sources
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Below  ls  a  list  of  ttrenty-flue  words  associated with  sex education.
The  Purpose  ®f  this ,inventory  ls  to detemlne  those  elements  of  hunan
Se3uellty which have  been discussed with  yoti  by either  your  parerLts
or  other relaclve,  Dlnlsters,  t:eachers,  friends,  or  ocher  lndlvlduals.
Please  CIRCRE  the e=g nulber  that  corresponds  with  the  degree  or
incensicy  that  these  topics  have  been discussed with  you.    The  rating
scale  ls  as  followsi
I  -  Discussed  very mich
2  -  Discussed,  but  not  thoroughly
3  -  Brief ly discussed
4 - Not  discussed  at  all
4         Heredity
4         Pube rty
4          Dat lng
4         Prenarical  sexual  relatlamshlps
4         Marr i age
4         Reproductive  organs  and  funcclons
4         I nte rc ourse
4         Menstrrati on
4         amulatl on
4         P re grancy
4          Abort 1 on
4         Birth processes
4          Birth  control  tDethods
4         Venereal  diseases
4         Infertlllty and sterllizatlon
4         Honosexuality and  other  sexual  pracclces
4         P omography
4          orgasm/c I lmax
4          Fecal  deve lopment
4         Masturbat i on
4         Fertl llzaclon
4          Impocenc y
4         Frl gldlcy
4         Homonal  functions
4          Child  re®rlng  and  development
4.
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Below you will  find  the  same  llsc  of words  that trere  in  the  previous
quesclon.    The  ptuapose  of  this  question  is  for  you  to race  yourself
as  to  the  degree  of  lmowledge  you have  ln  these  areas  of  sex edu-
cation.    Please  CIRCIE  the e=g mmber  that  corresponds  to  the  degree
of  lcnowledge  you) have  in each  of  these  areas.    Think  about  each
topic  carefully and  then rate  yourself  as  acctmately as  possible.
The  rating  scale  is  represented  as  follomss
I  - Have "ch lmowledge  in area
2  -  Have  adequate  knowledge  ln  area
3  - IIave  llccle  lmovledge  in  area
4  -  Have  no  lmotrledge  ln  area
Heredity
Puberty
Dating
Peemarltal  sexual  relatlonshlps
Marriage
Reproductive  organs  and  functions
Intercourse
Menst"aclon
Ovelatlon
Pregnancy
Abortion
Birth prceesses
Birth  control  fnechods
Venereal  diseases
Infertlllcy and  sterlllz}atlan
Honose3mallcy  and  other  sexual  pracclces
Pornography
orgasm/cllmas
Fecal  developnenc
Masturtratlon
Fertlliaation
IDPotency
Frl8ldlty
Homamal  f`anctlons
Child  rearing  and  developnenc
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PART  THREE
SEX  ENOwlEI)GE   INVENICRY
This  instrtment  is  deslgrLed  to test  your  knowledge  of  facts  and
temlnology regarding several  areas  of htman sexuallcy.    The  lnvencory
ls  coxprlsed  of  one  himdred matching  questions  which  have  been  dlvlded
lnco  seven categories.    Anstrer e±| quest:loos  regardless  of  whether  you
lmon the  correct  anstrer.    Please  Cake  ample  time  to read  the  questions
carefully and  then  anscrer  them as  accurately as  your present  lmowledge
allows.    The  general  directions  for  the  entire  test  are  given  below.
Directloas
I.    Each  section  of  the  test  ls  preceded  by an answer  selecclon  llsc
which  is  to  be  used  for 9±±E section  of  the  test.    All  aLnswer
selecclon  lists  are  arranged  ln  alphabetical  order  so as  Co enhance
rapid  location  of  your ansvers.
2.    In the  blank  space  to  the  left  of  each deflnltlon,  t7rite  the  number
of  the  word  that j2=sE f its  the  answer  for  the  question.
It  ls  possible  that  an answer can  be  used more  than  once  within  each
section.
4.     If  you  do  not  know  a  particular  aLnsmer,   GUESS.
(Test  begins  on  follonlng page)
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A.  Knowledge  of  Male  Sex  Scructtqres  and  Ftm___ctions
I.     ClrctaDclslon      6.    Estrogen      11.    SetDen                    16.    Tesco8terone
2.    Coroer's               7.    Penis             12.    Seminal               17.    ttrecer
3.    Ejaculation        8.    Prepoce                 vesslcle            18.    Urethra
4.    Epldldymls
5.    Erection
9.    Prostrate    13.    SeDlniferous    19.    Vac  Deferens
10.    Scrocim                  tubule                20.    Zygote
14.    Spe-
15.    Testis
I.    The  reproductive  gonad  of  the  male  is  called  a  (an)i
2.    The  sac-like  structure  coot:ainlng  the  male's  reproductive
gonads  ls  called  theg
4.
6.
The  reproductive  gem  cells  of  the  male  are  called€
The  tube  carrying  the male's  reproductive  gem cells  to the
ejaculatory duct  ls  called  thee
The  scmcttqre  wit:hln  the  male's  gomds which  ls  responsible
for  germ  cell  producclon  is  called  the:
The  male's  reprodqctlve  gem cells  conblned with added
glandular  secreclons  ls  called:
Three  glands which  add  fltiids  that  ccmbine  with  the  male's
reproductive  gem  cells  areS    (Three  anstrers)
8.    me  sex homone  produced  ln  the male's  reprodtictlve  gonad  isi
9.    The  nale's  organ  of  copulation  ls  thee
10.    The  enlargening and hardening  of  the  Dale's  organ  of
copulation  ls  knotm  as  a  (an)a
11.    The  foreskin  of  the  Dale's  organ  of  copulation  ls  called  thee
12.    The  structure  that  carries  urine  out  of  the male's  organ  of
copulation  ls  called  thee
13.    The  st"cttire  that carries  the  peprodtictlve  fluid  out  of the
male's  organ  of  copulaclon  ls  called  Che§
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8.    Knowledge  of  Female  Sex St"c€ures  and  Ftmctlons
I.     Bartholln's          6.     Pst:rogen      11.    Menarche             16.    Progesterone
2.     Cervix                     7.     Fallopian    12.    Menst:ruation    17.     Urecer
3.     CLltorls                          ctibe               13.     Ovary                   18.     Uterus
4.     Corpus  leuteum    8.     Flmbria         14.     0`rulatlorL
5.     Endometritm           9.     Graafiall       15.     Omrm
f®111cle
10.     Hymen
19.    Vagi-
20.     Vulva
1.    The  reproductive  gonad  of  the  female  ls  called  the:
2.    The  reproductive  gem  cell  of  the  female  ls  called  the:
3.    The  male  gem  cell  and  female  germ  cell  normally unite
ln  thee
4.    The  sensory erectile  structure  of  the  female  is  thee
5.    The  pear-shaped  organ  of  the  feznale  where  the  unborn  child
nomally develops  ls  called  the§
6. The  structure  which receives  the  fnale's  organ  of  copulation
1§  the3
7.    The  entrance  to  the  female  structure  which  receives  the  male's
organ  of  copulation  is  partly covered  by  a  thin membrane
called  thes
8.    The  external  female  genitalia  are  called  thee
9.    The  homone  produced  in  the  female's  reproductive  gonad  ls
haon ass
10.    The  dlscharglng  of  the  female's  germ  cell  fran  the
reproductive  gonad  ls  knarm as:
11.    The  cyclic  dlscharglng  of  blood  and  other materials  fran
the  fenale's  reproductive  tract  is  knctm ass
12.    The  bubble-like  s€"cttme  located  on  the  female's
reproductive  gonad which  contains  the nature  gem cell  ls
called  t:hei
13.    The  organ where  the  unborn  child nomally develops  ls
covered with  a  mcous  membrane  called  thee
14.    The  excemal  female  genlcalla  are  molscened  by  the  secretions
of  a  gland  called:
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C.    K±guledge  of  Reproducclve  Processes  and  Ftmccions
I.    Castration
2.     Coitus
3.    Epislotony
4.    Fertillcy
5.     FectllizLaition
6.    Frigidity
7.    Hysterectony
8.    Ixpotence
9.    Infertlllty
10.    Intercourse
11.    Masturbation
12.    Menopause
13.     Orgasm
14.    Putrercy
15.    Tubtilar  ligatlon
_     I.   A  low degree  of se"al desire  ln wonen is called:
g±     2.    Ttro ter]ns  that mean a  sexual  relationship  ares    (Tto answers)
3.    The  inability  of  the  male's  organ  of  copulation  to harden
ls inon as:
4.    The  climax  of  sextral  excicenent  is  lmon as:
5.    The  time  ln a  persorL's  life  when  sexual  maturity  occurs  ls
knon ass
6.    The  jolnlng  of  both  the  male's  and  fenale's  reprodtictive
germ  cells  ls  called$
7.    An  inability Co produce  offspring  ls  called!
8.    1then  the  female's  organ which nomally holds  the  unborn
child  during  pregnancy  ls  surgically removed,  the  operaclon
is  called  a  (an):
9.    The  removal  of  the  male's  reproductive  gonads  ls  called:
10.    The  deliberate  self®stlmlaclon  of  one's  otm  sex  glands  ls
calledg
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D.    Knowledge  of  Preffiancy and  Child  Birth
6.
Abortion            7.    Eplslotomy    13.     Gescaclon    19.     Obscecrlcian
rfuionlc  sac    8.    Falloplan      14.    Idenclcal    20.    Pediatrlclali
Breech  birth           trlbe
Cervix
Cesarean
section
Embryo
9.    Fetus
10.     Forcep
delivery
11.   Flat:e-I
twins
12.     Gene
twins            21.    Placenta
15.     habor             22.     Umblllcal  comd
16.    lactation    23.    Vagina
17.    Melosls         24.    Vertex
18.    M{tosls                  delivery
25.     Zygoce
I.    Once  the  getm  cells  of  the  male  and  female  have  tmlted,  the
new cell  ls  called  a  (an)g
2.    The  united  gem  cell  enlarges  by a  process  Imam as:
3.    The  element needed  to Cransolt hereditary characterlstlcs  ls
called a  (an)i
4.    Dtiring  the  first  eight seeks  of  development,  the  htman
organism  ls  lmotm  as  a  (an)3
5.    After  the  first  eight Creeks  of  development,  the human
organism  is  knotm  as  a  (an):
6.    The  fluid-like  membrane  sturounding  the  unborn child  ls
called  the:
7.    1then  a wonan  believes  she  ls  pregnant  she  should  corLsulc  a  (an)a
8.    The  organ fron which  the  unborn  child  receives  nourlchment
ls  called  the:
9.    The  orgalL  sqpplylng  nourishment  is  connected  to  the  tmborn
child  by  the:
_   10.    The  development  of  the  child within the mother  is  called!
_   11.    The  st:ages  of  forceful  contractions  that help  the mother
expell  the  child  from her  body  ls  lmown  ass
eL   12.    In delivery,  the tmborn child mst pass _throuth  eweE- reproductive  structures  called  the:    (Itro answers)
13.    The  term which  means  the  prematrire  temlnaclori  of  a  pregnancy
ac  any  stage  of  development  ls  a  (an)3
14.    An  operation  ln which  the  child  ls  delivered  througiv an
lnclslorl  in  the  abdonlnal  wall  ls  a  (an)3
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D.    monledge  of  Premancy and  Child  Birth  (cant:1nued
15.    A delivery  ln which  the  child.s  bt)ttceks  is  preserLted  flrsc
ls  lmorm  as  a  (an)i
16.    A  blr€h  procedure  ln which  long metal  instrtmencs  are
inserted  into the mother's  birth canal  to aid the  birth of
the  child  is  called a  (an):
17.    Ttro  babies  which develop  from  one  mlced  gem cell  are
calledi
18.    The  secreting  of milk  fron the  mother's  breasts  ls  known as:
19.    The  surgical  cutting of  the  female's  external  genlt:alia  to
ease  the  birth  process  Ls  knctm as  a  (an)s
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E.    Knowledge  of  Birth  Control Methods  and  Pracclces
I.    Abstinence
2.    Artlflcial
insemination
3.    Cascracion
4.    Coitus
lncemptus
5.      Cond`am
6.    Contraception    11.     Ixpocence
7.    Dlaphragr            12.    Intrauterlne
8.     I}ouche                              device
9.    Hormonal  pill    13.    mychm
10.    Hystereccomy                method
14.   Spe-tlcide
15.    Scerillcy
16.     Tubtilar
118atlon
17.    Uceus
18.     V®glna
19.    Vaginal
Sponge
20.     Vasect:ony
1.    The  prevention  of  the  union  of  the  male's  and  fenale's  germ
cells  ls  calledg
2.    The  failure  of  either  the  male  or  female  Co produce  a oature
germ cell  is  calleds
3.    The  birth  ccatrol  device  used  by wonen which  is  made  of  soft
rubber  and   shaped    like  a  shallow cup  ls  a  (an}s
4.    This  soft  rubber  cup-shaped  device  won  by wunen actually
prevents  the male.s  reproductive  gem  cells  fran entering
the?
6.
8.
9.
A  birth  control  device  which  ls  used  by  the  male  and  19  made
of  strong rubber macerlal  ls  called  a  tan):
A special  cream  or  jelly which destroys  or  lmoblllzes  the
male's  gem cell  is  called  a  (an)I
The  flu-shlng  out  of  a uonen's  birch  canal  area  ltBnedlately
after a  se:mal  relatlonshlp  ln  order to prevent  ppegrLancy
ls  called  a  (an)g
A birth control  device  which  act`tally prevents  the
development  of  a nattme  female  gem  cell  ls  called  a  (an)S
A soft plasclc  birth control  device which,  when  inserted  into
the  female's  wonb,  asstmes  a  spiral  or  coil  shape  is  knotm
as  a  (an)3
10.    In  the  United  States  today,  the most  often  used  birth  control
device  ls  a  (an)i
11.    A method  of  birth  control  based  upon  periodic  abstinence
from sexual  relatlonshlps  is  lino.in ass
12.    A method  of  birfu  control  involving  the  wlthdracal  of  the
nale's  organ  of  copulat:ion  fron the  female  prior  to the
release  of  the  reproductive  fluid  is  knotm ass
13.    A  surgical  method  of  birch  ccq[icrol  involving  the  cutclng  of
the  tube which  camles  the male  gem cells  Co the  ejactilatory
duct  is  called  a  (an)3
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E.     Knowledge  of  Birch  Control  Methods  and  Pract:lees  (can;_tin_tl_e±
14.    A  stlrglcal  tDethod  of  birch  control  involving  the  cutting  of
the  female's  oviducc  ls  called  a  (an}s
15.    The  least  effectiire  birth  control method  in  the  Unlced
States  today  is  a  (an)€
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F.    froartyledge  of  Venereal  Diseases
1'     Bejel
2.     Chancrold
3.     Condom
4.     Congenit:al
syphilis
5.    Diaphragr
6.     Gonorrhea                         11.    Penlclllln
7.    Granulona  ingt]inale    12.    Sextral  intercourse
8.    Kissing                           13.    Sliver nitrate
9.     I.ice                                    14.    Syphilis
10.    Paresls                             15.    Wassermnn
1.    The  nose  carmorL venereal  disease  in  the  Uhlted  States
Coday  ls:
2.    The  venereal  disease  caused  by a  small  splrochete  called
TreDamena  pal_1_1_d_tp_  1s  called§
3.    The  transmisslorL  of venereal  diseases  ls  most  cononly
through i
4.    An antlblocic  carmonly used  to  cure  venereal  diseases  in
their early stages  is:
5.    A dlscharglng  of  pus  fron  the  urethra  ls  an early symptom  of :
6.    A  form  of  nan-venereal  syphilis  is  called:
7.    A  prophylactic  device  often  used  by men  Co help  prevent
contracting venereal  disease  ls  called  a  (an):
8.    A  gemicide  which  ls  applied to  the  eyes  of  a  baby  to prevent
possible venereal  infection  is  called§
9.    A  blood  test  often  tised  to detect  syphilis  ls  called  a  (an):
10.    An entreated venereal  disease which  can  be  tralLsnltted  frou
the  mother  Co  the  child  during pregnancy  ls  calleds
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G.    Knowledge  of  Prevalent  Sextral  Pracclces
I.    Adultery            6.    Fomlcatlon        11.    LesblanlsD    16.    Rape
2.     Cunnlllngus      7.     F±ottetirlsm         12.    Masochism      17.     Sadism
3.    Exlbiclonism    8.    Hemaphrodlte    13.    Mistress        L8.    Transextlal
4.    Felacio              9.    Honosexuallcy    14.    Pedophilla    19.    TransvescIsm
5.    Feclshism        10.    Incest                   15.    Frost:ltute    20.    Voyeurlsm
I.    A  sexual  relatlonshlp  bet`reen members  of  the  sane  sex  ls
generally lmotm as:
2.    A woman  that  has  se3cral  relatlonshlps  for  pay  ls  called  a  (an)s
4.
5.
Receiving sesmal  gratiflcaclon  fron vlewlng the  sex`ial  acts
of  others  is  called:
A  sexual  relatlonshlp  betceen persons  of  such  close  relatlon-
shlp  that  their mazTiage  ls  prohiblced  by  law  is  called3
Receiving sextial  gratiflcatlon  from vlewlng,  fondling,  or
handling  lnanlmate  objects  ls  calleds
6.    Se3mal  relations  forced  tipon another  person  ls  called:
8.
9.
The  oral-genital relatlorfulp  lnvolvlng the  stlmulatlon of
the  female's  genltalla  by the  tongue  ls  called:
Sexual  relationships  betmeen an trmarrled male  and  an
unDarrled  fetnale  ls  called§
Receiving sexual  satisfaction  by suffering physical  pain
ls  called:
10.    A voltmtary sexual  relationship wl€h  soneone  other  tharL his
or  her  cnm  spouse  is  called§
11.    The  oral-genital  relaclonshlp  lnvolvlng the  lnserclon  of  the
male's  organ  of  copulat:loo  lnco the  mouth  ls  called:
12.    A  sescuel  r®1atlonshlp  of  an adult with  a  child  ls  called!
13.    A sexual  relationship  bettreen  ttro  feaeles  ls  called:
14.    Recelvlng  sexual  exclteDent  by trearlng the  clothes  of  the
opposite  sex  ls  called:
15.    A  person that  possesses  both male  and  fefnale  genlcalla  ls
called  a  (an)I
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PARI  FOUR
pERSorIAL  ATTITUDEs  REGARDING  "E  AccurulATlcIN
OF  ORE.S   SEX  EDUCATICIN
I.    Please  check e±± subheadings wlthln each area  that  apply to E§=g
a];Ld  !!!±§p  you  believe  sex  education  should  be  available.
a.     E9E±S
b.     School:
c.     Church§
d.  ife
EEap=
Under  6  years  of  age
7-15  years  of  age
16  years  of  age  and  older
No  sex education  should  be
received  ln  the  hone
Prior to the  first  grade
Grades  I-6
Grades  7-9
Cifades  10-12
F[eshmaLn  year  of  college
Sophomore  year  of  college
JurLior  year  of  college
Senior year  of  college
ceher  lnstitut:ions  of higher  learning
No  sex  education  should  be
received  ln  school
During act:ual  church  service
Special  chum.ch  directed  classes
Personal  conferences  with  clergymen
No  sex education  should  be
received  ln church
Television
Radio
Motion  pictures
Books
Magazines
Newspapers
Other  (write  in)
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2.    Please  check e!± sources  from IEgp you  believe  sex educaclon  should
be  available.
Father
Mother
Brother
Sister
Other relative
Teachers
Ministers  or  other  clergymen
FTlends  or  peers
Collect  lnfonaclon by one's  self
ocher sources  (write  in)
I  do not  believe  sex education  shotild  be  pecelved  fron
any  of  the  above  sChlrces.
152.
PART  FIVE
PERSONAL  ATT_ITUDES   _RE_GARI)ING  _"E __PRESENT_  AID
p_es_sl BH__ExpANDEI)  sEx  EDueATIon  cuRElcuIA_
ATAPPAIACHIANSTATEIJNIVERS'ERSIT¥
I.    Do  you  believe  1:here  ls  a Es±g  for  an  expanded  sex education
curricula  at Appalachlan  State  University?  (check  one)
Yes                             NO
2.    Do  you  believe  there  ls  a  desire  for  an  expanded  sex.education
curricula  ac Appalachlan State  Unlverslty?  (check  one)
Yes                             NO
9±!z answer  this  question  lf  you  believe  that  sex education shotild
be  available  as  part  of  a  student's  acadenlc  work  at Appalachian
State  Unlverslcy.    Please  CIRCRE  the gg number  that  corresponds  to
the  degree  or  lntenslty that  you  believe  these  areas  of  sexuality
should  be  eqphasized  wlthln a  sex  edticatiori curricula.    The  rating
scale  is  represented  as  follows:
I  - Extreme  eDphasls
2  -  Much  emphasis
3  - Little edphasls
4  -  No  emphasis
I        2        3        4        Blologlcal  and  physl®loglcal  aspects  of  sexuallcy
I        2       3       4       Social  and cultural  aspects  of  sexuality
I        2        3        4       Ebotional  and  psychological  aspects  of  sexuality
1        2        3        4        Moral  aspects  of  sextlallty
I        2        3        4        Religious  aspects  of  sexuallcy
1        2        3        4        Iiegal  aspects  of  sexuality
I        2        3        4       IIlscorlcal  aspects  of  sexuallcy
1        2        3        4        Language  barriers  of  sexuallcy
1        2        3        4        Teaching  methods  of  sextrallcy
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4.    j±±]! anstrer  this  question  lf  you  believe  sex education  shotild  be
available  as  a  part  of  a  studenc's  acadeDlc work  at Appalachlan
State  tiniversity.    Please  check e±E areas  that  apply to how you
believe  sex education courses  and classes  should  be  scructured.
a.    Class  structare§ All  classes  should  be  separated
according  t®  the  sex  of  the
student
Sore  sex education classes  should
____ be  separated  according to the  sex
of  tine  student
All  sex education  classes  should
be  coedticatlonal
_ No preference
b.    Class  sizes    For  optimm  leaning and  personal  idea
expression,  I  would  favor  limlclng  the
size  of  sex  educatlorL  classes  tog   (check  one)
_ thder 20 students
20-30  students
_____  _I 3040 students
_         _    __I_         _
0`rer  40  sttrdencs
c,  Strut-of ca-a: All  courses  should  be  instruct:or
orient:ed  ( lecture)
Sore  courses  should  be  lnstmccor
ofienced  (1ec"re)
Sore  courses  should  be  student
oriented  (seminar)
All  courses  should  be  student
orient:ed  (seDlmr)
Some  ccurseg  should  exphasize  the
learning  of  basic  facts  and  term-
inology related to sextlallty
Some  courses  should  emphasize  the
expressing  and  exchanging  of  ideas
and  beliefs  of sesellty
Sore  co`lrses  should  exphaslze  the
actual  teaching  of  sex education
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5.    Please  check e±! aLreas  that=  apply  Co !Ee=±  or  fron Eg= you have
received  previous  sex edueatlon while  act:ending Appalachlan State
Universlcy.
In a corse  as a nember  of a  large  class
ln`a course  as  a medber  of  a  small  class
Fran an  inst"ctoa?  1n a  private  or  small  group  conference  or
neetlng
From your college  adviser
F±on psychological  services
FTom  local Dinlscers  or  ocher  clergymen
FTOD  rocBnmace  or  peers
Ch:her  (unite  ln}
I  have  received  no  sex education  from any  of  the  above  sources
whl le  attending Appalachlan State  Universlcy
6.    Please  check e!± academic  departrencs  at Appalchlan State  Unlverslt:y
in which  you have  received  lnfomatlon regarding sex education  or
ht- se-|1ty.
_ Biology
_ CheDlstry or Physical Science_ English_ History
_ Religion and Philosophy
_ Psychology
_ Sociology and Anthropology
Education________
Hare  Econouics____
Jbt
______
Health  and Physical  Education
Music_  _I__  __
Speech
_ Other (tmlte in)
If  you  checked  or  added  any department  ln  question  6,  please  lndl-
cate  by departrent  and  course  g±pber  those  courses which erere  most
neanlngful  Co  you.
8.
155.
If  an  ±Xpa:ep±e_9_  sex edtication  curricula tras  designed  at  Appalachlan
State  University,  would  you favor having all  1eamltig experiences
taught  in  only e=g academic  deparcnent,  providing  qualified
lnst:ructors  were  available wlthln that  department?  (check  one)
_J,--Yes       _ NO
a.    If  your  answer  to  the  abcme  question toes  "yes",  wi:Llch
department: would  yotl choose  to  instruct  leamlng experiences
in  sex educaclon?  (write  ln)
b.    If  your ansver  Co  the  above  question was  'ho",  please  check
all  deparfuencs  you  believe  Should  offer  leamlng experiences
ln  sex education,  providing  qualified  lnstr`accors were
available  within the  deparfuencs.
Biology
_ Chemistry and Physical Science_ Engllch_ History
_ Religion and Philosophy
_ Psychology
_ Sociology and Anthropology
Education
_ Hone Econonlcs
_--I ___  Ate
Health  and  Physical  EducatiorL
MtrsicI____ Speech~rs (urice ln)
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Appendix  8
If tters  ®f Transmltcal  to
Subjects  and  Faculty
April  22,   L970
Dear Appalachian  Student:
I  an curencly engaged  ln a  nascer's  Chests  research project  regaLrd|ng
the  inonledge  and  accict)des  of  Appalachian  Sca€e  University students  in
the  area  of  sex education.    As  you are  probably atrare,  this  facet  of
educaclorL  ls  presently  of  great  lxportance  to  students  and edttcators
throughout  the  nation.    It  is  my hope  that  this  study will  be  of  equal
importance  to  you and will  be  of  value  to  you  ln  your  future  endeavors.
The  purpose  of  the  study  is  twofold.    First,  the  set)dy  ls  desigrLed  to
secure  lnformat:lob regarding  the  present  lmotrledge  and  atcltndes  of
Appalachian  Stoce  Unlverslty  sC`ldents  ln  the  area  ®f  sex edticaclon.
Secondly,  I  hope  Co  collect  lnformatlon which will  enlighten  Chls  lnstl-
tuclon as  to .that Appalachlan  students  are  currently recelvlng  ln this
area  of  edtlcatlon,  and n®sC  lxportancly,  what  €helr  desires  are,  1£  any,
toward an expanded  sex education curricula at  this  unlverslty.
In  order  for  this  sttldy to  be  of  slgnlficance,  yet),  the  student,  mst
supply  the  needed  lnfornatian.    You were  one  of  the  few students  chosen
from the  entire  student  body to partlclpate  ln the  study.    It will
require  approximately  only  one  hour  of  your  Clme;  which  I  reallae  ls
quite  valuable  ac  this  time  of  the  acadeDlc  year.    I  sincerely  believe
that  you will  find  lt  a very meaningful  and  self-enlightening  h®tir.
Your  answers,  of  course,  will  be  scrlccly confldenclal.
The  lnformaclon  needed  C®  be  secured  from  the  students  will  be  collected
ln  one  session.     This  meeting  will  be  held  on  Hay  6,   1970  ac  7S15  P.  M.
1n  the  West  Wing  (new side)  ®f  the  Cafeteria.    It  is  requested  that  you
arrive  at  the  cafeteria  bettreen  7sOO  P.  M.  and  7$15  P.  M.    Please  detach
the  slip  ac  the  bottom  of  page  two,  indicatizLg whether  or  not  you  will
be  able  to partlclpate  ln  the  study.    Please  fold  the  slip  so  Chat "y
return address  is  showing and  return  it  elcher to the  Student  Center
Post  oaf lee  or  the  secretary  ln  the  DepartlDent  of  Health and  Physical
Education  ln  Varslcy  GyBmasltm  by  Monday,  May  4,   1970.    Please  keep  Chls
letter  as  a  reminder  as  Co  the  date,  time,  and  location  of  the  neeclng.
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The  ultlmace  success  of  this  sttidy will  depend  on whether Appalachlan
students  are  lnteresced  enough  ln  the  area  of  sex education  Co  devote
an hour  of  their  time  supplying  the  needed  information.    I  sincerely
hope  yoti will  be  able  to  find  the  time  Co parclclapte  ln  the  study
which  I  believe  will  be  valuable  to  you,  ocher Appalachlan  State  Uni-
versity students,  and  the  entire  lnstltutlon.
Sincerely,
Ronald  H.  Clltherotr
Gradtrate  Asslscant
Department  of  Health  and
Physical  EducatlorL
--.-----~-~-~-®~~~~~~~~~----~---~~~~
I  trill  participate  in the  study.
I  will  not  be  able  t® partlclpace  ln  the  sttldy.
Ronald  H.  Clltherow
Student  Center  Post  Office:    Main  Desk
OR
Deparcqrent  of  Health  and  Physical  Education
Varslcy  Gymasl`m
(printed  on reverse  side)
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April  29,   1970
Dear  Appalachian  Student a
As  of  this  date,  I  have  received neither  an afflrmatlve  nor negative
reply  fron you regarding your  needed  partlclpaclon  in the  sex education
knowledge  and  attitude  study which  I  an conducting
I  an  sure  Chat  Chls  tl]me  of  the  academic  year  ls  quite  'Thecclc"  for  most
students  and  thaLC  deflnlte  comlttments  are  sonetlmes  1"p®sslble  to make
ln advance.    As  Dentloned  ln  my  previous  letter,  you were  one  of  the  few
students  selected to partlclpate  ln this  study and  to serve  as  a  ''repre-
sentatlve"  for  your peers.    It  ls  earnestly hoped  that  you will  be  able
to  find  about  one  hour wlchln  your  busy schedule  ln  order  to  take  part
ln this  study.
As  a  reminder,   the  meeting  will  be  held  on  Wednesday,  May  6,   1970.
Please  arrive  at  the  West  Wing  {nen  side)  of  the  Cafeteria  betveen  7:00
P.   M.   and  7!15  P.   M.
Please  detach  page  tiro  of  this  leccer,  1ndlcating whether  or  not  you
will  be  able  to  par€lclpate  ln  the  study and  return  lt  by Monday,  May 4,
1970  to  the  Student  Center  Post  oof lee  or  the  secretary  ln  the  DepartmerLC
of Health  and  Physical  Education,  ,Varsity G]masltm.
Thank  you again  for  your  time  and  lncerest  ln  this  endeavor
Sincerely,
Ronald  H.  Clltheroii
Graduate Assistant
Department  of  Health  and
Physical  Education
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I  will  participate  ln the  study.
I  will  not  be  able  to parclclpate  ln  the  study.
Ronald  H.   CllCherov
Student  Center  Post  Offlces    Main  Desk
OR
Departrent  of  Health  and Physical  Edqcatlon
Varsity  Gymraslun
(printed  on reverse  side)
160.
May  5,   1970
Dear Appalachlan Student 3
Thank  you  for  your  proxpt,  Off lrmatlve  reply regarding  your  partlcl-
pacion  ln  the  sex educaclon  lmowledge  and  attitude  study which  I  am
conducting.     This  ls  merely  aL  renlnder  Chat  the  meeclng  ls  Comorroer
night.
1then§       Wednesday,  May  6,   1970
Arrive  betmeen  7SOO  P.  M.   and  7315  P.  M.
Wheres    West  Wing  (new  side)  of  the  cafecerla
Thank  you  again  for  your  tline  and  interest  ln  this  study.    I  am  looking
forward  to  seeing  you  Conorrow night.
Sincerely,
Ronald  H.   Clltherotr
Graduate Assistant
Department  of  Health  and
Physical  Educaclon
161.
Date:       Wednesday,  May  6,   1970
Tog          All  Appalachlan  Scace  Unlverslcy  Faculty
Fran:      Ronald  H.  Clitherow
Gradtiate  Asslstanc
Department  of  Health  and  Physical  EducatlorL
Topic:    Student  testing  session  for  master.s  Chesls
Dear  Faculty Member :
I  would  greatly appreciate  your  cooperation  ln  reading  the  scacemenc
beloer  to all  of  your  undergraduate  classes  on  Wednesday,  May  6,   1970.
S_€_a_tepe_nc_ _ ±_o  Student_§_
This  ls  a  reminder,  Co  only  those  sctidents  who Were  contacted  by  leceer,
that  the  meeting  to secure  lnfomatlon regarding  your  knowledge  and
acclttrdes  of  sex  education  ls  Co  be  held  tonl8hc,  Wednesday,  May  6,   1970
1n  the  Cafecerla.    Again,  this  reminder  only applies  Co  those  students
who were  contacted  by  letter  and were  asked  Co partlclpate  ln  this  study.
(Please  Read  Twice)
Thank  you  for  your  tifne  and  cooperaclon  ln  this  natter.
Sincerely,
Ronald  H.   Clltherow
Graduate Assistant
Department  of  Health  and
Physical  EducatlorL
162.
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Appendix  D
Group  Freqtlency  of  Sex  Knowledge  lr[vencory
Scores  Obtained  by  Study's
226  Parclclpants
Score              f  (cf)              a              d2            fd              fd2
96%  -   95%
94%   -   93y®
92%   -   917®
907®   .   897®
88y.  -   87%
86%   -   85%o
84%  -   83%
82%   ~   81%
80%   -   79'7o
787o   -   77%
76k  -75lf i.
14tlll.  -13f%
727.  -   71%
7Oro   -   6970
687.  -   67%
66%   -   657o
I   (226)            16
15
14
I   (225)            13
3   (224)            12
3   (221)             11
5   (218)             10
3   (213)               9
7   (210)               8
8   (203)              7
9   (195)               6
19   (186)               5
13   (167)               4
12   (154)               3
16   (142)               2
15   (126)               I
256               16
225
196
169               13
144              36
121                33
loo             50
8127
6456
4956
3654
2595
1652
936
432
115
256
169
432
363
500
243
448
392
324
475
208
108
64
15
00_9
I            ,14                   14
4            ~26                   52
9           -30                 90
16          40               160
25            -70                350
15   (LIL)                0
14  (  96)           -I
13   (   82)            -2
10  (  69)            -3
LO   (   59)             -4
L4  (  49)            -5
647o   -   63%
62%  -   6r%
60%  -   59%
58%   -   57%
56%   ~   55%
54%   -   53%
167.
Score            f  (cf)              a              d2              fd              fd2
52%   -51%             5   (35)
50%  -497®             8   (30)
48%  -47%            4  (22)
46%  -45%            i   (18)
44%  -43%            6   (17)
42%  -417®             2   (11)
407®   -39%             2   (   9)
387.  -37%            4  (  7)
36%-35%             1   (3)
34c'/.  -  33%
32%-31%             2   (2)
-636
•749
-864
-981
®10                loo
-11                  12L
~ 12                144
~13                 169
-14              196
~15                225
~16                256
30                 180
-56                392
~32                  256
•-9                      81
60                600
®22                  242
-24               288
-52                 676
-L4                  196
~32                   512
Efd  I    60 Efd    -    8,082
Mean  I  63.50 +  (  Z£   X    2  )    -
63.50  +  .54  p
qu
Standard  Deviation -     SI
Median -  64.50 +  (  € x   2  )  -
64.50  +   .26  -
qu
RE -(#,2   -
226
35.7611_.0729      -
35.6882      -
2x5.97          a
ng
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Appendix  I
Academic  Majors  lndlcaced  by  the  Subjects
AcadeDlc
Majors
Total
Students
trc
Biology
Business
53
71
Chemistry
I lementary                I        13
Education
7111
English                        2           4             3           3                        3
French                                                                                       I
teology                     I
7
2318
5129
I
336
Health  and  phy-      4           I             4          7           4          3           6        4          33
slcal  Edu-
cation
Hlscory
Home  Econonlcs
Ill
i
Induscrlal  Arts      1          I            I
Ll brary Science
Mathemtlcs
Music
Phl losophy  and
Rell8lon
Physics
P®||Clcal                   I
Science
1116
1
21
Acadenlc
Majors
Total
Students
PrlmaLry
Education
Psychology                I                   I
Social  science                   1
Scelology 211
Spanish
Special
Education
Speech
Pathology
Undec lared                4        4 i 9
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Appendix  F
Degrees  of  Discussion  and  Perceived  mawledge
Subjects  Reported  Regarding  Tbenty-Five
Selected  Sexual  T®pics
Scraca Mean  lntensltles  of  Dlscusslon
topic
Heredity
Puberty
Dating
Premarital  Sexual
Relaclcmshlps
Marriage
Reproductive  Cbgans
and  Ftoctlons
Intercourse
Menstruntlon
onlatlon
Pregnancy
Aborclon
Birth  Processes
Birth  Control
Methods
Venereal  Diseases
I.5
2.3       2.2       2.4
2.0       I.4       I.9
2.I        L.6        I.9
2.I        I.8       2.I        I.8       2.I
I.9       I.6       I.6       1.6       I.6       I.8       I.8
2.0       I.9       I.9       2.0       2.a       2.3       2.I       I.9
2.I        1.3       2.4       1.4       2.3        I.6       2.3        1.3
2.4       2.0       2.7        I.9       2.6       2.0       2.3        1.8
I.9       I.7       I.9       1.6       2.2       I.6       I.9       I.6
2.2       2.I       2.2       2.3       2.4       2.5       2.2       2.3
I.9       2.3       2.3       I.9       2.2       2.I       2.0       I.8
2.0       2.2       2.2        1.9       2.1       2.3       2.0        1.8
2.2       2.3       2.0       2.0       2.3       2.3       2.I        I.8
*
Racing  scale  exployed  to detemlne  degree  of  discussion was  as
follows§    1  -Discussed  very inch;  2  -Discussed,  but  not  thoroughly;
3  -  Briefly discussed;  4 -Not  dlscqssed  at  all.
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Strata Mean  Intensitles  of  Discussion
TOplc
Infertlllty and
Sterl I 1 zat 1 on
Honosexuallty and
Other Seael
Pracclces
Parmography
orgasm/Cllfnax
Fecal  Dove lopnent
Masturbation
Ferclllzaclon
lnpotency
Frigidity
Homonal  Fthctlons
Child  Rearing  and
Development
2.5
2.6       2.5       2.6       2.5       2.6       2.9
2.5        2.6       2.7        2.6       2.3        2.7        2.5
2.1       2.I       2.4       2.0       2.3        2.1       2.2        I.7
2.5        2.5        2.3        2.6        2.1        2.6       2.1        2.2
I.9       I.9       2.I       I.7       2.0       2.I       2.0       2.0
I.8       3.0       2.9       2.5       2.8       2.8       2.7       2.8
3.I       2.6       3.0       2.6       2.9       2.7       2.9       2.6
2.0       2.4       2.4       2.4       2.4       2.5       2.5       2.4
2.9       2.I       2.4       I.9       2.7       I.9       2.3       2.0
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*
Strata Mean  Incensitles  of  Perceived movledge
TOpic
Heredity
Puberty
Dacln8
Prenarltal  Sextral
Relaclaushlps
Marriage
Reproductive  Cbgans
and  Fthctlors
Intercourse
Menstrtratlon
Cholation
Pregnancy
Abortion
Birth Processes
Birch  Cont#ol
Methods
Venereal  Diseases
lnfertlllty and
Scerlllzratlon
Homose"allcy and
Other  Sextral
Pracclces
I.9
2.I       2.2       2.4
I.8       I.5       I.7
I.9       I.9       I.5
2.I       2.2       I.9       2.0       1.9       2.4       2.a       I.9
I.6       2.0       I.5       I.9       I.4       2.0       I.7       I.8
1.6       2.1       I.5        I.9       I.6       2.2       I.9       2.0
I.9       I.4       I.9       I.5       I.9       I.4       I.9       1.3
2.3        I.9       2.2       I.9       2.3       I.9       2.2       I.8
I.9       I.9       I.9       2.0       2.0       I.9       2.0       I.9
2.3       2.4       2.2       2.5       2.4       2.6       2.3       2.4
2.I       2.4      2.4       2.I       I.9       2.2       2.0       1.9
I.9       2.4       I.9       2.a       I.7       2.2       I.8       1.7
2.I       2.7       2.2       2.3       2.I       2.6       2.I       2.2
2.5       2.8       2.6       2.6       2.6       2.9       2.5       2.5
2.2       2.5       2.4       2.6       2.5       2.5       2.2       2.2
*
Racing  scale  employed  Co  decermlne  degree  of  lmchrledge  .ias  as
folloirs:    1  -Have  "ch  lmorrledge  ln  area;  2  -Have  sore  lmowledge  in
areaL;  3  -Have  little  knowledge  in  area;  4 -Have  no lmorledge  ln  area.
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Strata Mean  lntenslties  of Perceived Knowledge
TOplc
Pornography
orgasm/Cliaex
Fecal  Development
MaLsturbat:lan
Ferclllantion
Ixpotency
Fri8ldlty
Homonal  Funcclons
Child  Rearing  and
Developnenc
I.9
2.4       2.5
I.9       2.6
I.9       2.i       2.2
2.7        2.9       2.7
2.7        2.6       2.7
2.3       2.5       2.4
2.7       2.4       2.6
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Appendix  a
Academic  Courses  at  APpalachlan  State  Unlverslty
miich  Provided  Stlbjeccs  Most  Meaningful
|nfomaclon Regarding Human Semallty
Academic
Departnent
Course
Number Cotirse  TIcle
"tmber  of
Students
Biology
Health and Physical
Education
Psychology
101'   102,
and  L03
107
201
203
301
454
Introdttcclon  to  I.1fe
Science
Elementary Education
Biology
Invertebrate  Zoology
Anlml  Ecology
Animl  Physiology
Geneclcs
Personal  Health
FanLly,  School,  and
Counprmlty  Health
103                             First  Aid
210                          Htman  Anatony
211                      HtJmn  physiology
212              Physiology  of  Muscular
Activlcy
2
5
I
2
5
8
2
I
320      Prlnclples  and  phllosophles  of            7
Health  and  Physical  Edt)caclon
401
201,   202
301
Methods  and Materials
ln  Health  Educaclon
General  Psychology
Htman  Growth  and
bevelopnenc
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AcadeDlc
Departoenc
Course
Number Corse  TICLe
Number  of
Stutencs
Psychology  (conclrmed)      302
303
320
499
Scel0108y
Anthropology
English
Religion
Speech
210
101'   102,
and  103
20L
203
Educational  Psychology
Principles  of  Behavior
Mo€1vatlon
Psychology  of  Early
Chl ldhood
Marriage  and  Family
Relaclas
General  Sociology
Falnl ly  CbgalLl zatlon
and  Interaction
Jtrvenl le  Dellnqtlency
Sociology of  the  Fanlly
General  Anthropology
Graniar  and  Coxposlclon
English  I.1terature
IntroducclorL  to  the
Old  Testanenc
Fundanentals  of  Speech
7
9
I
I
2
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Appendix  H
frequency  of  Subjects  Supportive  of
Sex Educaclon  Curricula  Provided  by
Various  Academic  Departments
Academic
Department
Total  *
Students
Art
Biology
Chemistry/
Physical
Science
Education
English
I]ealth  and
Physical
Education
History
Hone  Econonics
Psychology
Religion  and
Phi lceophy
Scelology and
Anchropology
Speech
12
2423
35
16
5        10          6        10          7          7          5          8
2321211
22        22        14        19        13        18        10        16
2311
5          2        10         9          8         5          3          7
18        19        L2         17         14        14        I L        15
99685636
15         13         11         15           8         13           8        L3
1132
6   (4.03%)
141   (94.63%)
14  (9.407.)
58  (38.93%)
12   (8.05%)
134  (89.93%)
10   (6.71%)
49   (32.89%)
120  (80.54%)
52   (34.907®)
96   (64.43%)
7   (4.70%)
*
Percencages  baLsed  orL  L49  sC`rdents  advocaclng  sex  education  cur-
ricula trlthln more  than  one  academic  department.
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